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ABSTRACT 

An important issue in the study of conflict behavior concerns the 

manner in which one party involved in a conflict situation, can influence 

his protagonist to resolve the conflict in a way Which is mutually reward

ing (i.e. cooperative). The present thesis is addressed to this issue. 

In order to study the relationship between preasymptotic interaction 

patterns and stable states of cooperation and conflict, the data from a. 

variety of two-person, mixed motive games are organized such that: 

a} criteria are established for defining stable states of cooperation 

and conflict; b) preasymptotic interaction patterns are clearly dis

tinguished from these stable, asymptotic states; and c) the role of each 

dyad member is considered separately. 

Organizing the data in the manner outlined abcve aJ~ov!S tho des

cription of strategies used by real subjects Which lead to high levels 

or cooperation and conflict. Dyads \'lho attain a high leYel or cooperation 

are found to use a cautious trust strategy. This strategy consists of 

two components, a cooperative signalling component ru1d a firmness com

ponent. The cooperative signalling component is operationalized !n 

terms of the difference in the proportion or cooperative choices between 

one dyad member and the other. 'rne firmness co.mponent is opcl"Cl.tionalized 

in terms of the level of retaliation against an uncooperative a~tion 

(D reciprocity). Dyads rlho attaii'l a high level or conflict. are 

characterlzed by an inappropriate signalling compcinent~ and/or the absence 

of a f:l.rll'ness cornp-onent. Data are presented which indicate how the 
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;requirements for a successful cooperative 

;as a function of other variables. 

signalling component vary 

The implications of focusing on stable outcomes in a conflict 

_ / situation, and organizing the data in the manner developed here,- are 
/ 

discussed in terms of notions current in the psychological literature 

on conflict behavior. Data from the present thesis are used to argue 

that strategic variables are relatively more important factors in 

determ.."tning stable outcomes in a particular conflict situation, than 

either predispositional or personality factors. 
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Chapter I. INTRODUCTION 

In the broadest sense, conflict ma.y be defined as the CQming 

together of incompatible forces. As such, conflict is an ubiquitous 

phenomenon in any complex system, whether biological or social. It 

is an assumption of the present thesis that conflict so defined is an 

inevitable occurrence of social interaction. Considering the number 

of different motives found within individuals, as well as between 

groups, it is little wonder that conflict is so frequently observed. 

This assumption, however, does not reflect a pessimistic view of man, 

implying for example that violence and tmrs are inevitable. Rather, 

the assumption reflects a belief that conflict resolution may result 

in the establirutment of norms which serve to reconcile the incompatible 

forces, to one degree or another. In other wo1~s, conflicts are not 

necessarily situations to be avoided, they are situations to be resolved. 

At this point, an important distinction must be made bet;-1een violent 

and nonviolent me·l:,hods of conflict resolution. Conflict and violence 

are not synonymous. Hany conflicts are resolved by means other than 

violence - by appeals to prevailing norms, or by the ests.blisbment of 

nei'T DOI'Ill8. 

Many other conflicts are not resolved at all. These ccnflicta 

may drain personal or national resources over long periods of t.:ime, 

and gener?.l~y impede the establisrmoont of satisfactory norms. The 

reasons for this lack of conflict resolution in some circumstances muy 
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be many and diverse. The conflict may not be accurately perceived, if 

at all. The protagonists in the conflict may not know which of several 

possible norms to appeal to. The norms appealed to may not be satis

factory to all parties concerned. Indeed, it may not be clear that 

any norms exist that might be appealed to. Resolution may also fall 

because one or both of the protagonists does not wish to resolve the 

conflict because its presence satisfies some other, perhaps psycho

pathic, needs of one of the protagonists. However, even in the absence 

of psychopathology, and in cases in which the best of intentions are in 

evidence, conflicts may continue. 

What conditions give rise to satisfactory conflict resolution? 

What conditions impede such resolutions? Under what conditions do 

nonviolent attempts at resolution give way to violence? A theor,y of 

conflict behavior does not yet exist to completely answer these ques

tions. Until very recently, the domain of conflict behavior was 

restricted to strategy theorists who dealt with large social forces 

such as military or labor-management conflicts (e.g. Kahn, 1960), or 

clinicians who dealt l-dth intrapersonal conflicts in the tradition of 

Freud. The remainder of this introductory section 1dll briefly describe 

a more recent, empirical approach to the study of conflict behavtor. A 

justification of the use of the particular paradigm will. be given, in 

addition to a description of the variables "mich have already been 

found to affect behavior in conflict situations using this paradigm. 

A. The Theory of Games 

The impetus for much contemporary researcP. on confl:lct beha:vi«:>r 

is the theocy of games introduced by v. NeUin3.nn and }!org·enstern (1947). 
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( These authors provided both a paradigm for studying conflicts or 

/ interests, and a model for prescribing how rational decision-makers 
I 

should behave. What is a game? What are its characteristics? A 

game involves at least iwo decision-makers, each or whom has at least 

two distinct choices • A decision-maker may be an individual, a 

political party, or a nation. The distiilguish:ing feature of each 

decision maker is that he has an objective which influences his 

activity in the game. Furthermore, a player's ability to attain 

his objective is dependent not only upon his own choices, but also 

upon the choices of the other player. In other words, the fates of 

the players (their respective outcomes) are interdependent. These 

outcomes, or payoffs, represent the utility to each decision-maker of 

being in any particular state of interaction with the other decision-

maker. These utilities are represented on an ordinal scale, and game 

theorJ assumes that any monotonic transformation or the utilities in a 

pa.rticulal' game does net alter the structure or that game. 

The structure or a particular game is defli1ed by the relative 

rankings or each of the outcomes by each decision-maker. If one 

player's rankings or the possible outcomes is the inverse of the other 

playel''s preference ordering, it is clear that t.heir objectivE:s are 

irreconc5.1ably opposed. The class of games defined as zero-sum games 

is such a case. In these games, one pl~yer's gain is another's loss. 

There is no provision for a n.,utually satisfact.ory outcome. Althoug,h 

the prescriptions of the game theol--y model a.I•e strongest for this -:;lass 

of games, the zero-su.TD. structure does not provide an adeqt1ate descr·ip-

tion of most soc~~l conflict situ~tionG. 
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Before describing another class of games Which are more germane 

to the study of social conflicts, let us briefly discuss the model that 

game theory prescribes. First, the game theory model is a normative 

one. Game theory prescribes how rational decision-makers should play 

a particular game. The objective or this theory is to devise rational, 

fool-proof strategies Which should be used to maximize one's outcome, 

given a particular class of grunes. A strategy is defined here as a 

plan of action, a plan for making choices, Which takes into account all 

contingencies and provides instructions concerning which choice should 

be made in each circumstance. The notion of "rationality" assumes that 

each decision-maker knows both his own and the other's utility for each 

of the outcomes. This model also assumes that each of the players is 

basically an economic man {i.e., his sole objective is to maximize his 

ol'm gain and/or minimize his own loss). 

One or the prescrip·t.ions which has emerged from game theory is 

the notion of a dominant strategy. A dominant strategy exists and is 

prescribed only in the case When by using it a player does no worse 

{and, in general, does better), regardless or the strategy chosen by 

the other player. In the game in Figure 1, Row player may choose A or 

B and Column player may choose X or Y; the payoff to Row is indicated 

by the number in the lm.rer half of each quadrant, '\'mile Column player's 

payoff a.ppears in the upper half of each quadrant. In this game, the 

do:minant strategy for Row is to choose B, because B will produce 1 (the 

mast preferred outcome) if Column chooses X, ~,d 3 {more preferred than 

4) if Coln;;.1n chooses Y. Similarly, the dmrinant strategy for Column 

player is to choose Y. There:f'ore, if both playel'S follow the "rational" 



prescriptions of gan1e theory, the interaction state BY 'Will prevail, 

in which each player receives his third-most preferred outcome. From 

an e:xamination of the game matrix, it is immediately obvious that both 

players may similtaneously do better than their third-most preferred 

outcome. If Row chose A and Column chose X, each player would receive 

his second-most preferred outcome. By being "irrational," each player 

may benefit more than by choosing the "rational" dominant strategy. 

; 

In what sense may the choices A or X be considered "irrational"? 

For one thing, these choices expose each of the players to his least 

desirable outcome (4) if the other player should simUltaneously choose 

his dominant strategy. In such an event, not only will the "irrational" 

player be saddled with his least-preferred outcome, but the difference 

between his o~m and the "rational" player's outcome will be greatest. 

This example is interesting for several reasons. First of all, 

it illustrates a condition in Which the rational prescriptions of game 

theory may lead to absurd outcomes (the third-most preferred outco~s 

rather than the second-most preferred outcome). Game theory is very 

persuasive in its prescriptions for the various classes of zero-s~~ 

games. Hol'lever, in the case of non-zero sum games, the theory either 

prescribes strategies Which lead to m1necessarily absurd outcorr~s, or 

makes no prescriptions at all. (For a thorough revie't'l of the strengths 

and weaknesses of game theory prescriptions, cr. Luce and Raiffa, 1957; 

Rapoport and Orvrant, 1962 j and Schelling, 1963) • Secondly, this example 

serves to introduce the role of the gaming paradigm for studies of 

social motivation, and social interaction processes. Third, this 

example po:"illts out. the :need fol' descriptive as '\-rell as normative 
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these studies were perfonned on trees growing in very wet environments. 

It was believed tnat trees growing in marsh, swamp, bog, or muskeg 

would show little it any variation in the widths of the growth rings. 

The presence of the high water table lO uld prevent any possibility of. 

drought condition~. It was assumed that water is the primary control 

of growth and tha·t; a high water table at a tree site provides an ample 

and available moi1Jture supply for the tree. 

One of tho earliest growth ring studies made on bog trees did in 

fact conclude thai~ water is the most important factor controlling dia

meter growth. lqc1n (1949) reported that the water factor controlled 

diameter growth of white pine growing in a bog in New Hampshire and that 

crossdating was pc•ssible with trees growing on nearby upland mineral 

soil. He conclud~d that the shallow root systems of the bog trees were 

subject to the rbe and fall of the water table in relation to amount of 

rainfall during the growing season and, hence, to shortages or abundance 

of water. No correlation was made between grqwth of either the bog trees 

c~ the upland trees with climatic data. 

At the same time as the results and opinions on growth and 

environment summarized above were being expressed,two researchers tenta

tively considered rOther possibilities. In contrast to the widely held 

opinion that water control was probably responsible for diameter growth 

trends in wet environments, the independent investigations of Giddings 

and Hustich on grouth rings -"tn black spruce and other boreal trees con

cluded that mean summer temperatures controlled diameter growth. Working 

w1 th black and whi ~~ spruce and tamarack (larix alaskensis Wight) in 



theories of conflict behavior. How do real players actually play 

such a game? Do they follow the economic prescriptions of game theory, 

or does the situation allow the expression of other social motives 

Which must be incorporated into a theory of conflict behavior1 

Formal game theory undergoes a qUalitative change at the 

transition from zero-sum to non-zero-sum games. Zero-sum games are 

games of pure conflict, in which there is no room for comp~omise. The 

best one can do is to guarantee himself the best of the worst. Non-zero-·· 

sum games, on the other hand, allow for varying degrees of compromise, 

the extremes being complete cooperation and complete competition. Such 

situations more nearly simulate real-life types of conflicts in that 

in most conflict situations there are familial interests between the 

protagonists. In other words, it is usually not in the best interests 

of either protagonist to completely annihilate his opponent, for if he 

did he would be cutting off a source which provides resources for hL~. 

A finite number of unique non-zero-sum games exists, and these 

have been classified according to the distribution of dominant strategies 

that their structures allow (Rapoport and Guyer, 1966). There are 78 

such games, not all of which are psychologically interesting. Those 

which are not psychologically interesting are not so, for instance, 

because their dominant strategies lead to a stable realiz.ation of 

ma.:xi.mura outcome for each player. !-!any of those games which are psycho

logically interesting are so because they are mixed-motive ga.ll1<3s. .f.. 

mixed-motive game, of Which the above game rratrix is an example, is one 

in whl.ch each player is motivated both to compete a~d to cooperate with 



the other player. The motivation to compete exists because the com-

petitive strategy (B or Y) is the only one Which can yield the most 

preferred outcome. 'the motivation to cooperate exists because, with 
• 

full information concerning their own and the other's utility 

preferences, it is clear to both players that if they both compete 

sinmltaneously (BY), they will do worse than if they cooperate (AX). 

However, if one player cooperates while the other competes, the co

operative player is rewarded with his least preferred outcome (AY or 

BX). Thus, in order to realize a mutually beneficial interaction, 

each player must not only overcome his own temptation to compete, but 

also must trust the other player to do the same. 

s 

Mixed-motive situations involve not only a conflict of interests 

between protagonists, but also a conflict within each player concerning 

whether to cooperate or compete. This dual inter-, as well as intra-, 

personal conflict situation is one of the features that bas attracted 

so much attention from social scientists. This does not mean that only 

mixed-motive games are psychologically interesting, as }J"..ar-well and 

Schmidt (196e) haYe noted. However, the game paradigm in general, and 

mixed-motive games in particular, have provided a great deal of interest-

ing empirical d'3.ta ~tlhich may be used in the construction of a theo:rt..r 

of conflict behavior. Let us briefly exa.rrdne the reasons for the 

popularity of this paradigm. 

The game paradigm itself has the advantage of providing a 

clearly defined situation, in which some element of conflict (the 

structural characteristics cf the game) may be experlmentally Ir.ai-.ip'J.lated. 

It also provides a clearly defined measure of confl:tct (playe::c's choice 
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I
, of strategy). The two-by-two choice situation outlined above is the 

simplest type; it should be clear, however, that such an interaction 

9 

matrix may be expanded both in number of choices (n x n), and in number 

or players (n x n x n). The complexities of the 2 x 2 are sufficiently 

challenging so that restricting ourselves to this case is not un

wa.rran ted. 

The relative clarity of the dependent and independent variables 

in game situations is in contrast to those used by_social scientists 

Who must rely on verbal responses to measure complex concepts such as 

trust or suspicion. Although it might seem that limiting players to 

only two responses each prohibits the study or such complex and interest

ing concepts, let us examine the two matrices in Figure 2, both to see 

how structural components may affect conflict behavior, and to explore 

the psychological complexities which can be studied fn mixed-motive 

games. First, note that matrices I and II differ in structure by the 

definition above. The preference orderings, although the same for 

both players within each game, differ across games. The preference 

orderings for matrices I and II are represented in Figure 3 by matrices 

I' and II', respectively. The outcomes contained in I and II are simply 

the result of order-preserving transformations of I' and II'. Secondly, 

note that fer game II, neither player has a dominant strategy, as they 

both do in game I '\'lhich is s:i.rr.ply a version of the game in Figure 1. 

Rm·;' s best response to Col1.lmn' s X is a B, and to Column's Y, an A. 

Sirn.i.larly for Column, there is no dominant strategy. 1-l:a.trix II has 

no dominant strategy because the outcome associated 1dth the maY,.imum 

gain (10) is also associated 1·rlth the rra.::d:1mm lose (-20). Positive 
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II 

Fig. 2. Matrix representations of a Prisoners Dilemma (I) 
and a Chicken {II) g~me showing the utilities for· 
each player. 
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I ' 
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X y 

A 
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II ' 

Fig. 3. Matrix representations of a Prisoner's Dilemma (I) 
and a Chicken (II) game showing the preference 
orderings for each player. 
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and negative goal-directed behavior is cojoined in the single strategy 

choice of B or Y. 

Let us consider 'What effect this seemingly simple structural 

change bas on the psychology of the players. In game I we noted 

earlier that irust might be necessary for a cooperative (AX) outcome to 

be realized. Each player would have to trust the other to forego his 

maximum gain, before he would be willing to expose himself to his 

maximum loss by making a cooperative choice. Trusting the other 

player, however, might prove to be very difficult. If the other is 

indeed trustworthy (i.e., w:t.11 make a cooperative choice), either 

player is better off making his competitive choice. And if the other 

is not trustworthy (i.e., makes a competitive choice), either player 

will obtain his worst possible outcome by being trusting. 

It might be argued, on a priori grounds, that less trust is 

required for an J:X outcome to be realized in game II than in I. Since 

the worst possible outcome is cojoined with the best outcome in II, 

it ~tould seem to make sense for each player to assume that the other 

will ~~e a cooperative choice, each thinking the other will surely 

avoid the possibility of obtaining the l'Torst outcome (-20). But one 

player JM.Y then assume that since the other will surely avoid the large 

loss associated with his competitive choice, wny should he not make his 

competitive choice and obtain the ooximum outcome at the other's ex

pense. In this case, one player is assuming that he can ta..lce adYantage 

of the other's fear. 

This sketch of the player's psychology illustrates a number of 

points. Slight structural cha..""lge::; may ha.ve important psychological 



ramifications. In the case above, the transition from game I to II 

suggests a transition from a trust-suspicion dimension to one or 

"brinksmanship," in which threats and counterthreats are foremost. 

This sketch also illustrates the complex social issues which may be 

dealt with in a simple game paradigm. Game I' types have in fact 

been used to study various aspects of trust and suspicion. (This 

literature will be reviewed in a later section.) The eame matrix 

may represent any variety of real-life situations with the same 

structural characteristics. Game I is an example or a Prisoner's 

Dilemma (PD) game. This situation is one in :which two prisoners, 

held incommunicado, are faced with the choices of confessing (B or 

Y) to a crime they are both accused or, or not confessing (A or X). 

They can be convicted only if either confesses. If one confesses he is 

set free for turning state's evidence and is also given a rev>l'J.rd. If 
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the other player does not confess, he is not only convicted by the other's 

testimony, but is also given a more severe penalty for withholding 

evidence. If both players confess together, they are given a lighter 

sentence than if they had 'Withheld evidence. Hm·rever, if nei tne:r 

confesses, they are both set free. Obviously, the cooperative choice 

is not to confess, but one must trust the other prisoner to do the 

same, and to forego the re1·ard for turning state's evidence. 

Game II' types have been labelled games of chicken (Ck). This 

type or structure also fits a variety or real-life situations, from 

teenagers playing ,.dth their automobiles to statesmen playing with 

their armies. Using the teenagers' situation, the A or X choice is a. 

choice to swerve one's car. rne B or Y choice is a choice not to 



swerve, but to continue on the narrow roadway, hoping the threat of 

mutual disaster will deter the other driver. 

It should be clearly stated at this point that these game 

structures are not viewed as models or these real-life situations. 
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The structures do seem to contain some elements of the real-life 

situations, but surely there are so many differences that any simple 

analogy would be absurd. However, these games do pennit operational 

definitions of such variables as trust, threat, and many other social 

variables to be discussed below·, whose study may help us to understand 

other, more realistic conflict situations. Games have the advantage 

of simplicity and flexibility, but we car.not attempt to directly 

extrapolate game findings to applied problems of conflict resolution. 

Games, ~rorthy of study in their own right, may only provide hints for 

a more "rational" approach to conflict. 

Some recent investigations have been addressed to this issue 

or the generality or game findings to more realistic conflict situa

tions. Kelley and Stahelski (1970) for example, report a number of 

studies lmich indicate that individuals l-.t1o tend to be cooperative 

in a conflict situa.tion also tend to have very different interpersonal 

perceptions anJ beliefs a~out their opponents, than do competitive 

individuals. The latter tend to beJ.ieve others are homogeneously 

competitive vmereas the cooperators express a greater variability in 

their beliefs about others . _E.lidence is presented which :i.nclicates 

that this relationship holds not only in laborato17 gaming and bar

gaining situations dra~m from many countries, but there is also survey 

data available conc-erning student-administration confrontations in 

uni v&rsitie.s i·.hich indicate the same pattern. OrHa.nt. and Orwant 



(1970) have investigated the relationship between abstract (i.e. 

matrix) versions or mixed-motive games and interpreted versions or 

the same games, in which the conflict is described in terms of a 

real-life situation. They found subjects to be more cooperative 

when playing the real-life versions. The only other study to date 

which compares behavior in a game and non-game situation (the latter 

being a picture interpretation task involving stor,y writing and 

discussion in dyads) round few differences between cooperators 

and competitors in the non-game situation. The cooperators and 

competitors were defined by their behavior in a game situation. In 

a different game situation, the Paddle Game (cr. Sermat, 1970), 

most subjects behaved cooperatively although there were some subtle 

differences in the ~ay cooperators and competitors behaved in 

this situation. Sermat concludes that broad generalizations from 

behavior in eA~rimental games to other interpersonal situations 
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is not justified. One of the major problems in comparing such situa

tions involves determining the structural characteristics of the non

game situations. Until reliable techniques are developed for deter

mining the structure of a non-game situation, it is impossible to 

deterrrjne the validity of the g~e paradigm as a description of real

life conflicts. The structure of the situation has an important 

bearing on the subjects' behavior, as will be indicated below. 

Let us now turn to a description of the variables "Nhich have 

been found to influence conflict behavior. First vle will discuss 

the p1•irnary dependent. variable used in w...any studies and introduce some 

basic characteristics or the data. Then lve l'rlll explore the irtdependent 



variables, divided into structural and situational determinants. 

Finally, the issue most relevant to the present work, strategies, 

will be examined in some depth. 
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Chapter II. ENPIRICAL STUDIES STIMUIA TED BY GAME THEORY 

A. Dependent Variables 

A variety of indices have been used to measure various aspects 

of conflict behavior in PD games, the most common of which is a "co

operative" strategy choice. In terms of the examples above, this 

choice would be A or X, for only by making such a choice will a 

mutually satisfactory interaction result. 'What are the characteristics 

of the data using this index of conflict? 

Games may be played for one, two or any number of trials. We 

will now consider the one- and .300-trial cases, taking data from 

Rapoport and Charcrna.h (1965). On the very first tria~ after ea.ch player 

independently makes a strategy choice without a.ny knmdedge of the 

other player, the proportion of cooperative (A or X) and competitive 

(B or Y) responses is usually about 50%. In other l'IO:r·ds, about half 

of the players choose cooperatively and half competitively. As the 

game conti.7lues, a decrease of about 10% in· cooperative strategy choices 

occurs until about, 40 trials have been played. After this initial drop, 

there is an increase in coopei·at.ion which levelE: off after 150 trials, 

and remains fairly stable. Th.g p!l,rticular value of this asyroptotic 

level of cooperative responding is uot characteristic of the entire sub

ject population. }fost dyads "lc.ck-in" at either the mutually cooperative 

(A..'C) or mutually competitive (BY) out. come. The unih.t.eral res pome 

stz.tes (AY or BX), :in ,,hich one player coor;e.!"ates Tt.i1ile the oth:3r com

pet'8s, tend to d:re>p cut almost ent:i.:c>ely after a large m.mbcr of trials. 
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This "lock-in" effect is evident in both the number of dyads Who persist 

in one of the mutual outcome response states (AX or BY), and in the 

correlation coefficients between the cooperative strategy choices by 

j members of a dyad. These correlations are typically very high ·(i.e., 

) .90), and seem to suggest that individual differences between members 

of a dyad are "washed out." The explanation offered for this wash-out 

effect is that after repeated plays of the game, the structural aspects 

of the situation dominate any personality differences between dyad 

members (Rapoport & Chammah, 1965; Tedeschi et al., 1968a). 

It is often the case when several hundred trials are played that 

play is stopped after each 25-trial block so that players may calculate 

their scores. "Start" and "end" effects have been found with this 

procedure (Rapoport & Dale, 1966). The probability of a cooperative 

choice is typically highest at the beginning and lowest at the end of 

such blocks. The start effect is interpreted as an attempt by each 

player to "try cooperating" at the start of each 25-tri.:"'ll block, and 

the end effect is view·ed as a last try for the lion's share, since no 

immediate retaliation can fol1o"1· 

These measures indicate the basic types of data used by most 

game researchers. A variety of other mea.su~·es will be discussed below. 

Let us now see ~1at types of variables have been found to influence 

these measures. 

B~ Structural Variables 

One of the primary ad'l.rantages of representing conflicts in a 

game format is that the structure of the cor£lict may be manipulated 

quite easily. Much of the resea.rch on gaJl'l.e conflict centers on the 



relationship between an index or cooperation and the particular 

structure or the conflict, defined by the payoff matrix. 
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It is a useful convention to describe each of the payoffs in a 

game according to its assumed impact on the players. The matrices in 

Figure 3 may be rewritten in more abstract form, as in Figure 4. R 

stands for the R~~rd for cooperation (i.e., after making a C response); 

T stands for the Temptation to defect (i.e., choosing a D response); S 

stands for the Sucker's payoff obtained after unilateral cooperation; 

and P stands for the Punishment associated with defection. This 

te~jnology is convenient for some, but not all, mixed-motive games. 

The structure is defined by some simple restraints placed on the 

relationship between the various payoffs. For example, a PD game 

(l in Figure 2) occurs if the follmdng relations prevail: T~ Ri) Pi> S i; 

and s1 +Tic( 2R
1

; '\mere (i = c,r). The first restraint is simply a re

statement of the utility ordering mentioned earlier. The second restraint 

is necessary so that only one mutually cooperative response sequence 

is possible. The need for such a restraint is obvious. T'ne essential 

difference between a PD and Ck game (II in Figure 2) is that in the 

latter, s.> P.. Another convention is to label the choice associated 
~ ~ 

with an R outcome as cooperative (C), and the other choice as a 

defection (D). These conventions 1dll be adhered to throughout this 

revim'f, 11dthout implying an endorsement of these labels. 

The restraints which define either a PD or Ck game allow the 

investigation of a wide range of paraffieters ldthin their particular 

structure. For example, in order to e.:xa.mine the effects of var-ious 

levels of mutual pun.i.shment on the occurrence of C responses in Ck ga.Jc0s, 
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one may vary P while keeping all other payoff entries constant. 

Rapoport and Chamma.h (1966) performed such a study and found a non

monotonic relationship between the level of punishment and the level 

of C responses. Cooperation -was least at an intermediate level, 

rather than at the lowest level of P. At low levels of P, the punish

ment is not sufficient to deter defection choices. At the highest 

levels of P, the risks associated with a DD outcome are too great for 

either player. Hovrever, at some intermediate level of P, each player 

may assume that the other will surely avoid the risk involved, and he, 

therefore, may safely take the largest payoff. At the same level of P 

that produces the most defections, there is also an increase in the 

number of unilateral response states (CD and DC). This event may in

dicate that some players attempt to preempt their opponents (DC), 

~le others are more willing to appease (CD) such "brinksmanship." 

The implications of these and related discoveries to notions of 

military "deterrence" have been discussed by Swi.ngle (1970). 

For the PD game, a broad range of .parameters may also be varied 

without violating the restraints that define the game. Rapoport and 

Chamrnah (1965) systematically varied each of the entries in a PD game, 

and found that the level of cooperation increases as R and P incret\.ses, 

and cooperation decreases as T increases. A large number of trials is 

often required to produce these effects, as indic2.ted by J.Iorehouse 

(1966). She found no difference in level of cooperation after 50 trials 

for two values of T. 

Several investigators have not been conterrt to vary a single 

parameter a.t a ti.me, but have attempted to devise indices rrhich capture 
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the relationship between the various payoff entries. The rationale for 

this approach rests on the assumption that two motives dominate the PD -

one to cooperate and one to compete. If the relative strengths of 

these motives can be expressed by the relationship of payoffs to each 

other, an index will be produced that should hold for any linear trans

formation of a particular game. Rapoport and Cha.Illil'Bh (1965) and Steele 

and Tedeschi (1967) have investigated over 200 possible indices to 

describe the structure of a PD game. Rapoport and Chammah found that 

as the ratio (R-P)/(T-S) increases, the level of cooperation increases. 

Steele and Tedeschi found essentially the same relationship, using 42 

different matrices. The Pearson r calculated in the latter study 'Wls 

.64, inqicating that a fair ·proportion of the variance in level of C 

responses was accounted for by the matrix values of the games. 

In the Steele and Tedeschi (1967) study, not all or the natrices 

satisfied the constraints of the PD game. To eliminate any possible 

confounding, and to investigate some further dimensions of the payoff 

structure, Jones et al. (1968) used only PD. matrices. Three different. 

values of the index (R-P)/(T-S) were used, and for each value or the 

index, three different payoff matrices were used, two of waich were 

linear transforms of the first. In addition, the effects of negative 

and non-negative payoffs \>rere examined. The relationship betlfieen the 

ratio and level of cooperation was found to be logarlthrnic, and there 

W"as no signific--ant effect of the absolute value of the payoffs. In 

those matrices which contai.'led negative values, there l·m.s a significant 

trend tm·m.rd more cooperation. 

Although more diff.icult, it is also possible to comr.fl.rt~ games 



:kith similar payoffs but different structures. Rapoport and Challli!!ah 

/(1966) compared several PD and Ck games in Which the ratios or R, T 

! and S were equal, but P varied from PD to Ck status. Cooperative 

/ responses were more frequent in the Ck games, although the level. of 

' CC outcomes was almost identical for both sets of games. The in

creased levels of C responses in the Ck games almost all resulted in 

unilateral response states. 

A C response in a Ck game may have a different meaning than a 

C response in a PD game. In a Ck game, a C may be an appeasing res

ponse. The greater proportion of unilateral outcomes in the Ck game 

were at the expense of the DD outcomes, which were more frequent in 
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the PD games. The tine course of these measures is also different in 

the two games. The higher proportion of Cs in the Ck games occurs 

primarily during the first 200 trials; at this point the level of Cs in 

the PD game becomes equal. 

In summary, this set of results indicates that differences in 

payoff values do :make a difference to players, and in a manner that 

makes some intuitive sense. At the same tiine, some not so obvious 

relationships have been found to indicate the usefulness of a.n em-

pirica.l ap;pro::~.ch. The U-shaped relation bet•·re€n proportion of Cs and 

a~ount of punislli~ent was not predictable, a priori, from com~on sense. 

Although it is clear from these studies-that the structural variable 

is very powerful, it is equally clear that other variables must also 

have a potent effect. The finding that negative payoffs induce more 

cooperation than positive payoffs, stric-tly sp(laking, relates to a 

situa.tional rather than a. stx-uctural V[•.riable. Lt3t us nmi e:-:attine some 

other sitvationa.l variables. 
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f. Situational Variables 

/ For the purposes of this discussion, situational variables are 
I 

!. -those which describe the environmental. circumstances of the interaction 

/ situation. Excluded from this category are the etructural varia):>les 
I 
1 inherent to conflict, and personality variables inherent to the players. 

Under this rubric, strategy might be considered a situational variable. 

However, since strategic considerations are central to the present 

study, they wi.11 be treated more thoroughly in a separate section. 

Since one of the basic requirements of a conflict situation is 

the interdependence of outcomes, it would appear obvious that protagonists 

must be al·m.re of their interdependence for the conflict to be resolved. 

That awareness is not necessar,y for cooperation ~~s demonstrated by 

Sidowaki et al. (1956). In this study, each subject was instructed to 

make as many points as he could by pushing one of two buttons. Each 

time the subject pushed the left button, another subject operating under 

the same instructions, but w·hose existence ,,-.a.s unknmm to the first, 

would receive a point. Each time the subject pushed the right button, 

his partner received an electric shock. Thus, each subject had complete 

control over his partner's payoff, and only indirect control over his 

own payoff. Given a free-resronding schedule, subjects in this "mirdma.l 

social situation" learned to cooperate {provide points fo:.:- each other) 

in a very few minutes. Even after establishing cooperation, subjects 

were still una1mre that their payoffs 1-r.;re interdependent with those 

or another subject. 

Although av.areness may not be necessary·ror cooperation, it 

cel•t.ainJ.y affects the develop:ment. of cooperation. Kelley et al. (1962) 



demonstrated that in a minimal social situation, subjects informed of 

their interdependencies cooperated more rapidly than those who were 

naive in this respect. However, some subjects in the naive condition 

did cooperate if they were forced to respond simultaneously. 

It is not terribly surprising that cooperation develops without 

awareness in this situation. Structurally, the game is one of pure 

coordination. It -would be interesting to pursue the reasons for some 

dyads not reaching this solution, and what the effects would be of a 

more conflicting situation. 

Two protagonists may realize their mutual dependencies, but 

be unaware of the actual utilities for themselves or the other player 

regarding a particular i.."lteraction. Given that the interaction 

situation structurally represents a conflict, Rapoport and CP~mmah 

(1965) hypothesized that the absence of information concerning the 

utilities of each player ~~uld result in more cooperation than if the 

utilities were knolm. To test this hypothesis, several PD games were 

played in which the matrix values were either displayed or not dis

played. Contrary to predictions, those dyads in the no-display con

dition cooparated lesE than those in the display condition. The 

ability to see the payoffs of the situation, even in a conflict 

situation, seems to help players realize that tacit collusion is 

possible. 

WithholdL1g the entire payoff st~1cture is, of course, an ex

treme case. Innumerable subtleties con be explored -vdt.h respect to 

the effects or selectively ~~thholding certain aspects or the payoff 

structure. S·,;encson (1967), for example, studied the effects cr in-
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forming only one subject or both payoff' structures, while the other 

knew only her own payoffs. Furthermore, the informed player realized 

she had more information than the other. Rather than exploiting their 

less-informed partners, the complete-information subjects tended to 

make more cooperative moves than the other in a PD game. However, there 

~s a general decline in cooperative choices over the 30 trials, and 

it is impossible to know 'Whether such unilaterally informed dyads would 

reach cooperative solutions more often than bilaterally informed dyads. 

The data suggest, at least, that having more information, and knowing 

you have more information, rray activate a norm or responsibility 

rather than exploitation. Undoubtedly, if this effect does exist it 

would interact with many other variables. Swensson (1967), for example, 

found that this result tended to occur only when communication between 

subjects was not permitted. The reverse effect occurred When subjects 

communicated. 

Another dimension of the information variable concerns the 

protagonists' awareness of how they stand relative to their opr.onent. 

Several studies have investigated the effect of various types of 

feedback regarding own and other's gains. For these studies, a 

"maximizing diffcre11ce game" (MDG) has been used. This game differs 

from the PD in that the motive for "def'ecti."lg11 is not to increase 

one's O"'.'Il gain (since mutual cooperation is the dominant strategy), but 

to increase the difference betvreen one1s mm and the ether's score. 

The defecting player actually must take a loss in absolute number of 

point.s when he defects. Messick and Thorngate (1967) prov-lded feedback 

"Vthich either infm·med bot:h subjects only of th~:o1ir ovm cumulative sccres, 
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br of their own and the other's cumula.ti ve scores. The results in

dicate that subjects who knew their opponent's score tried to maximize 
! 

: the difference between their own and the other's score. McClintock 

I and McNeel (1966a) found similar results with Belgian students in a 

I M[G in a low-reward COndition. Even when the reward level W8.S high and 

cooperation profitable, subjects l-Tho kne\v the other's score would 

defect frequently. 

These studies indicate that the desire to do better than an 

opponent may be more potent than the desire to simply maximize one's 

own economic gain. Although the extent to which a maximizing difference 

motive might be active in a PD game has not been investigated, the 

effects or various motivational sets have been studied. Deutsch 

(1958, 1960a) gave his subjects three instructional sets in a one-

trial PD game. Subjects were instructed to either do as well for 

themselves as possible and better than the other (competitive set), 

or to consider the welfare of the other (cooperative set), or to do as 

well for themselves as possible without regard to the ether's vielfare 

(individualistic set). In the cooperative condition, 89% of the subjects 

cooperated; 36% cooperated in the individualistic condition; and 1.3% 

cooperated in the competitive condition. The same results occurred 

when subjects played a ten-tr:i.al game. Kanouse and ~liest {1967) 

instructed subjects to either "cooperate as a team," or to consider 

only their 0\·111 welfare. The pl~?.rXJrtion o~ cooperative choices in a 

one-trial PD game was 6.3 and 37%, respectively. Such studies give some 

indication of the effectiveness of va:t•ious instructions. As a result 

of these de.ta, rr..ost grune researchers use individualistic instructicns4 

and avoid such terrr.s as "opponent," "partner," "game," etc., l·ihich 
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I 
establish undesirable demand characteristics. 

A more sophisticated approach to the motivational bases of 

I 
1 choice in games is being developed by Nessick and 1-IcClintock (1968). 

These authors assume that three possible motives may be operating in 

a conflict game: ma...Umization of joint gain, maximization of own 

gain, and ma.rlmization of relative gain. They then go on to develop 

a series of matrices to isolate each motive that might lead ·a subject 

to make a cooperative or competitive choice. Using six different 

games, they found a significant effect across game conditions, in

dicating that they could discriminate the various motives they wished 

to study. Furthermore, they found significant interactions between 

game matrices and various feedback conditions, indicating that the 

effect of having information about o,..n, joint and relative gain ware 

dependent upon whether the corresponding motives were elicited by 

the structure of the interaction situation. 

Related to the question of motivation in a game situation is 

the issue of motivational level. This variable has been ma:!:!.ipulated 

in a number of 1o.ays. Gallo and McClintock .(1965), using a trucking 

game which is conceptually similar to a PD game, asked their subjects 

to either play for imaginary money or for real money, with fairly 

high stakes for a college- population. In the j.ma.ginar-,r money con-

dition, only 2 out of 16 dyads shO\'led a profit. In the real money 

condition, ho1-rever, 14 out or 16 dyads shc:,n·red a profit. Usi."lg the 

same MIG, but triO different exchange rates, McClintock and McNeel 

(1966b) found more coo,r.-eration in the high-reHard condition. Radlmv 

(1965) used a PD game of 98 triala. ern one randomly selected trial, 



the exchange rate changed 100-fold, from cents to dollars. The level 

of cooperation obtained was relatively high () 70%) • 

Electric shock has also been used as a payoff by Bixenstine 

and 0'Reiley (1966). In this within-group design, each dyad played 

two PD games, one for money and the other for .electric shock. For 

the latter condition, it was assumed that the avoidance of shock would 

be considered a gain. The resUlts indicated no difference between the 

money and shock games, although more cooperative responses were made 

in both situations than in similar money-only games. 

More recent studies (Gallo et al., 1969; & Oskamp & Kleinke, 

1970) have indicated that the relationship between the amount of 

reward and game behavior is related in complex ways to several situa

tional and structural variables. 

The effects of these manipulations of motivational level are 

actually difficult to assess. Experimenters often fail to include 

control conditions and choose matrix values which may accoQ~t for 

their resUlts. Some experimenters pay their subjects an hourly rate, 

to ,.fuich their game earnings are added. Other investigators give each 

subject a stake at the beginning of the experiment.:., and the subjects' 

earnings i.~ the game are added to or subtracted from this stake. Some 

researchers engage in the dubious practice of making pa.rticipat1cn com

pulsory for a passing course grade. Thus, an obviously important and 

easily manipulable variable has r.ot been investigated properly in its 

own right. A particularly interP.st.ing study would be one employing 

relatively large sums or money as positive p.-:1yoffs, and electric shc·cks 

as negative cnes. 



Noting that few studies report relatively high (i.e.,') 60%) 

levels of cooperative choices, several investigators introduced a 

number 9r variables which they thought might increase the level or 

cooperation. One such variable is communication between the pro

tagonists. Scodel et al. (1959) had subjects play 50 trials or a 

PD game under either a no-communication or communication condition. 
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The communication condition consisted of a two-minute inte~·al during 

'Which subjects were free to talk, after 25 tria~s had already occurred. 

In the no-communication group, only 2 out of 22 dyads reached a co

operative solution. In the communication group, more dyads reached 

a cooperative solution, but such dyads were still in the minority. 

Using a PD game, Loomis (1959) divided his subjects into note

senders and note-receivers, and provided them w~th five communication 

levels, ranging from expectation and intent, to retaliation a.nd ab

solution. All subjects played against a cooperative stooge. Loomis 

reported that as communication became more explicit (more levels of 

communication '\"Tere sent), cooperation incr~ased. However, he found 

that note-receivers tended to exploit the other more often than did 

note-senders. Apparently, sending the note elicited some commitment 

to adhere to the note's content, while receiving such a note implied 

no such commitrcent. 

In a one-trial PD game, Deutsch (1958) follnd that corm:ru.nica

tion affected all three instructional set~ given to the subjects. 

Both the individualistic and cor:1pet.itive set groups produced twice 

as many cooperative responses ~"hen allowed to communicate (71 and 

291, respectively), comrared to the no-comm-unication condition. A 

slight increase in the number or subjects cooperating also occ:u:r:;."ed :lf 
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~hey were allowed to reverse their choices after mutual announcement 

/or What they would choose (77 and 36%, respectively). In a later study, 

· Deutsch and Krauss (1962) investigated three aspects of communication 

j in a trucking game: no communication, permissible communication. and 

compulsory communication. The highest payoffs were obtained by those. 

subjects in the compulsory communication condition, and the lowest in 

the permissible communication condition. The authors noted that the 

communications were often used to threaten or tp express one's adamancy, 

rather than to induce cooperation. \~ether or not cummunication in-

creases the level of cooperation is influenced by the structure or the 

conflict situation, as well as the structure of the communication con-

dition, e.g. whether it is forced, or optional (Swingle & Santi, 1971). 

It is clear that the effects of communication are not simple. 

The above studies have given rise to the investigation of several 

other variables, including the enforceability of communication (Evans, 

1964), the credibility of promises (Gahagan & Tedeschi, 1968), and 

specific types of communications such as t~reats and promisas (Tedeschi, 

1970). 

Another variable which has been experimentally manipulated to 
elicit high levels of cooperation is the strategy of the "other" player. 



Chapter ni INTERACTION PROOESSES 

Strategy may be defined as a plan or action which takes into 

account all contingencies and provides instructions concerning wbiCh 

choice should be made in each case (Shub1k, 1964). One of the assump

tions implied by such a definition is that the plan of action is 

directed towards a specified goal. Formal g&JI.!;e theor.r assumes that 

"rational" men develop strategies aimed at the goal or maximizing 

their economic gain and/or minimizing their economic loss. 'l'be 

findings that at least some real players are more concerned with 

maxhn1 zing the difference between their own and another's score 

indicates that this game theor.r assumption is not generally tenable for 

a descriptive theory ot conflict. Other subjects choose the enct 

opposite ot the game theoey prescription by cooperating. these 

findings also suggest that a number of different goals ma:r exis·l; tor 

the players in a real game aituation. What are these goals, and 

ldlat strategies must be used by players it they are to realize their 

goals? 

We have already indicated that a C response in ~'igura 2 is con-
--

sidered to be a cooperative ehoice. This description implies that the 

goal of choosing C is to enjoy mutual cooperaM.on or the ~zation 

of joint gain. Converse1y, the D responf1'!l is considered to be a 

defecting or competitive moveJ indicating that the player's goal is 

either to do better tha\'1 his opponent or to JaX:imize his otm ga:b1 11 
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Given th.ese possible goals, each player's task would seem to 

involve three general processes. Fach player mnst decide which or 

these possible goals will be his own, then he must take into account 

all contingencies, and finally provide instruction concerning which 

choice should .l;,e made in each circmnstance. But how is this to be 

accomplished? Should a player first decide upon his goal, and then 

consider what the other player's goal might be? Or should ~e f'irst 

tey to guess the other's goal, and then make his decision? Even 1f' a 

Pla;yer accurately guesses the other's goal bef'ore &n7 interaction 

begins, and has decided upon his own goal, he still must decide Miat 

choices he should mke so that be ma.;y reach his goal. The difficulty 

of' this latter decision should 'Var¥ great17, depending upon wt-.ich 

goals the players actual.l)" settle on for themselves, and how accurately 

the~ perceive each other's goals. Some contingencies which must be 

considered in this process are the accurac,r of the other's guess nbout 

one's own goal, and one's perception of' bo"t<~ accurate the other per

ceives one to be in guessing his goo.l~ Such considerations would seem 

to leave our players very much in the position or the centipede who 

was asked how he managed to walk so 'tre1.1 .. with so n:any legs. 

Fort\lllS.tely f'or our species !I we ar~ not very often immobilizad 

by rational considerations o:r this type. 'What then is the basis of 

players' actions in such a game? :Might not players use the early 

trials of a game to both sample tht'!l othe:r's behavlor and to expsriment 

'With various plans of action? Sampling the other's behavior my 

nattw the range of contingencies 'Which must ba considered, and indicate 

ldmt the othor"s goal might 'h3. Eh-per:ime.i"lting llf'lth various choice 



patterns could give a playe~ invaluable :lntormation about which goal 

he might reasonably set for himself". But lrould such a sampling pro

cedure really unravel .our Gordian centipede? Might not the early 

/ interaction patterns set the stage tor the latter interactions,. in

fluencing the tenability of holding various goals and the efficacy of 

using different choice patterns? Negotiation teams are usual.ly loathe 

to make the first concession toward a compromise solution, lest the 

concession appear to be a weakness (Siegel & Fouraker, 1960). Thus, . 
even if a player were to use such a sampling procedure, he would 

stUl have to decide on what his own choice pattern should be during 

the sampling period, and all of the sama contingencies would have to 

be considered. 

Although a sampling procedure doss not el.1.minate the infinite 

regression involved in considering contingencies or the sort outlined, 

the notion does have some intuitive appeal and suggests that behavior 

during the early stages or interaction may be qualitatively different 

from later behavior patterns. '!'he above discussion suggests that 

attempting to go about choosing a strategy· on totally rational or 

logical grotmds l.rould vary quickly tax the ca~c:l:t:.y of the huwsn cog

nitive system. ~Jhen taxed in such a raa.nner ~ emotional. considerations 

often influence beh& vior. Needs influence the pe:rceptio:n3 of others 

and their motives (Tagiuri, 1969), and having expectations confirmed 

has a different effect tl'!..an ha:rlrig exp::eti.\tions disconfirmad (Carlsmth 

& Freedman, 196S; Wat,ts, 1968}. Being exploited when one is attempting 

to coopsrn:te rcay precd.pitat.e <9. more ~.ntense conflict sp:tral. than trhen 



the frustration and anger aroused from having one's good intentions 

and admirable gestures shoved down one's throat may be too intense 

to overcome. In the latter case, the emotional reactions or the 

players may be a mutual admiration and/or respect that leads to an 

equitable outco~. Although we might hope that negotiators in real

lire situations would weigh such emotional contingencies ver.y coolly 

and earetully, we should not be surprised it this is not th~ case. 

In any event, emotional as well as "rational" issues must enter our 

discussion. 

T.be most general point to be made !rom-these considerations 

is that an empirical approach is essential to understanding the 

interaction processes or contl.ict behavior. But is it possible that 

a strictly experittental approach can preserve the complexities and 

important subtleties so germane to real conflict behavior? The 

remainder or this section w1ll e::xamin'9 some or the complexities that 

the empirical approach, stimulated by game theory, allows us to study. 

First we shall consider what types of measures are useful for investigat

ing strategies by introducing several new dependent variables. Next lte 

will present a critical review of studies primarily concerned with 

strategy as an independent -..rariable. And i':lnally, we shall consid~r 

measures which tell us hmll' the players in a mixed-motive game perceive 

each other. 

A. Measures or Strategy 

The dependent variable mentioned above, the frequency or a C 

response, may ba considered a strategy of the simplest kir.d. A 

pl.aye~ might, for example, decide on a. cowpetitive strategy in a PIJ 



, game and play C 0% of the time. On the other band, he might set him

/self the goal o:r joint maximization and Jllai C lao% of the time. A 
I 

· pla,-er who sets himself' the goal of IIBXim:1zing his ow gain might 

auess that his t>pponent is aiming at joint ma:ldmization, and he 

should therefor'' play C about 75% of the time. His rationale might 

be something as follows: "Too few Cs will cause the other to 

retaliate, which would result in a big loss for me; therefore, if I 

reward him sutf~~ciently by pl.a,-!ng a high percentage ·of Cs, I may be 

able to· get away with the lion's share quite often." Mm7 investigators 

have varied the% Cas an independent strateg variable; these studies 

will be discussed below. 

Another set of variables which provides some imporla.nt informa

tion concerning the interaction process is the response state measures. 

With a 2 x 2 PD game, there are only four possible outcomes: both 

players win (CC), both lose (DD), or one wins and the other loses (CD 

and 00). Row's choice is indicated first and column's second, in each 
.. 

case. 'While the proportion of CCs and DDs :must necessarily be the same 

for both players, the unilat~.::ral states (CD a.nd 00) have no such con

straints and m3y yield important information ah~ut th~ effects or 

asymmetrie outcomes. If one player enjoys a high proportion or 00 

outcomes, in 1-~hl.ch he obtains the lion's share at the expense or the 

other, 'Will he feel guUty and switch to a C response? Will the initial 

loser then demand his share or DC outcomes before tacitly agreeing on 

a CC outcome? 

The response states have been nanipulated in a number of ex-
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the use of a "ma.tching strategy 1 " in which a stooge matches the res

ponses of the l'taal subject on each trial. 'lhis reduces the game to a 

two-outcome sit,mtion (CC or DD), but this restraint is unnecessary if' 

probabilistic matcb:lng strategies are used. 

A related strategy manipulation which has been used frequently 

is know as the "delayed matching strategy." In this procedure· the 

stooge chooses on trial n + 1 what the real player chose on trial n • 

. '!'he stooge reciprocates the player's move in a tit-for-tat fashion. 

The overall reciprocity variable may be broken down into a cooperative 

(Cn+l/Cn) and colllpetitive (Dn+l/Dn) measure. These measures are 

mathematically independent of one another and thus may be combinfld in 

an;y proportion • For instance, a player might decide that a combina

tion of high cooperative reciprocity and moderate competitive recipro

city should lead to a state or joint maximization. '!'be Dntl/Dn 

measure might better be labelled punitive rather than competitive in 

such a case. (Again, this strategy may be probabilistic rather than 

all or non~) This measure is also used as a dependent variable to 

evaluate how subjects reciprocate each other's moves. 

This measure of reciprocit:r or reactance :ray be bro!:cn do't·m 

further into a serles or first-order conditional probabilities. 

These stochastic measures take into account not only What the other 

player did on trial. n, as do the reactance measures, but also what 

one's own choice was on trial n. In other words, these measures are 

concerned with ths propot~ion or C responses on trial r.+l, given the 

occurrence cr a. particular response state on trial n. Faeh player has 

four such m~'!\s'llres and si..11.ce they are identical for e!!.ch pll?.ye1•, they 

are preaent~d only from Rowfs poir!t of view: 
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B1mbol Measure Interpretation 

X - Pr (Cn+l/CCn) trustworthiness 

7 - Pr (Cn+l/CDn) forgiveness 

z - Pr ( Cn+l/OOn) repentance 

w - Pr (Cn+l/DDn) trust 

Although these measures may be described 1n an identical fashion from 

Column's point of view • the measures for Row are mathematically in

dependent or those for Col'Ulllll. While Bow ma.y have a high value or x, 

Column's x my be quite low. 

These first-order conditional. or stochastic. variables have 

been interpreted by Rapoport and Chall1I!1ah (1965) in the following 

manner: x is considered a mea.sm•e or "trustworthiness" 1n that it 

indicates a willingness to continue the tacit collusion obtained in 

trial n; ;y indicates a willingness to persist in cooperating evan 

though on3 has sustained a considerable loss while the other gained. 

This variable is considered to be a measure or "forgiveness." The 

variable z indicates a willingness t~ not continue a successful ex

ploitation, and is therefore considered to be a measure o! "repentance." 

'!'he variable w indicates a 'Willingness to bl"ea.k a deadlock, and is con·

sidered to be a measure or "trust" in that one trusts the other not to 

continue defec-ting. 

The interpretations giv~n above ~or these measures a}~ly to a 

PD game but not all o:f them apply to a Ck ~Jl1'..a. In a C1c ga.tle, y is 

considered to be an "appea.sing" rasponse i.n that it is the fef\r of a 

DD out~ome "t!hich :p1•events the player from reta.l.:.tating. As tha mat:rix 



structure ehangtas to Other t)TpeS of interaction situations, these 

variables ma.y provide measures of a number or complex psyehological 

concepts (e.g. r}f. Guyer and Rapoport's (1969) discussion or the Hero 

and Leader games and Marwell and Schmidt's (1968) discussion or single

motive games). 

Two other issues are relevant to a discussion or dependent 

w.riables. One is the question or the difference in choice p!tterns 

between one player and the other, and the second involves changes in 

arrr or the above-mentioned variables over time. The issue of asymmetry 

in the behavior or d,.adic members has been approached in two ways. 

Messick and McClintock (1967) have developed measures or homogeneity 

both within and between· dyads. '!'hey are able to tell how similar 

members of a dyad are on aey particular measure, and hotf simila.r one 

dyad from a group is to the others in the group. Rapoport and Chatrn:nah 

(1965) have used correlational procedures for the same purpose. T'ne 

difference between members or a dyad has also been used as an in

dependent variable in those studies, for example, that. programme 

stooges to reciprocate or match the real player's move with aame 

probability between 0 and 1.0. Changes over time bave been investi

gated by all those studies using more than 1 trial. 

There are other dependent variables, but those presented above 

are the Ea.jor ones. '!'heir number and sophistication suggest that a 

w.riety or complexities inherent in conflict situations :may bo in·~ 

vestigated in the simple 2 x 2 game paradigm. Let us see if this 

hope is fulfilled by the data. In the following review, data ~ill 

first be presented on the strategy measures as dependent var5~bles. 
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'!'hen the studie;3 using these strategy measures as independent w.riables 
..., 

1dll be reviewed. 

B. Studies of Strategy 

Strategy as a Dependent Variable 

'l'he major work on this topic has been carried out· b7 Anatol 

Bapoport. His data on the PD game will be summarized in this section 

(Bapoport & Chammah., 1965). These authors investigated the effects of 

changes in matrix values in a variety of conditions. In reporting 

their data they often collapse a variable across these different 

matrix conditions., obscuring the effects of a p:~.rticular game, but 

allowing more general statements to be made about a prticular variable 

under a certain condition in PD games. In the present review we shall 

restrict our discussion to the Pure Matrix condition., in which a par

ticular dyad played a single PD game with t11n :inf'orma.tion about each 

other's outcomes. Data on the time course o:t the four response 

states have already been presented in a previous section. The most 

striking feature of these data is the lock-in effect in which oost of 

the outcomes are either CC or DD by the en"d of the ga.zte. Apparently, 

the distribution of lock-ins is bimodal, some dyads settllig on CC 

and others on DD. Although the actual distribution of dyads in these 

response states is not reported as such, data from Amnon F.apoport and 

Mowshovd.tz (1966) indirectly indicate that the rra.jorlty of lock-ins are 

cc outcCimes. or their 38 subjec~~s, 14 made between eo and 100% c 
respon::;es, l'.rhile only 5 subjects made between 0 and 20% Cs, in a 300-

trial PD game. It is somei·lhat tulf'orl.m'late that this :interesting fi.uding 



regarding the bimodal distribution. or outcomes bas not been reported 

more t~. Considerably more will be said about the implications of 

this finding later. 

lapoport and Cbammah (1966) have also investigated the charac

teristics or the response state measures in a variety or Ck games. In 

this study, R, 'r and S were held constant (at 1, 2 and -2, respectively'), 

as P varied from -3 to -40. Compared to the results from the PD games 1 

these Ck games reveal a higher level or CC and unilateral outcomes, 

and fewer DD outcomes. '!'he DD outcomes show an interesting reversal 

from the P = -3 to the P = -40 game tor both sexes. At intermediate 

values ot P, there were more DD and fewer CC outcomes than at either 

extremes. At intermediate levels of P, the temptation to preempt 

appears to be naxi.ma.l, since retaliation is considered to be less 

likely than at low levels or p J and less risky than at high levels or 

P. 

With respect to the reactance measures, it has been shown that 

they are sensitive to both the matrix values of a game and the tima 

course ot the interaction. Cooperative reactance is highest (80-90%) 

men T-R is a minimum, or when P is large. Competiti've reactance i.s 

highest (80-85%) when T-R is a. ma.ximum and P is small. The tendency 

to reciprocate cooperativeness, or to retaliate against detection, is 

intluenced both by the magnitude of the reward tor defecting 2.nd the 

loss associated with mutus.l defection e These dual controls :indicate, 

tor instance, that the desired effects of deterrence might be accom

plished not only by increasing the V'alue of P, but also by min.'tmiz:!ng 

the difference bet·rrean T end R. This could be acc.o•mplishedjl for e~.npl43 1 
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'b7.helping an o:pponent increase his R to a point close to or equal with 

his value of T. The relative effectiveness ot these dual controls has 

not been extensiveq investigated. 

The reactance measures increase in value over trials as· lock-
-

1ns occur. Using the correlational procedure mentioned earlier, 

Ba.poport and Cha:mmah (1965) report. that the cooperative reactance 

measures tor dyad members have a higher correlation than the com

petit! ve reactance measures. The authors interpret this . finding as 

indicating that cooperative recipt•ocit;y has a stronger interaction 

effect than competitive reciprocity. B;y interaction ettect they mean 

that the d;yad members become like each other atter prolonged intei

action because the structure or the game, and the other's Choices, 

dominate the choice each must mke. Thus, the interaction tends to 

wash out ~ initial differences between the behavior patterns or the 

J:Qir members. This finding also indicates that ccyad members are less 

alike on competitive reciprocity than on cooperative reciprocity. 

This might indicate, that t•andomly mtched subject pairs are lese 

likely to share notions or the errectiveness or punishttent, or ~nge

tulness 1 than they are to sb..2.re notiona or conditional coopsmtiveness. 

It would be interesting to investigate the po&sibility that there is 

gr<mter variability in the eubjcct populations' r.saction to the potcn

tia.l use of punishment, than :1n their reaction to a cooperative gesture. 

In their campa.rison or male and :fe."llale J>?Pll1a.tions, Rapoport and 

Charmmh (1965) report that mlcs playi.~g against mles produce higher 

values or cooperative reciprocity than CO.IJ1!.J:8t:i.tive reciprocity. Fem.ales 

playing egainst f'em.'$lGs shou just the opp~sit\') eff&ct. Ho".::~var, no 



data are presen·ted regarding the correlations of these reciprocity 

measures within pairs across these ditferent populations. 

A furth,er refinement ot these stochastic reactance measures 

is provided by' the first-order conditional probabilities x~ 7 ~ 'z 
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and w defined above. The trustworthiness response~ x~ is usua.J.l7 the 

highest valua ~ again indicating the :predominance of CC lock-ins. 

In both PD and Ck games 1 x increases over trials (300) to 80-90%. 

The rate of increase is greater in PD than in Ck games 1 pr:lmarily 

because the initial ~e of x in Ck games is higher. 

The correlation of x between dyad members is fairly high across 

PD games (average 0. 79) • The correlation of x be·tween dyad members 

1s genera.ll7 lower ( .30-.60) when P is low relative to R and T. These 

findings suggest that the value of P has an effect on both the initial 

level or X (which is highest in Ck where pis lolfe? than in PD)I and 

the interaction effect (when P is low relative to Rand T~ dyad me.ubers 

are less like each other) • 'l'he initial level of x over PD games is 

about 65%~ Which means that defections from a cooperative interaction 

are fairq frequent (about 35%) on the early trials. It would be 

interesting to know t.•ha.t the distribution of xis like on the earl;; 

trials and the relation of x to the bimodal distri.bution or response 

states on later trials. Such da.ta are not available. 

The value or the trust measure, lf, is generally the lowest or 

the f'irst-order conditional probabilities in a PD game. The value or 

vis louest (5%) when T-R is a ma.rlmum and P is high. It is higher 

(30%) t-lhen either T-R is a mi.ninrum or \\in en P is lO"a. Trust is 



aenerally stabla over trials in PD games. Unlike x, the value of w is 

ver.r ditterent :Ln PD and Ck games. In Ck games w is much higher (50%} 

and indicates a gradual decrease over trials. Since the DD outcome 

is more costq to both players in a Ck game, w1111ngness to avoid 

repetitions ot this outcome is not surprising, especially since 

switching to a C on the next trial must produce less ot a loss • The 

decrease over trials may indicate a lack or trust, either because it 

is unnecessar,y or intolerable it a CC lock-in has occurred, or because 

it is unwarranted if .a DD lock-in has occurred. The correlation or 

w between dyad members is general.ly lower ( .4S) .than that tor x, in

dicating that w is less susceptible to interaction ettects than x. 

This may- mean that players are less likeq to respond to a double 

detection in a similar manner, as they do to mutual cooperation. 

'What role this individual difference has in determining various modes 

ot conflict resolution is not clear. 

The forgiveness response, y, is usually intermediate between 

the values or x and w. In PD games y is high (45%) when T-R is a 

minjmnm and Pis small. It is lower (29%) when T-R is a ma.~ and 

P is sn-.all. In all of tha matrices used, S bas a value :inversely 

related to T, which may be more relevartt to consideration or y. T"ne 

forgiveness response is relatively high \'ben S is low compared to R, 

and low whan S is high compared to R. It is easier to forgi"Te a I!l.ild 

transgression than one involv.lug a large ~oss. 

In a Ck game, the statistic y has a difi'ert'lnt meaning than in 

a PD game. In Ck y is more appropriately considered an appeaai."lg 

rex;ponse, allo~r.tng tl1e other to continue defecting -...1.thout retal;~t:iJ.Jt; 
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oneself. Sinco retalia~ion is, more costly in Ck, y is higher than in 

the PD, as one might expect. In Ck, y may show "Values as high as 66% 

ldlen P is ver;y large. The time course or y is similar in. both PD and 

Ck games, except that y is general.l.y higher and more stable in Ck. In 

PD games, y shows an increase over the last block or trials, per-

haps indicating that occasional detections from CC lock-ins are 

tolerated. 

In PD games, y is lass susceptible to interaction effects than 

either x or w. In many games, the correlation between dyad members' 
' 

y values are negative, indicating that one player's sacrifice does 

not necessarily induce the other to reciprocate. 'l'he y measure is 

therefore one which might provide some information about characteristics 

or the players, rather than the structure or the game. 

4fhe measure of repentance, z, is generally very similar to that 

ot y in PD games, both in magnitude and in its time course. Like 7, 

z often sho\'IS a negative correlation between pair values, again indicat

ing its rela.ti ve independence from interaction effects. In Ck games, 

z shows a slow increase over trials from an initially high level {50%) • 

The higher value of z :in Ck than in PD is to be expected ooea:o.se of 

the fear of retaliation after making a successful defection. 

These various measures or strategy or interaction variables 

have proven to be sensitive to a number of major independent variables. 

The matrix values, the number of 1ri2.la, l'mether or not the matrix is 

displayed, a.'ld the sex of the subject population affect these various 

measures to one degree or another.. It has also been demonstrated that 

the :initial response state on trial 1, if lt is CC or DD, h~.t: an effect 

on the nature or the r:ina.l lock-in. If the initial response state is 



a cc# the. probability is greater than chance that the final lock-in 

w1ll be a CC; similarly for a DD on triall which leads to a DD lock-

:lD. 

Given the sensitivity or these measures demonstrated b;y 

Bapoport and Chammah (1965 # 1966), it is sanewbat surprising that 

these measures have not been used more extensively as dependent 

variables. The great majority or gaming studies Using PD or Ck 

games have focused solely on the probability or a C _response as the 

lllajor dependent variable. One reason for the paucity of data on the 

stochastic measures may very well be the large number or trials and/ or 

subjects required to provide stable estimates or these variables. 

Many gaming studies have used no more than 50-6o trials, and often 
-

less than 10 subjects per condition. 

Although a stooge was used to simulate the behavior of the 

"other player," a study by Swingle (1969) indicates the utility of 

these stochastic measures for investigating some int.eresting relation

ships between protagonists in .a conflict situation. In this study, 

the real subjects were led to believe that the "other player" was an 

:English Canr:1dian (EC) or a French Canadian (FC) • This study waa 

carried out 1n the · cit;r of Uontrea.l, which has a long history of 

lnglish-French conflict and rrutu!ll prejudice. The simulated other 

used a delayed matching strategy (with probability 0.90} after an ini

tially cocpara.tive response on tr-ial l of a lQOc..trial PD game. The 

results indicate a· significant opponent x trials interaction. When 

either an ID or FC played against a French "opponent, r. there -wao an 

increase in the pl'Oportion of tor3ivencss (Cn+l/CDn) r-esponses from the 
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tirst'to second 50-trial blocks. When the "opponent" was English, 
-

there was a decrease in forgiveness over trials, or conversely, an 

increased tendency to retaliate against a unilateral defection. 

These results support the author's hypothesis that retalia.tion in 

ethn1call7 heterogeneous dyads is delayed when the other is disliked. 

l!an7 other interesting relationships were f'ound in this study. 

PC subjects are more trustworthy (Cn+l/CCn) when their opponent is also 
' 

PC than when the other is !D, suggesting that PC subjects expect to 

be exploited by :ECs but not by fellow FCs; or, that FCs are more likely 

to try and exploit ECs than fellow FCs. The repentance measure, 

Cn+l/DCn, is generally higher llhen the subject is gaa.ranteed anonymity 

from his opponent after the game, suggesting it is easier to repent if' 

one can do so and "save face" at the same time. The one exception to 

this relationship is interesting. FC subjects pla.ying against an EX: 

opponent are most repenting when they expect future interaction ~th 

the other, and least repenting when anonymity is assured. The FC sub

jects see.n:ed to "know their place" and to comply to mat they per

ceived as proper behavior in such a situation. 'When subsequent inter

action \<o?.S prohibited b;r g-.:~a.ranteeing anonymity, the compliance was 

absent. 

Given the richness of' these data, it is somellbat difficult to 

Wlderstand l!hy there have been so fet; studies focusing on the stochastic 

measures as dependent variables • The above findings are even more 

interesting in view or t.he fact that &.dngle found no differences 

betl1een groups in the proportion or c responses. 
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The measures of' homogeneity developed by Messick and McClin

tock (1967) have not been used extensively. The authors report on the 

use or this technique wi~h data from a maximizing ditference game. 

U,Oldng at the response which produces the greatest own or joint maximi

zation, the variance between dyads is several times greater than the 

"Variance within dyads, indicating a strong interaction effect. Un

published data of' the present author indicate the same relationship 

for the probability of a C response in a PD game. In general, very 
-

few investigators have addressed themselves to the issue or asymmetric 

response proportions between dyad members. Formal game theory assumes 

that both players are equally rational and therefore, individual 

clitf'erencss should not be an impor...ant consideration. Although psy

chology bas a long history of studying individual differences, very 

f'ew investig~tors have looked at differences in the behavior or dyad 

members in a real game. Investigators have been more prone to examine 

either structural effects or other non-game behavior variables such 

as anonymi,ty, etc. (1-.l'a.rlowe et al., 1966). Those investigators who have 

looked at individual differences in game behavior have related tbe~e 

differences to non-game measures such as F-scale scores (Deutsch, 1960a; 

Terhune, 1968), rather than coD.'lpad"lg the ditfex•ence between members, 

- tor example, to the response states dyads lock .in on. P..apoport and 

Clla.nmah (1965) do not report directly on changes in the correlation 

coefficients over tim9, but it is clear that the interaction effect 

develops gl."adually as CC and DD lock-ins occur. The author's m

pu.blished data. i:n.dicate that the "tlithin-dyad variance decreases over 
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/trials in a PD ,game. It c:i1ad members are not necessarily alike in 

/their choice pa·~terns earl7 in their interac~ion, how do the7 become 
i 

al1ke as trials progress? 'What is the social influence process by 

/ which dyad members shape one another's behavior within the structure or 

a particular game? There are several ~78 to approach this. issue, 

about which more will be said later. Many' investigators have provided 

some insight into these questions by using strategies as independent 

variables. 

C. Strategy as an Independent Variable 

Although strategy manipulations might be considered as attempts 

to investigate interaction patterns and social influence processes in a 

ver;y broad sense, many studies have been concerned with a much more 

specific goal. Noting the relativel7 low levels or cooperation, P(C), 

observed in several studies, investigators set out to demonstrate that 

high levels or cooperation could be produced in a PD game. Strategy

manipulations were often used for this purpose. Ma.n7 types or strategy 

manipulations may be performed by an experimenter. For our purposes, 

these types will be classified according to· a single criterion, i.e., 

whether the str-ategy used as an independent variable is reactive to 

the real player·'s behavior. If a strategy is fixed and unresponsive to 

changes in the subjects' behavior, that strategy will be referred to as 

non-contingent. If a. stra:::.egy leads to changes in the stooge's choice 

pattern as a function of the subjects' behavior, it 'Will be referred to 

as a contingent stra t.agy. First we shall review the simpler non

contingent strategy studies. 



There a:re several different types ot non-contingent strategies. 

Controlling the proportion ot C responses made by the stooge is the 

simplest . type. . This type or strategy can -be made dynamic, whUe 

·rema1n1ng nonreactive, by altering the proportion or C responses in a 

predetermined ta,shion over trials. Non-contingent strategies can also 

be made more dynamic by using various types or pretreatments before 

the strategy is int~uced. In many cases, the data reported below do 

not represent an entire experiment 1 but simply one ot several experi

mental groups used in a study. Data pertaining to each type or strategy 

manipulation will be presented before a comparison or various strategies 

is made. 

Extreme strategies have been used by' several investigators. 

Minas et al. (196o) 1 Solo~n (1960), Oskamp and Perlman (1965), Scodel 

(1962), La.ve (1965), and Wilson (1969) ha.ve all used stooges programmed 

to play 100% cooperatively'. Solomon (196o), lave (1965), and Wilson 

(1969} also used a 0% cooperative strategy. With the exception or the 

work or Lave and Wilson, all other studies used 50 or fewer trials. 

'l'he results are unanimous, it not surprising; the range or proportions 

or C responses produced by 100% cooperative strategies is from39 to 

56% in these PD games. The 0% cooperative strategies used by Solomon 

and Wilson produced 21 and 6% Cs, respectively. lave does not repol~ 

lhis data in % Cs, but. indicates that the 100% D strategy produced the 

fel'lest Ce or any of his experimental groups. Se'llera.l other studies 

have used less extreme values for the stooge to play, or have compared 

several values in the same study. Bixe.nstine et al. (196.3) pitt.ed 

their subjects ags.inst either 83% Cs oz> 83% Ds tor 30 trials in a PD 

game. These strategies produced .33 and 29% Cs, respeeti vely. Silr.ilar 
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results were obtained by Wrightsma.n et al. (1968), Phelan and Richard

son (1969}, McClintock et al. (1963) and McKeown et al. (1967}. These 

authors who also included a totally random response pattern (SO% C) 

report observed levels of cooperation Which are the same as those ob

tained by their cooperative and competitive strategies (Phelan & 

B1chardson, 1969; McClintock et al., 1963; &: J.lcKeown et al., 1967). 

Unconditionally cooperative strategies are simUar to 

pacifist strategies in some ways, but diss:lmilar in others. High 

levels or unconditional cooperation are indeed the behavior pattern one 

would expect from a JBCifist. However, pacifists hold such a position 

because or a moral repudiation of violence; pacifists not only co

operate, but they also appeal to others to refrain from retaliating 

in the face or threat by reference to a moral norm 'Which holds that 

violence is illegitimate. In the studies reported to this point, the 

cooperative stooge did not make known his pacifist position to the 

subject, he did not clearly relinquish his ability to retaliate, and he 

did not make it clear to the subject that he was sustaining a loss for 

moral reasons 8 Shure et al. (1965} included these relevant features 

or pacifism in a mixed-motive bargaining game. The pacifist stooge not 

only cooperated with the real player, but also gave up his option cr 

delivering electric shock to the player and clearly indicated that his 

demand for equity was based on moral grounds • The p9.cifist did not 

back dol'm when the subject attempted to do:rrdna.te him, leading the sub

ject to use his shock option and force his domination over the pacifist 

stooge. This occurred even l>n1cn the pacifist made knmm to the subject 

that he lJaS a Qua,'lter and morally committed to nonviolence. 



Another w.ria.tion on this simple theme of programming a fixed 

percentage of cooperative responses is t-o alter the percent Cs played· 

b;y the stooge in a predetermined manner, regardless of the real players' 

actual choice patterns. Within this -variation., one can investigate 

either a particular sequence or Changes, or the effects or a particular 

percent of Cs, viewed as a pretreatment., on a later percent C strategy 

manipulation. In a .50-trial PD game., Scodel (1962) used a 10-trial 

loa% D pretreatment followed by 40 trials of 100% Cs. On the first 10 

trials the subjects played C 34% of the time. After the stooge shifted 

to a cooperative strategy, the subjects seemed to respond mor·e coopera

tively, but it is impossible to tell from Scodel' s presentation exactly 

what level of cooperation -was reached. Apparently half of the subjects 

cooperated 'With the stooge, and the other halt did not~ 

Bixenstine and Wilson (1963) investigated the effects of two 

different sequences of predetermined changes in percent C responses. 

In one sequence the 200 trials were unequally divided into five sections, 

within which the percent C started at 95%, dropped to 5% for the middle 

80 trials, and rose again to a :f'inal level of 95%. In a second sequence, 

the opposite p~rcent C values were used, starting at 5%, rising to 95% 

and dropping again to 5%. The authors suggest that these changes from 

high to low C choices might represent to the subject the other's 

fibenevolence" or "malevolence." The results for tl1e low-~igh-low C 

sequence indicate that the subjeets were sensitive to the changes in the 

"other's" strategy and te:tded to :mimic the other's behavior. However, 

even when the stooge played C 95% of the time, the observed level or C 

was less tr..an 50%. For the high-lcn.;-high sequence, the results indicf>:t.e 



that the real subjects exploited the initially cooperative stooge 

untU the stooge "retaliated" b7 playing S% Cs. On the final high 

c trials, the subjects increased their level or c, but aga.in this 

j was below .50%. 

A somewhat simila.r study was performed 'b7 Sermat (1964), who 

studied the effects of four levels or percent C pretreatment on two 

levels ot cooperative strategy. For the first SO trials or a· Ck game, 
-

subjects received either 20, 40, 6o, or SO% Cs from the stooge, 

and were then switched to either a 90 or 10% C strategy tor an 

additional 60 trials. The only difference among the pretreatment 

effects is that the 20% group showed a greater decrease in C played 

than the other groups, all of whom indicated decreases from an initial 

SO% C response level. When the stooge shif'ted to either 90 or 10% 

Cs, the effects upon the various pretreatment groups was apparenUy 

the s~e. Both groups showed a further decrease in level or Cs to 

about 30%. No further breakdown or the data is provided, indicating, 

for example, the effects of the 90% Cs upon the 40% pretreatment group. 

Swingle and Coady (1967) used both a 96 and 4% C pretreatment 

condition for 50 trials, each of Which was follo1~d b,y 50 trials of 

either 4, 25, or 96% Cs. In line with earlier findings, there was no 

effect or these abrupt strategy changes in level of C responses after 

either pretreatment conditions. The final level or Cs made by the 

subjects was between 20 and 30%. However, these authors did note that 

the variability of the subjects' responses showed a significant increase 

as a function of the "partner' s 11 final st:a·a.tegy. The abrupt strategy 

changes apparently affected different subjects in ver-y different 1vaya. 



Swingle (196S) also studied the effects ot various pretreat

ment types anct durations on abrupt strategy changes in a second study. 

He used eithel' 0, 5, 10, 20 or 40 pretreatmentirials of either 5 or 

95% Cs. These~ conditions were followed 'by 6o trials in which the 

stooge shifted. his strategy from either 5% C to 95% C, or vice-versa. 

It the "partner's" final strategy was highl:r cooperative (after an 
. -
ini~iall:r uncooperative pretreatment), the pretreatment conditions had 

the effect of' suppressing noncooperative responding. In general, 

the longer the pretreatment, th13 greater the suppression of' the non

cooperative responses. If the "partner's" final strategy 'h"&S un

cooperative (only 5% Cs), all pretreatment conditions had the effect 

of' increasing noncooperative responding. In no case did a group 

produce more than 50% cooperation. 

Using the absolute difference between subjects' last 10 pre

training and first 10 final strategy responses as an index of' change, 

Swingle fotmd a significant effect of duration of' pl'etraining, and a 

sequence (5-95% or vice-versa) by pretraining duration interaction. 

Collapsing across sequence there -was also a significant difference 

between each of' the pretrairAng conditions, and the control groups 

(zero pretraining trials). 

In sU!D!llary, the noncontingent strategies do not seem to be 

generally effective methods of controlling subjects' behavior, unless 

one mnts to produce low levels of' cooperation, in which case eo

operatively programmed strategies are a~~st as effective as detecting 

strategies. These results occurred even though the actual matrix 
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cooperation, :L .e., the dii'ference between ~ and R was small in most 

cases. Strategy changes seem to elicit more behavioral changes than 

fixed levels of C. However, different subjects react very different]¥ 

to these changes. 

"What happens whe_n the strategy is allowed to fluctuate as a 

function of the subjects' behavior? Several types of strategy manipu

lations allow this question to be investigated. The simp~est con

tingent strategy is a matching strategy, in which the stooge has full 

knowledge of the subjec'l!s move on a particular trial, and simply 

duplicates that move, essentially reducing the game to a two-outcome 

situation (CC or DD). The subject can win only it he chooses a C, and 

he is always punished for choosing a D. This strategy allows for no 

unilateral defections or cooperation. This simple strategy .my be 

modified in several ways; matching may occur with some probability 

between 0 and 1, or Cs may b'3 matched with a. different probability than 

Ds. These same modifications may be made on a. simple delayed matching 

strategy, in Which the stooge reciprocates the subject's response from 

the previous trial. Various conti."'lgcnt and noncontingent sequences may 

be studied, as well as the juxts.p::n~ition of different pretreatments. 

Simple matching strategies have been studied by Solo~cn (1960), 

Oslwnp and Perlmn (1965); Tedeschi et al. (1968c), end Wrights.na.n 

et al. (1968). The level of cooperation induced by such strategies 

ranges from 59 to 88%. Tedeschi et al. {1968c) also studied the 

effects of matching Cs and Ds with different probabilities. Although 

their :raper does not contain aey data, they report a s5.gnifica.nt 

difference between a 100% match5.ng condition, and one in l-<hich bot.h 



Cs and Ds are matched only 50% ·of the time. Perhaps the reason that 

more studies ·varying the %matching have not been made is that such 

designs are hopelessly confounded 'h'i.th other strategies such as % C, 

and various stochastic measures. 

The effects of various pretreatments were investigated by 

Bixenstine et al. (1963), who used two pretreatment conditions: 83% 

Cs or 83% Ds for 30 trials, followed by an 83% matching strategr. 

Since their pretreatment conditions produced similar levels of C, it 

is no surprise that the subjects' behavior on the 6o matching trials 

was not affected by the pretreatment. Unf'ortur.ately, the authors do 

not provide s:ny data on the actual results of the mtching strategy. 

They do note, however, that the change to a matching strategy in

creased the variability of the subject's behavior. Bixenstine and 

Bltmdell (1966) used a pretreatment ~f SO% mtching for 10 trials, 

followed by 100% matching for 20 trials, and finally a matching plus 

20% more Cs than the subject on the last 10 trials. This schedule 

produced a decrease in Cs from 50 to 4o% in a PD game. 
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Some of the most interesting strategy studies have used delayed 

matching techniques, or some variant of them. Komorita (1965) used a 

100% delayed matching strategy after matching the subject's response 

on trial one. Presenting data on the last 20 trials only, the author 

notes a si~1ificant sex difference; males produced 56% Cs and females, 

47%. He noted that 20% or his subjects alternated between the unilateral 

response st:ltes:; and reported later that they thought they were co

operating, a.lthcu,gh ma.xi.rm.rn joint gai.'l required a tmltually eooperat.ive 

outcome. Unforl:.un~.t.ely 3 data on the time eo•1rse are not present.ed.~o nor 



are data available regarding the behavior of two real subJects under 

the conditions used. Crumbaugh and Evans (1967) also used a delayed 

matching stra~egy in an so-trial PD game 1 but after an initially 

cooperative move on the part of the stooge. Their results indicated 

a slightl)r higher level or C ( 65% over the last 30 trials), but it is 

difficult to determine if' this is due to the initia.l cooperative 

response, or because they used a more cooperative matrix than KOmorita • 
. 

Wilson (1969) used matrix values more similar to those of Komorita 

(1965), and a similar strategy to that or Crumbaugh and Evans (1967). 

Wilson's results indicate an average of 52% Cs over 120 trials. 

Several studies have used delayed matching strategies which 

have some probability between 0 and 1. Komorita (1965) used three 

levels of conditional cooperation (.25, .50 and .75) in an So-trial PD 

game. The results indicate that males were relatively insensitive to 

this manipulation, producing about 10% Cs on the last 20 trials in 

each condition. Female subJects, on the other hand, increased their 

level of cooperation as a direct function or the conditional cooperation 

of the stooge. The more cooperative the stooge, the higher the leYel 

or their cooperation. But even 'When the stooge was conditionally coopera

tive, with probability .75 1 the females produced only 4o% Cs on the last 

20 trials. Pilisllk and Skolnick (1968) employed a similar. strategy in 

an extended PD game which 'llr.lS phrased in tenns or an arms race. A 

"concilatory" strategy \'iaS used in lvhich the stooge played one missile 

less than the subject played on the previous trial. This strat$gy 

produced about 6o% cooperation, which was hig.'ler than that between 

real pairs~ but abottt. th02 sama as a straight deL,.yed mtchi11g strategy. 



A. further variant of the delayed ~tching routine was used 

by Wilson (1969) • His stooge used a "coaxing" strategy, which was 

essentially a delayed matching strategy with the restriction that the 

stooge would never make more than two Ds in a row. In a 120-trial 

PD game, this strategy produced only 56% Cs, which was almost 

identical to both a straight delayed matching and a 100% cooperative 

strategy. 

One of' the most extensive probabilistic delayed matching 

strategy experiments (Gaebelein & Bixenstine, 1968) included some of 

the above variants, plus others. There were f'ive experimental con

ditions, each of' which reciprocated cooperative and competitive 

choices dif'ferentially. The "cautious" strategy reciprocated one C 

move by the subject with a probability of' .60, two Cs with a proba

bility of' .so, and three or more Cs with a probability of 1.0. The 

same number.of' Ds were reciprocated with aD with identical proba

bilities. The "suspicious" strategy used these same probabilities for 

reciprocating cooperation, but reciprocated all Ds with a probability 

of' 1.0. The "trusting" strategy: used just the reverse probabilities, 

answering each C with a C, but increasing the probability of a D 

slowly, as the subject made more Ds. The "exploit" strategy used the 

same p9.ttern for responding to Ds, and just the reverse for responding 

to Cs. The more Cs the suoject made, the lO\ier the probability that 

the stooge would reciprocate a C. The "impulsive" strategy was o. 

straight delayed matching one. 

Over 150 trials of the PD gama, the "impulsiven strategy pro-
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dueed an initb.~ low level (40%) of c, but gra.duaU,. rose. to 65% 

over the last 6o trials. The "suspicious" and "exploit" strategies 

both produced lower levels of cooperation (45% and 30%, respectively, 

over the last 60 trials) than the "impulsive" strategy. The ~trusting" 

strategy produced consistently higher levels of C, but was not different 

from the "impulsive" group. The strategy which produced the highest 
-

level of cooperation was the "cautious" one, leading to 75% Cs over 

the last 60 trials. This unusually high level of cooperation occurred 

even though defecting led to a substantia~ higher outcome than eo

operating. 

The effects or various pretreatments on the effectiveness of 

delayed matching strategies have also been studied. In a maximizing 

difference game, Gallo (1966) found no effect of' an initial C or D 

response on the subsequent effectiveness of' a delayed matching 

strategy. Both groups showed an increase over the 100 trials or the 

game from an initial level of' 65% C to 90% C. Recall that there is 

no absolute gain from defecting in a maximizing difference game as the 

mutually cooperative outcome al~o produces the highest joint gain. 

Sermat and Gregovich (1966) used a delayed matching strategy after an 

initial C or an initial D :in a 50-trial Ck game. They found the 

highest levels of cooperation were produced by those subjects wnose 

initial choice was matched by one of the experimental conditions. 

These subjects reached a level of 70% Cs, w'.aereas those subjects l>rho 

received unilateral outcomes on trial 1 produced only 40% Cs. It 

appears that either an initial unilateral loss, or unilateral gain, 

can 5.mp-ade a coc·perative resolut,lon. In a later study, Semat (1967) 
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investigated u more complicated set of pre~reatment conditions. Sub

jects received 30 trials of either unconditional cooperation or un

conditional cc>mpetition. Fe.ch of these conditions was followed by a 

I C or D responfe on trial 31, then each of these four groups received 
I 

199 delayed matching trials. 'l'he results indicate that each of these 

pretreatments, followed by delayed matching strategies, increases co

operation. The cooperative pretreatment groups reached slightly higher 

levels of C (80% each) than the competitive- pretreatment groups {75% 

for 30 trials of D followed b7 C, and 6o% for 30 trials of D followed 

by D). 

The effects or pretreatment conditions were also studied by 

Harford and Solomon (1967). They reasoned that the change from low 

cooperation to conditional cooperation would have very different 

effects than unconditional cooperation followed by a delayed matching 

strategy. 'i'hey called the former sequence (3Ds, 3Cs, 24 delayed 

matching trials) a "reformed sinner" strategy, and the latter (3Cs 

followed by Zl delayed matching trials) a "lapsed saint" strategy. 

They found that the reformed sinner produced more overall cooperation 

{47%) than the lapsed saint (32%), but the level of cooperation l'.-as 

very similar on the last five trials. Sermt's {1967) data also in-

dicate that initial co~oetitiveness produces more initial cooperation 

in a Ck game, but over mny trials the initially high level of com

petition tended to suppress the development of cooperation if the 

stooge used a delayed matching strategy. Oskamp (1968) also used 

"reformed sinner" (15Ds, lC and 59 delayed matching trials) and 

Ula.psed saint" (15Ca, lD and 59 delayed mtching trials) strategies 
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in a Ck game. He found that both strategies produced a high level ot 

cooperation (So%) in his college subjects, and both were considerably 

higher than a tree-play condition (68%} in which subjects actual.ly 

played each other. No difference was found by Crumbaugh and Ellans 

.(1967) between a reformed s~er (15Ds, 5Cs and JO delayed matching 

trials) and a straight delayed matching strategy. 

The effectiveness or particular types or strategies has been 

investigated by Deutsch et al. (1967). De~tsch used a 60-trial mixed

motive peg board game 'Which permitted a variety or strategies to be 

used. The "turn the other cheek" strategy 1s simils.r to the uncon

ditional cooperation used in many other studies (e.g., Minas et al., 

1960; Scodel, 1962). The ttnonpunitive" strategy is similar to one or 

conditional cooperation but does not reciprocate threats or aggression. 

The "deterrent" strategy is one or reciprocity or aggressive as well 

as cooperative moves by ·the other. There were also two types or 

reformed sinner strategies--one was followed by a "turn the other 

cheek" strategy and the other by a "nonpunitive" strategy. The 

results :indicated that the dete~rent strategy differs most from all 

the others. It produced the lowest level or cooperation and the 

lowest joint ·payoffs. The reform.ad sinner-nonpunitive and reformed 

sinner-turn the other cheek strategies produced the 10\-rest levels of 

cooperation on the early trials, but both rose to higlt levels. 'l'he 

reformed sirmer-tm"'n the other cheek strategy elicited a sharp increase: 

in coope:ration over trie.ls, ~Ue the reformed sinner-nonpunitive 

strategy shm.,red a. very slow increase. Using the reformed-sinner pre

treat!:lents led to higher levels o:f cooperation than either the turn 



the other cheek or nonpunitive strategies used alone. All strategies 

except the deterrent strategy produced higher levels of cooperation 

than a control group in Which two subjects actually played each other. 

B.a. ther than considering only the other's move on the previous 

trial, several investigators have chosen to conditionalize their.'pro

grammed strategies on the response state or the previous trial. This 

ma;y be done by specifying the probability with which each or the first

order conditional probabilities will be played. A mild, 50-trial PD 

game (T-R is small) was used by Pylyshyn et al. (1966} in such a study. 

They specified that the stooge would cooperate according to the 

following schedule: Cn+l/CCn = 1.0; Cn+l/CDn = .90; Cn+l/OOn = .20; 

· Cn+l/DD = .20. This strategy led to about 6($ cooperation, with the 

subjects becoming like the "other" on the trustworthiness, forgiveness 

and repentance measures { • 70, • 70 and • 29, r-espectively) • The subjects 

made considerably more trust responses than the stooge ( .48) • It is 

unclear why these authors used such a high level or forgiveness for 

their stooge, since such levels are ra.req observed in real games 

(cr. Rapoport and Cha.mmah, 1965). It is also interesting to note that 

such a high level of forgiveness was produced by the subjects in this 

situation. &.poport and Mowshmdtz (1966) performed a similar study, 

but used the dat.a from a real game to determine the stooge's strategy. 

The stooge's schedule was the .following: Cn+l/CC = .79; Cn+l/CD = .33; 
' 

Cn+l/DC = .44; and Cn+l/DD = .20. The results indicate a level of co

operation or 41$ over the last 50 trials of the 30Q-trial game. This 

level of cooperation is considerably lower than the 67% obtained in an 

identical real game, in Which subjects actually played each other. 
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Although the first-order conditional probabilities in the rigged game 

were somewhat lower· than in the real game, the ordering 'WaS identical 

in both cases. 

The ditference observed 'b7 Rapoport and Mowshowitz (1966) 

between the rigged and real game is an interesting one. If the 

stooge is programmed to play as a real subject would play, why do 

the subjects in the rigged game respond differently to this stooge 

than they would to a real other? Post-game questionnaires indicate 

that none of the subjects realized the game was rigged. Since the 

subjects were run in the same laboratory by the same experimenters 

and under the same conditions, one might guess that the stooge's 

behavior was not "real" in the same -way that an actual group's 

behavior would be. In what way could the stooge's behavior be 

different? In the first place, the stooge's schedule was determined 

from the averaged data or an identical real game. Given that a bi

modal distribution of outcomes was masked by this averaging procedure, 

one might guess that the stooge's behavior was not representative of 
. 

any single subject's behavior in the real game. In other words, the 

actual contingencies experienced by the subjects in the rigged game 

were ver,r different from those they would receive in a real game. 

Furthermore, the contingent probabilities were obtained from the 

overall average of the real game, and it is well lmown that these 

probabilities char:.ge as a .function of trials. Yet even when Rapoport 

and Mowsho"'or.ttz allowed one of the conditional probabilities, Cn+l/CCn, 

to change over trials, the :results trere very different from those of a 

:teal.game. 



Two studies 'Which touch upon this issue of the nature of the 

contingencies are those or Crumbaugh and Evans (1967) and Downing et 

al. (196S). Both or these studies used 70ked control designs, in 

Which the stooge's responses were determined according to a delayed 

matching strategy, by one or the subjects. The other subject received 

e:xactl;y the same response pattern from the stooge, but this pattern 

was not necessarily contingent upon his behavior. Thus both subjects 

were playing against the same "opponent" and receiving the same % Cs, 

in the same sequence, but the contingent subject could exercise some 

control over the stooge's response pattern, 'Whereas the noncontingent 

subject could not. The results in both studies indicate that the 

actual contingencies, over and above the proportion of Cs, are very 

important. The contingent subjects produced higher levels of C 

responses 1n both cases ( 65 and 78%) than the . noncontingent subjects 

(20 and 40% Cs, respectively). 

The specific contingencies, and the reactive nature of the 

stooge, appear to be very important determinants of behavior in these 

games. The different contingencies, and/or the static nature of the 

stooge, in Rapoport and Mowshowitz's study JI!a.Y account for the dis

crepancy bet"~en their rigged and real games. Such considerations 

raise some serious questions about the use of progr.ammed "others" in 

psychological game research. But before discussing this issue, let us 

review just wbat these strategy studies have uncovered. 

High levels or coope~ation have not been obtained by using 

simple % C, noncontingent strategies. Subjects' reactions to such 

strategies appear to be exploitative, even if the "other" is an avoYred 
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pa.cif'ist. There is some mention in the literature that bimodal response 

distributions occur in response to these simple strategies, but very 

little has been made ot this finding beyond noting its occurrence. In· 

many cases, very few trials ( < 60) have been used in these studies, 

and thus we have little data on the prolonged effects of these highly 

cooperative strategies. Subjects might feel guilty after prolonged 

exploitation, and switch to the mutually cooperative outcome. 

There appear to be two general effects or various pretreatment 

conditions. The data indicate that initial detections prior to co

operation lead to higher final levels of cooperation than cooperative 

pretreatments. Initial concessions do seem to invite further ex

ploitation, which ma.y impede cooperation. The second general effect 

ot pretreatment conditions is that response variability increases as 

the "other" shifts from the pre to final treatment condition. Dra.natic 

and abrupt strategy changes lead to greater variability, which is also 

affected by the type and duration or the pretreatment. 

Turning to the contingent strategies, it may be said that 

matching routines generally produce higher levels of cooperation than 

the noncontingent strategies. n1e matching strategy is also the most 

coercive strategy, since the subject is altmys punished immediately 

for defection and rewarded for cooperation. 

The delayed matching strategy is not generally effective in 

producing high levels of cooperation, although it often produces 

significantly higher levels than various noncontingent routines. These 

cases in which this strategy does produce fairly high levels ( 75%) 

of cooperation are usually games in which defection is costly (C1c) 



or cooperation is most economically rewarding (MOO). The effects of 

various pretreatments indicate that reformed sinner strategies tend 
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to produce higher levels of' cooperation than lapsed saint pretreatments, 

it both are followed by delayed matching routines • This finding, 

however 1 has not been confirmed by' all studies using these routines. 

Some modifications of' the delayed matching strategy, such as· the 

"conciliatory" or "coaxing" routines used by some investigators, have 

also failed to produce very high levels of' cooperation. The modifica

tion which produced the most cooperation was a "cautious" strategy 

which made cooperation conditional, with dif'f'erent probabilities, on 

the number of' cooperative moves the subject made, increasing the 

probability as the number or Cs increased. This "cautious" strategy 

treated Ds in a similar manner, reciprocating them with a probability 

determined by their frequency. This reactive conditional strategy Wc!.S 

more effective than a fixed-conditional strategy, in Which the first

order conditional probabilities were fixed. The reactive strategy was 

superior, even though the values or the first-order conditional 

probabilities were determined by real subjects' behavior. 

The "cautious" strategy, and others used by Gaebelein and 

Bixenstine {196B), are unique in that their stooge has a memory. 

Responses are conditionalized not. only on ~nat the subject d5.d on 

trial n-1, but also on what he did on n-2 and n-3. This unique feature 

would seem to more nearly -3.ppro.xima.te the bcbn.vior of a real subject 

who would consider a particular move by his opponent in the light of 

1r.tlat ·went before. If a subject perceives his opponent's C as an 

attempt to induce temporary cooperation so the opponent. may then 
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exploit him, the subject is not llkel;y to be set up too often b;y such 

a sequence. But if the subject bas learned, or perceives, that an 

opponent's C is likely to be repeated, his reaction ma,- be very 

different. 

This raises another entirely separate issue not yet considered-

the subjects' perception of each other 1n the game situation. Pre

sumabl;y, subjects are attempting to guess what their opponents are 

going to do on each trial in order to most effectivel;y plan their own 

strateg;y. If subjects have no prior knowledge of each other, their 

initial guesses should reflect their own biases about their opponent. 

As the game progresses and subjects accrue information about their 

opponents, their guesses should become more accurate, unless there 

are other considerations Which serve to distort these perceptions. Let 

us now look at some studies which have considered how subjects perceive 

each other in a game situation, and how these considerations interact 

with the subject!s strateg;y choice. 

D. Interpersonal Perception in Conflict Situations 

Although both structural_and strategic variables play an im

portant role in determining the behavior of protagonists in a conf'lict 

situation, it has become increasingly clear that such consideraticns 

alone cannot provide us with all of the necessary elements for a theory 

of conflict. The strategies reviel'led above have primarily focused on 

a single aspect of our definition of strategy--the particula~ plan of 

action which is to direct the player's behavior. In fact, this res

tricted definition of strategy is of"l".en confused with the more general 

definition Wt"lich S.ncludes the player's goal a.7td the manner in 1.rhich 



various contingencies are weighed. Very few studies have actua.lly in

vestigated the choice of a goal, and how the protagonists' impressions 

ot each other may influence or alter this choice,·or the Choice of a 

response pattern. 

Kelley and Stahelski (1970) have recently presented evidence 

indicating that individuals who explicitly set a cooperative goal for 

themselves in a game situation tend to perceive their opponent's goal 

and degree or responsibility tor the nature or their interaction 

differently from those who set a competitive goal for themselves. 

Cooperators see their opponents as being heterogeneous--some are seen 

as cooperative, others as competitive. Competitors, on the other hand, 

tend to see their opponents as also being competitive regardless of 

the other's set goal. Furthermore, these Competitors do not see 

themselves as being anymore responsible for the low level of cooperation 

which results than their cooperative opponents. The Cooperators, how

ever, who become behaviorally assimilated to their competitive partners, 

tend to see the Competitors as being more responsible for the un

cooperative state Which results. 

Measures of protagonists' intentions and perceptions or each 

other ar~ provided by those studies in which Sllbjects have been required 

to guess what the other will do on each trial. The present re"\i.ei1 will 

focus upon these studies. Data from probability-rnatching experim~nts 

(Estes, 1964) indicate that subjects are sensitive to changes in the 

frequency or events, and ~l·come to match the probabilities with 

their . ovm responses, given sufficient trials. In part, this problem 

or probability .r~tching is one Which subjects in a mixed-motive game 



must race. Subjects in a game experiment do not necessarily want to 

match the other's response pattern but it would seem to be extremely 

helpful it they could predict the other's response pattern with some 

degree or accuracy. Several aspects or the problem are significant 

1n that they differ from a probability-matching situation. In the 

probability-matching situation, the subject plays a one-person game 

against nature, and it is unlikely that nature will change its stimulus 

pattern as a result or the subject's attempted manipulations. In the 

two-person game, the other player has a psychology which must be dis

cerned and interpreted, as well as ma.nipula ted. These are the very 

considerations which make mixed-motive games interesting to social 

scientists • 

The ract that subjects are arrected qy whether or not they are 

playing against another real player, or against nature or a machine, has 

been demonstrated by Halpin and Pilisuk (1967). They ran three con

ditions with the same sequence or "moves" by the "other." The conditions 

varied in that the subjects were told that they simply had to probability 

match the sequence or lights, that they were playing against another real 

player, or that they were playing a~ainst a computer programmed to play 

the "best" strategy. The latter two conditions were presented as a PD 

game. The results indicate that the subjects predicted very accurately 

over the last 100 trials in the probability-matching condition, and 

when playing against the computer. However, when playing against a. 

"real other," they tended to over-predict the occurrence or cooperative 

responses on the part of the "other," especially on the first 100 

trials . Although the sequence or moves l1y the other lias identical in 
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. each case 1 the knowledge that the "other" was a rea1 person affected 

the subjects' perception in the situation. The over prediction of 

cooperative responses in the "real other" condition "Was primarily due 

to the male groups' predictions. Females tended to probability match 

in all cases. 

There have been ver,y few studies in ~hich subjects have been 

required to predict the other's move-on each trial of a PD or Ck game. 

Consequently 1 there is not the wealth of data which exists for other 

experimental game situations. Nevertheless, the half dozen or so 

studies which have been made present some interesting data. Perhaps 

the most basic question one can ask of these data is how well do the 

subjects probability match, and how accurate are they at predicting 

the other's behavior? Against programmed "others," the accuracy of 

prediction appears to be fairly high (Halpin & Pilisuk, 1967; Bi.xen

stine & Blundell, 1966), no matter whether the subject thinks he is 

playing a real other or a machine. However, in the Halpin and Pilisuk 

(1967) study, only the females made accurate predictions, whereas the 

males over-predicted Cs. In the Bixenstine and Blundell (1966) study, 

the data are prese~ted in correlational fonn; a correlation of 0.71 

was obtained between the prediction or a C and the occurrence of a C by 

the other following such a prediction. Furthermore 1 these data l>rere 

obtained after colla.psing several matrices, only one of which was a 

PD game. In a real game, in "tmich the other's strategy '!Ni.y be 

fluctuating over trials, it app;ars to be more difficult for subj~cts 

to accurately predict their opponent's choice. Tedeschi et. al. (1968d) 

found t.hat only five of twenty-four zubjocts predi(;t . .c.d th~ other' a 
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/- behavior at a better than chance level in a. real PD game. Of the 19 

j. remaining subjects, 14 erred in the direction of over-predicting 
I 
1 cooperation, a result similar to that observed by Halpin and Pilisuk 

(1967). It is interesting that the majority of Tedeschi's subjects 

erred in the direction of over predicting Cs, since the other was a 

real player. Halpin and Pillsuk' s subjects, who over predicted Cs 

against a 70% C sequence in the probability matching condition, may 

have been approaching the best strategy' wich would be to predict c 

100% of the time. Since this 70% sequence was fixed they 'WOuld be 

correct at least 70% of the time with such a strategy. Tedeschi's 

subjects seem to have distorted their perception of the situation 

rather than approach the optimal strategy. Unfortunately, no other 

data on this issue are reported in the literature. 

Since t~ere is very little information on the accuracy of 

prediction in real games, it is difficult to determine the direction 

of the inaccuracy, or the natl.lre of the distortion. There are some 

data, however, on the predict-play combinations. There are four such 

combinations, and they introduce .four new dependent variables. Given 

that the predict-play paradigm requires a subject to predict the other's 

move before mking his own, these combinations may be considered as an 

expression of the subject's intention in making a particular response. 

If a subject ruakes a D, for instance, hm'l does one kno11 whether he is 

trying to exploit the other (because he guesses the other will make a 

C), or trying to defend himself (because he guesses the other will make 

e. D). The predict-play paradigm provides just this information. The 

four predict-play combinations, and the intentions they may express 



are the following: 

Predict Play 

FC-PC 

FC-PD 

PD- PC 

PD- PD 

Interpretation 

Cooperative 

Elcploitive 

Apprehensive, martyr-like, suspicious 

Defensive, punitive 
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in which the first PX is the predict segment and the second PX is the 

play segment. Notice that these variables are similar in me~g to 

the first-order conditional probabilities mentioned earlier. This 

state of affairs is ver,y desirable, in that each of these variables 

should correspond to its appropriate counter:J;art. A high level or 

PC - PC is likely to be found where Cn+l/CCn is also high; similarly 

for PD - PC and Cn+l/CDn, PC - PD and 1- Cn+l/DCn, and PD- PD and 

1 - Cn+l/DD. Certain combinations of these variables may also be 

rather interesting. For example, a high level or PD - PD lffiich is 

incorrect (i.e., DC outcomes actually prevail) may indicate that it is 

a fear of being exploited rather.than a desire to exploit (i.e., low 

FC - PD) which is leading to an asymmetric outcome. lnfornntion of 

this sort might prove to be invaluable in pinpointing the specific 

reasons for a conflict, and thus assist in its resolution. To date, 

the data reported in the li.tera:ture have been somewhat more straight

forward, and have not been addressed to such issues. TI1ere are so~e 

data on the predict-play combinations; let us see what they tell us 

about· the subjects' motives and intentions. 
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Terhune (1968) has shown that the .level of PC - PC in a 1-trial 

game is related to a variety of social motives. Subjects high on Need 

Achievement produce the highest level of PC - PC (50-60%), and high 

Power-Oriented subjects produced the lowest levels (40%), with high 

Need Affiliators at intermediate levels. 

The PD - PC variable was lowest for all groups (about 5 - 10%) • 

The high Power subjects most often expressed an intention ~o exploit 

the other (PC - PD = 40%), while both Achievement and Affiliative 

Oriented subjects expressed such intentions much less often (5 and 15%, 

respectively). All groups were similar on the PD - PD variable at 

about 20%. Over a 30-trial PD game, Terhune (1968) found that the 

intentions, collapsed across motive groups, could be ranked in the 

following order: defensiveness (42%), cooperation (26%), exploitation 

(20%), and martyrdom (11%) • No data are presented on the accuracy of 

these predictions, but given the low number of trials, it would be safe 

to assume that accuracy was low. This ranking, then, gives some idea 

of the distribution of intentions early in a game before subjects have 

an adequate opportunity to form accurate impressions of each other. 

The data also indicate that the over-prediction of Cs in these situAtions 

is not necessarily a sign of optimism, in that the other is perceived 

as being fair, honorable and cooperative. C predictions are almost as 

likely to be followed by D moves as by Cs. The predominance of PD - PDs 

also indicates that the group is both suspicious and willing to retaliate 

against defections. Worchel (1969) used five PD games which varied R 

and S~ with a predict-play paradigm. He found that the predictions of 

Cs was highest in those games :in '\.mich C choices l'rere also highest 
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(where T-R is a minimum). However, more Cs were predicted than played 

in all five games. Bi.xenstine et al. (1966b) noted this same result 

1 in a six-person PD game. They used two levels of communication and 

two levels of lmowledge of the other's response in this game •. They 

report that the only condition in 'Which PC - PC increased over trials 

was in the communication-knowledge condition, which also produced the 

highest level of cooperation. 

The only other study to report these predict-play combinations 

in a real game is one by Tedeschi et al. (1968 b, d). No difference 

was found in the level of C played between those dyads which were 

required to explicitly predict each other's moves, and those Which 

simply had to play each other without making such predictions. Halpin 

and Pilisuk (1970) also report. no difference between their predict 

and no-predict conditions. This finding also implies that requiring 

explicit prediction doe~ not necessari~ lead to a higher level of 

cooperation. Even if the predictions are correct, this is not the 

case. Tedeschi's "realists," whose predictions were accurate more 

often than one would expect b,y c~ance alorie, actually made significantly 

fewer C choices than any of the other groups. The overall level of 

cooperation attained by the subjects in the predict condition was less 

than 30%. 

With respect to the predict-play combinations, Tedeschi et al. 

(196Sb) report only l..hether or not these variables are correlated 

with the first-order conditional probabilities. No actual data are 

presented. In general, the authors report that Rapoport and Chanrrnah's 

(1965) interpretation of the conditional prot-abilities is supported by 

the data.. 
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In summary, these studies leave the following impressions. 

Subjects are affected by the nature or the other player; whether he is 

1 a real player or a machine makes a difference both in the accuracy or 

/ his predictions, and in the type of intentions expressed by the subjects. 
I 

The predict-play combinations indicate a high level or suspiciousness 

and willingness to retaliate against suspected defections. Cooperative 

and exploitative intentions are expressed about equally often and 

martyr-like intentions are infrequent. Most or the studies used fewer 

than 100 trials, so these tentative generalizations provide some in

dication or the distribution or intentions early in the game, before 

subjects have an adequate oppo1tunity to for.m accurate impressions or 

one another. The general lack or accurate predictions may also be ex-

plai.'"l.ed by the low number of trials. In any event, neither explicit 

predictions, nor accurate explicit predictions, necessarily facilitate 

high levels of cooperation. Although the predict-play paradigm appears 

to have a great potential for monitoring certain characteristics of 

the interaction process, investigators have only recently begur1 to use 

it to that end. 



Chapter IV 

Introduction 

Study 1: PRFASYMPI'GriC INTERACTION PRCCESSES AND 

ASYMPTOTIC STATES IN A PRISONER'S 

DILEMMA GAME 

Although the game paradigm is considered an excellent tool 

for studying cooperation and conflict, the levels of cooperation, P(C), 

frequently observed are either low or intermediate. Only when the 

structure or the game is predisposed to cooperation (e.g. an easy PD 

game or MDG), or when extremely potent strategies are used (e.g. a 

matching strategy in a Chicken game), do subjects produce high levels 

of cooperation. To be sure, different game structures, as well as 

different programmed strategies, lead to statistically significant 

different levels of P(C). However, to conclude that one game structure, 

or a particular programmed strategy- produces more "cooperation" than 

another game or strategy, seems to stretch the definition of cooperation 

if P(C) is not very high. Not only does it appear inappropriate to label 

a P(C) = .40 or .60 as "cooperative" (since both subjects could still 

be suffering considerable losses), but there ~rould also seem to 

be other, more intere3ting questions ,.Jhich could be asked of the same 

data. For instance, it has occasionally been noted that there is a 

bimodal distribution of response states after ~~ny trials of a PD game, 

the majority of the dyads locking in on a CC response state, and the 

others locld.ng in on DD states. The presence of this sort of asj"lllptotic 
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data suggests several questions. One basic question is simpl7, "What 

, ditterentiates those dp.ds who reach a high level ot cooperation from 

those who do not"? 

·-· -~ question could be answered in several wa:rs. One could 

investigate attitudinal/personality w.riables which differentiate 

these groups. Or one might inwatigate cognitive st:rles 'tlbich dis

tinguish cooperators and noncooperators. Another approach might be to 

investigate bow subjects perceive the game 1 or their opponents. All 

ot these approaches have in fact been used to investigate behavior in 

a game situation. For ~le, several studies have shown that P(C) 
-
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1s negatively correlated with scores on the F-scale (cr. Terhune, 1970). 

These t,-pes or studies have in colilWOn the fact that they relate one t;ype 

of game behavior, usually P(C), to some non-game behavior (e.g. F-scores). 

Studies of this sort are undoubtedly important in helping us understand 

"'ila.t kinds or attributes are likelY: to induce or impede cooperation or 

con!liet. However, information concerning the attributes or a protagon13t 

are not al't:ays available, or accurate. Often, one only has inforration 

about tha other "Wh:f.ch is obtained through direct interaction in a con

flict situation. Even if one has !nf'omation about the other's 

attributes, the ability to alter these attributes may b3 minimal, and 

one is st.ill raced with affecting a desirable outcome through <iirect 

interaction l'Tith the other. 

It is the purpose of the present study to relata one type o! 

~,.me behavior (an asymptotic state)" to l'.nother type or game behavior 

(preasymptot.ie interaction patterns) • The sfupleet my to phrase tho 

question is, "w'hat preas:;"Clptotic int~r.:;.ction patt.e:nw differentiate 



cooperators from noncooperators"? In order to answer this question 

several requirements must be met by the experimental design. First of 

all, a criterion of cooperation must be defined. This criterion 

should be rigorous enough such that those dyads who once reach .it, 

maintain a high level of cooperation thereafter. In this sense, the 

cooperation may be considered asymptotic. Secondly, since different 

dyads might be expected to reach this criterion after varying numbers 

of trials it will be necessary to distinguish a dyad's preasymptotic 

and asymptotic behavior. This procedure will allow a comparison of 

preasymptotic interaction patterns between cooperators and non

cooperators. Unless this requirement is met, the behavior of dyads 

who are in very different interaction states will be obscured. Unless 

preasy.mptotic behavior is clearly distinguished fro~ asymptotic 

behavior it is impossible to study the relation of one to the other. 

A third requirement is that a large number of trials are permitted 

so tr..at the necessary asymptotic states will occur. 
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A final requirement of the design is that the game must be a 

real game in that two subjects a~tually play against each other rather 

than one subject against a programmed strategy. There are several 

reasons for this requirement. First o:f all, the aim of this study is to 

contribute to a descriptive theory of conflict. This requires that 

subjects are not confronted with an artificial situation, that is, 

one in 'Trlhich they are faced with an unrealistic sequence of play. 

Since it is not known if, or how, the preasymp~otic betk~vior of a co

operator differs from that of a noncooperator, it is not possible to 

progra.rr.me a stooge to induce coope!'ation. The reviel'r of strategies 



as independent variables indicates that the strategic manipulations 

used b7 various investigators bave not been potent enough to induce 

cooperation in all, or even a ma.jorit71 ot the subjects. Indeed, 

strategy changes have been shown to increase variabilit7 in the subject 

population's responses, rather than induce a particular response 

pattern in all subjects (Swingle 1 1968). 
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Furthermore, it bas also been demonstrated (Evans ~ Crumbaugh, 

1967; & Dol.zning et al. 1 1968) that the particular response contingencies 

ot the stooge are extremel7 important in determining the subject's 

behavior. It seems that the programmed strategies used have not been 

sophisticated enough to account tor all of the important contingencies 

in the appropriate manner. Even 1! a _particular programmed strategy 

had been successtul in one or these investigations in terms of inducing 

cooperation, a descriptive theoey or conflict would still require that 

we know how rea1 subjects reach cooperation. The manner in which real 

subjects interact to reach a cooperative state could be very diff'erel'l.t 

from an arbitrary strategy which has been shown to be ca}-'able or inducing 

high levels or cc-operation. ProgTatllll~d strategies can only tell tiS 

how subj~cts react to these strategies 1 they cannot tell us ho,.,. real 

subjects interact. 

Comparing the preasymptotic interaction patterns or cooperators 

and noucooparotors ha.s se-.rera.l advantage:::~ over U5ing a stooge in the 

more traditional trea;t:.mcnt-groups design. Rather than attempting to 

induce subjects into one response pattern or another, the pl"'esent 

approach allows a subject to act more no1-milly, as he might in a social 

encounter n-lth another individual. The t.etucl. behavior and the 
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contingencies ldlich arise should be more like those ot a natural encounter 1 

than 1! a programmed pg.ttern ot responses was played by the "other•" 

Aside trom providing data on actual interaction pg.tterns 1 this procedure 

also allows the formation ot two naturally occurring groups - the co-
• 

operators and noncooperators. It there is a bifurcation of the data 

lddch occurs spontaneously (i.e., without special experimental treatment), 
. -

this would seem to be an obvi~us cue tbat different processes are occurTing 

in different tlyads. In the case or a game situation this bifurcation - . 
could mean either that some ot the data is confounded, b,- subjects not 

1mderstanding the instructions 1 tor example 1 or that significant 

naturally occurring di!terences are in evidence. It the latter case 

is true, an obvious question is, "What are the interaction processes 

~ch lead to these different outcomes"? 

When data are dichotomized in the manner proposed the;r are 

often open to a aerioWJ criticism. 'l'ha-li is 1 since extremes ot the 

data are being compared, one cannot help but find statistically sig-

nificant differences. In the present study this criticism does not 

apply because or the nature or the comparisons to be made. In the 

present study the data. y.J.l be d_ichotomzed on the basis or the asympoo 

totic state reached b.1 a dyad, as derined by the criterion o£ cooperation. 

The relevant compa-r-isons, however, lr.Ul be between the pre~~pt.oi,~ 

interaction patterns or the eoope:rators and nonco·operators. Although 

one would expect the asymptotic states or the cooperatcrs and non-

cooperators to dif'i'er on measures tha~:i are m-:lthematieally related to 

the measure which det.erndnes the crH-erion, there is no mth,.,...:matical 

sigrd.ficantly different. There may be theoretical reasons fo:.r assU:11.i11g 



differences between the two groups on one prea.symptotic measure or 

another but there is no reason to assume mathematical dependence 

between as,mptotic and preasymptotic response patterns. stated 

differently-1 it can be said that the preas7JI1Ptotic 'Varlables are free 

to assume any- value, regardless of the asymptotic state or the dyad. 

For example, although the cooperators would be expected to have a 

significantly greater proportion or asymptotic CC response states 

than the noncooperators, this fact puts no mathematical restraints 

on the preasymptotic values or Dn+l/Dn for the cooperators or non

cooperators. Thus, one can legiti:ma.teq ask such questions, "Do co

operators make less preasymptotic competitive reactance responses than 

do the noncooperators"? EStablishing a criterion and comparing pre

asymptotic wriables in this manner el1minates the problem or having 

dyads in extremely- different interaction states, thereby obfuscating 

these differences, and overlooking the important question or the 

interaction patterns \\fhich lead to cooperation or conllict. The use 

or naturally occurring groups per.mits a study- not only or the inter

action patterns ldlich subjects use to induce mutual coopel"'ation, but 

also of those interaction patterns Which are likely to lead to high 

levels or conflict. It 11.~uld be a happy state or af'i'airs to know· not 

only what types of response patterns lead to cooperation, but also what 

types of patterns might avoid high levels of conflict even 111hen full 

cooperation is unattair~ble. 

The previous gaming studies referred to have provided a l'Te.s.lth 

of :l.n.f'ormaticn concerning the effects or V'cll'ioos ga.rce structures a:nd 

strategies, differences bet·Heeu various populations, and !"-3.UY otl:er 
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variables discussed in the previous review. These studies have asked 

many important questions about con.tllct and cooperation and the above 

criticisms apply only to the inadequacies or the traditional game designs 

j tor answering the questions posed here. 

'What then are the specific questions one can ask using the 

procedure outlined above? Fach of the dependent variables discussed 

above may be eD.mined for differences between cooperators and non

cooperators. The most frequenUy used dependent variable, P( C), has 

been used by Deutsch (1962) and others as an operational definition of 

trusting behavior, the basic notion being that mutual trust is required 

tor cooperation to occur. Deutsch's (1962) notion ot trust requires 

that the trusting person both expose JWnself to the risk or loss, and 

forego a gain at the other's expense. The P(C) variable in a PD game 

meets these requirements. .An alternative definition of trust is 

suggested b7 Rapoport and Chamma.h (196.5), tmo interpret the stochastic 

variable Cn+l/DDn as a measure or trust. This variable meets Deutsch's 

requirements for tl"Usting behavior, but is more stringent in tha.t it 

specifies the condition (a DD r~sponse state) after which a C response 

is to be considered as trusting. 

A notion related to that of trust is one or trustw·orthiness. 

A person is trusb:orthy, according to Deutsch, when, acting under the 

assumption that the other has made a trusting choice, the person recipro-

cates the other's choice :lnstead or taking adw.ntag6 or the other's 

vulnerability. If the assumption is made that a subject CX'J?ect.s the 

other to remain consistent :ln his behavior, the stochastic measure of C 
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Rapoport's definition of a trustworthy response is more highly specified. 

· The stochastic variable Cn+l/CCn is considered to be an index of trust

worthiness in that it indicates a willingness to continue the tacit 

collusion established on trial n, rather than take advantage of the 

other's trustill.g behavior. 

The DDJtual trust hypothesis may be stated as follows: 

HyPOthesis 1: The preasymptotic interactions of Cooperators will 

be characterized by trusting and trustworthy behavior. 

An alternative hypothesis which will be considered is suggested 

by learning the·::>ry. Kelley et al. (1962) demonstrated that many subjects 

appear to learn a "win-stay, lose-shift" strategy in a minimal social 

situation. When many trials of a PD game are played, P(C) typically 

shows a gradual increase over trials and then levels off. The subjects 

appear to learn that C responses are more re\om.rding than Ds • 

The bas:Lc hypothesis may be stated as follows: 

Hypothesis 2a: The preasymptotic data of the Cooperators wi1.1 

indicate a greater net gain from C responses than from Ds. 

HyPOthe~ds 2b: The preasymptotic data of the Noncooperators trill 

indicate a greater n.et gain from.D respons-es than from Cs. 

If C re~:ponses receive a grea:ter net gain than Ds in the pre

asymptotic interactions, the subjects will become Cooperators. This 

notion implies that Cooperators are economically motivated ~1stead of 

beL~g trusting and trustworthy, as the mutual trust h~J~thesis suggests. 

Subjects cooperate because exploitation is not feasible. However, if 

exploitation is trore profitable than cooperat.ion, conflict l'rill·continue. 

This simple notion may be t.ested by calculating the difference betw·een 
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the number of points won in CC and CD response states, and the number of 

points won in 00 and DO response states. If the net gain from CC+CD is 

greater than that from DC+DD, cooperation should result. If the net 

gain from DC+DD is greater than that from CC+CD, then conflict should 

continue. 

A second reinforcement hypothesis may be formulated in terms of 

the frequency rather than the magnitude, of reinforcement. This hypothesis 

may be stated as follows: 

Hypothesis 3a: The preasymptotic data of the ~ooperators will in

dicate a higher frequency of reward from C responses than from Ds. 

H:ypothesis 3b: The preasymptotic data of th~ Noncooperators will 

indicate a higher frequency of re~~rd from D responses than from Cs. 

Although this hypothesis is not totally independent of the 

magnitude of reinforcement hypothesis, it is worth separate consideration. 

Confirmation of either hypothesis would lead to a similar interpretation 

of the motivations of the Noncooperators. They would be economically 

motivated. The magnitude hY.pothesis would lead to the same interpreta-

tion of the Cooperators' motivational orientation. However, confir.ma-

tion of the frequency hypothesis ''~ou.ld lead to an entirely different 

interpretation of the Coope1-ators' motivational state. If the frequency 

hypothesis were affirmed, this would suggest that the Cooperators are 

not necessarily trusting or economically motivated.» but that they prefer 

a "sure thing" to a Ii.l.Ore risk-y reward of greater magnitude. This 

hypothesi.s !!l1.Y be tet:lted by eomp.!!rlng the frequency lrdth "~>mich Cs are 
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rewarded against the frequency with which Ds are rewarded. 

Note that calculating both the frequency and magnitude o~ 

reward requires that the unilaterai response states· be considered 

separateq tor each dyad member. 'l'his means that we must have some 

basis upon which to distinguish one dp.d member from the other. 

Formal game theo17 assumes that both pla;rers are equally rational., 

and therefore my be treated alike. Most psychological g~g 

studies have likewise ignored the differences between dyad members. 

One basis which has some intuitive appeal., and one which would not 

provide a bias tor one or another of the hypotheses listed above., is 

the relative occurrence or C responses. Whichever dyad member makes 

more Cs than his partner prior to asymptote w:U1 be called the high C 

(RiC) member., and the other, the low C (IoC) member. The RiC member 

will always be referenced as Subject 1., so that the representation or 
a response state XY \d1.1 mean that the RiC member made a.n X on that 

trial., and the LoC member., a Y. 'l'his procedure of distinguishing 

some salient behavioral characteristics or dyad members is regarded 

as a s_tep to\-;.:~.rd the develop:ment or a theocy ot social influence 1n 

conflict situations. 

1-Iethod 

Subject3. 

Subjects were 20 male and 20 female undergraduates., paired in 

like-sexed dyads. Care was taken to ensura that d;rad members were U.""l·· 

acquainted., and that neit,her had any prior "game" playing experience. 

All subjects were p9.id volunteers, and were accepted from a variety cr 

academic classes. 



Apparatus 

The apparatus consisted of two cubicle-like partitions which 

separated the subjects, but which allowed the experimenter to view 

both subjects trom the control room through a one-wa7 mirror. ·The 

subjects sat a1~ these cubicles, next to each other, w.l.th their backs 

toward the exporimenter. Fach cubicle contained a payoff display 

in .matrix formE1.t. This 2 x 2 matrix was made or plex:tglas.s with 
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the payoffs pr~mted in each cell. The payoffs for each player were 

displa,-ed in fttll to beth players. The payoff to a pa.rt.icul.ar player 

was printed in large type in each cell, and the other's pa.yoft 

appeared in small type in each cell. The actual payoff values are 

reproduced belC,lf in Figure 5. These p~.rticular payoff values were 

chosen because they are reported to produce an overall level or P( C) = 
.50 (Rapoport & Cha.mmah, 1965), and it was anticipated that approxi

mtely half of the dyads would produce very high levels of P(C), and 

the other half, very lO>f levels or P( c). 

A light behind each cell \\'aS used to indicate the outcome on 
. 

arrr particular trial. The response keys were located on the same panel 

as tho p:~:yotr display. To rrake a response, the subject simply had to 

press one of the buttons aligned 1-lith the row (or column) of hia choice. 

Once a choice was made; a green light opposite the button, on the other 

side of the dis play, 'tiOuld light up and remain on until that trial was 

tez'minated. 

A tr-f_al began "f.d.th the sound or a buzzer. Subjects were 

required to r-es::;ond w.ith:i.n 6 seconds or this buzzer, after w/nich the 

appropriate cel:l vould lig.~t up, determined by the intersection or rc•1'.r 
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and column players' choices. This cell would remain lit for 3 seconds, 

after which there would be a one-second J:S.Use 1 then the buzzer would 

signal the next trial. After 25 such trials 1 the buzzer would terminate 1 

but the circuitry would continue on the same pattern for an additional 

8 cycles. Then the entire pattern would be repeated again with the 

sound or the b'11zzer, as many times as necessary to obtain the desired 

number or trials. 

All th•;, programming apparatus was located 1n the control room 

behind the one·-way mirror. The experimenter communicated with the 

subjects via an intercom, 'With which he also monitored their verbal 

interaction. 

Score nheets were provided for each subject on which they "trere 

required to rec:ord their outcome in a gain or loss colunm on each 

trial. Arter e1very block or 25 trials, subjects l'Tere asked to sum 

their total ga.j~s and losses for that block of trials. 

Procedure 

'When tb.e subjects arrived, they were asked to be seated at 

one of the cubi.cles, and each "Was given a $1.00 stake. The ex

perimenter, in the same room as the subjects, told them that the 

instructions would be read to them from the control room behind the 

one-way mirror. Each subject had a cow ol the instructions, and each 

was asked to re::Ld. along as the experimenter read the instructions 

aloud. They were told tha:t the function of' the $1.00 stake, and t.he 

use or the score sheets in front cf them, would be explained in the 

instl>uctions • 'l'hey were then Bskecl not to talk to each other, or to 

try to co:t.lil!ll.m:i.c:l. te in any l-ay. The subjects \':ere told they l'l0ti1d be 



monitored by the experimenter from behind the one-wa.)" mirror to be 

sure the)" did not cotmmmicate. The presence or the intercom system 

vas pointed O'J.t ror their use it the)" had an)" questions. 

The experimenter then went into the control room and read 

the instructions to the subjects over the intercom. The instructions 

described the means or playing the game and the method or monitoring 

one's gains and losses. Individualistic orientations were given, and 

reference to "game" or "partners" ·was· avoided. It 'Was made clear 

that subjects could keep Whatever mone)" the,y won in the situation. 

Complete instructions are presented in Appendix A. 

MOst or the questions the subjects asked were answered by 

rereading the relevant ps.rts or the instructions. When both subjects 

were ready, the circuitry \odlich controlled the start; buzzer and 

various timers was initiated. The subjects' responses wel'e recordsd 

by the experimenter in the control room. 

'When 300 tr.iala were completed, the subjects brought their 

score sheets and st..a.kes into the control room. The total gains and 

losses for each subject were cal,cul.at-ed and the appropriate amount 
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was added to or subtracted from their sta.lce. Af·ter the cash exchange 

was settled, a.not.her plea was ~rade by the expeJ.·imenter to the subj-act.s 

to refrain from discussing the experiment with each othel'" or an:;yone 

else, until two sessions had been completed (for a total o! 600 trials). 

Subjects l'rere init:b.lly recrui"'ced for "several sessions$" and most 

seemed to anticipate more tha.n just the two which were run. 

The only differel"'..ce in p:x'ocedure betl'reen the first and sub

sequent :sessions \"ifaS that the i!1struc~t.:tons ~'ere not read by -\:.he 



experimenter after the first session. Copies of the instructions 

were available to both subjects, and they were given time to revie\'r 

them if they wished. 

Informal post-game interviews were conducted to double-check 
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on the subject's understanding of the instructions, and the maintenance 

of secrecy between both sessions. 

Data Organization 

Cooperation is arbitrarily defined as a condition in which 

each dyad member produces a level of P( C) > • 7 5 per block for a min5_'Ilum 

of three 25-trial blocks. The last trial of the previous block is 

regarded as the number of trials to criterion. This criterion l'ffi.S 

chosen 5.nstead of Rapoport's definition of a lock-:t.n for the following 

reasons. Rapoport and Chammah (1965) define a lock-in as 2.3 CC or DD 

response states on the last 25 trials. Their definition is restricted 

to the last 25 trials, which is susceptible to the "end" effect (Rapoport 

& Dale, 1966), and does not consider what response state is predo:rrlnant 

prior to this last trial block. Their definition defines a termin!9.1 

rather than an asymptotic state. Thus their definition is pe:rh.~ps 

too stringent in terms of the level of Cs required, and too limited 

in terms of duration. 

The data prior to criterion are considered the preasymptotic 

data and are Vincentized into fifths to give an indication of the 

trend of a varh1.ble prior to asymptote. All of the Cooperators 

asymptotic data are collapsed into a final Criterion block for co;n_r·B.rison 

wi.th their m·m prc,?.syr.1ptctic data, and with the Noncooperators' acy1-:::p

toti.c :>t?.te. All o.f the d.a:ta for the Noncooperators are Vincent:lL:i:;d 



into sixths, and the last Vincent block is considered the asymptotic 

state for the Noncooperators. 

In order to test the reinforcement hypotheses some basis is 

required for distinguishing the members of each dyad. The dyad member 

who makes more Cs prior to criterion is referred to as the HiC member, 

and his partner as the LoC member. When representing response states, 

the HiC member ·~11 al~~ys be placed in the position of player 1. 

Because the data will be in the form of probabilities, 

arcsine transformations will be performed on the data prior to 

analysis unless otherwise stated (Winer, 1962). All individual com

pa,risons, where appropriate, will be made using the Ne•~man Keuls pro

cedure unless otherwise stated. 

Results 
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The data of two female dyads have been eliminated from the final 

set of data, one because a dyad member confessed to ttresponding randomly,n 

the other because. one dyad member could not complete both sessi.ons. Of 

. the reJP.aining 18 dyadz, five (4 male and 1 female dyad) reached the C0-

operative criterion and 13 (6 ~le and 7 few.ale d;ffids) did not. For the 

Cooperators, the a.~re:rage number of trials to criterion is 1.;60; the range 

is from 300 to 525 trials. In order to provide a sufficient mmtber of 

dyad~ in e~ch criterion category, the sex of the dyad 1dll not be considered 

Eepa!·ately as an independent variable in the following analyses. 

Deutsch's formulation of the mutual trust h;n:othesis require:> 

a co:mr.;arison betvmen Coopera.tors' and Noncooperators' p:reasyt:ptotic 

values of P(C) and Cn+l/Cn. Fit,rure 6 presents the v.01.l1!es of P(C) for 

both groups :fo:r' the first five trials, and ove!' Vince.nt. blocks. 
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Analysis of variance of the preasymptotic data only, indicates a sig

nificant Criterion Group (F = 5.613; df = 1,136; p<.o5), Trials 

(F = 2.432; df = 4,136; p(.05), and a Trial blocks by Criterion Group 

interaction (F = 6.098; df = 4,136; K·Ol). There ·is no difference 

between the groups on the first five trials. 

Individual comparisons indicate that the Cooperators have a 

higher level of P(C) than the Noncooperators on the fifth Vincent 

block (p<.05). For the Cooperators there is a significant increase 

in P{C) from the first to the fourth and firth Vincent blocks (p<.05). 

For the Noncooperators there is no Trials effect (p;> .10). 

In order to demonstrate that a bimodal distribution of CC 

states ~~s in fact developed between these groups, the. number of dyads 

from each group which fall within a certain range of P(CC) values are 

represented below. The horizontal line represents values of P(CC). 

Above the line a.re indicated the five dyads with the highest values 

of P( CC) over the first 100 trials, and the others • Only two of the 

five highest dyads over the first 100 trials eventually become Co·· 

operators. All dyads make fewer.than 25% CCs. Below the line are 

indic:i.ted the l"anges of P( CC) for the Cooperator and Noncooperator 

dyads at the end of' play. The data for t.he Cooperators represent. 

the values of P(CC) for the trials subsequent to the 75 criterion 

trials. Because two Coope~ators r·ea.ched criterion in 525 trials, the 

post criterion data of only three Cooperator: dyads is represented here. 

Hm·rever, all five Cooperator dyads 't1fere run· for an addit.iom,l 300 tria.ls 

on another day. A.lJ. produced levels of P( CC) grea.te:r than • 90 during 



this session. The data for the Noncooperators is taken from the last 

100 trials. 

First 100 trials 

.o .25 .so 
Lows Highs 

l/ \I \ 
P(CC )........._All NCR........-! 

Post Criterion c.r Last 100 trials 

.75 1.0 

!....._All c~::::::::'l 

The data for the Cooperators which is depicted in Fig. 6, 

suggests that these dyads undergo a rapid change in their level of 

C responding from the last preasymptotic block to asymptote. 

Examination of the data from individual dyads (presented in Appendix 

D) indicates that four of these five dyads reveal an increase in P(C) 

of at least .300 from the last preasymptotie block of 25 trials, to 

asymptote. On~ one dyad shows a gradual increase over preasymptotic 

trials, as is the case when data are organized in the traditional 

manner. Even mor~ dramatic than the change in P(C) is the rapidity 

with which the CC state is entered as depicted in Appendi.x D. Hovr-

ever, the smll n :lJ1volved dict-:1.tes caution in inte!'prcting these 

data. 

Table 1 p.i:'esents thr.:: values of the l"eaC'l.-.ance measures, Cn+l/Cn 
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and Dn+ 1/Dn, collapsed over preasymptotic tr:lals. Deutsch t s formula. t.ion 

requires that the C.ooperators make ffio:re Cn+l/Cn response~ prior· to 

asymptote than do the Noncoopera.t.ors. Analysis of va.rlance of these 

data. indicates t.hat Cooperators mke sj.gnifica.ntly more coope:rntive 

reactance ::re3ponscs tha."l ~ioncooperato!'s prior to as;r..:1ptote (F = ll.890; 



dr = 1,34; p~.Ol). For both groups the level or competitive reactance, 

Dn+l/Dn, is very high and analysis or variance indicates that there is 

no dirreren~e between groups {p) .10). 

The use or conditional probabilities to describe interaction 

patterns assumes that there are sequential dependencies in the data. 

In order to examine directly the presence or absence or these sequen

tial dependencies, sign tests {Siegel, 1956) were used. Difference 

scores between P(Cn+l/Cn) and P{C), and P{Dn+l/Dn) and P(D), for each 

subject provided the data for these analyses. In both cases these 

tests produced nonsignificant results {p > .10) for each group. 

IJ:'hese results ind:i.cate that there are no sequential dependencies in 

the cooperative or competitive reactance measures, and that the values 

or the reciprocity measures simply reflect the overa~l level or Cs 

made by each group. 

Table 1 also presents the preasy.mptotic values of the first-

order conditional probabilities for the Cooperators ar1d Noncooperators. 

1 ' Analysis of variance indicates tha.t only the measure Cn+l/CCn is sig-

nificantly greater for the Cooperators than the Noncoop~rators prior 

to asymptote (F = 12.133; df = 1,34; p<.ol). 

In order to examine the sequential dependencies in these con-

ditional probabilities, sign tests were used on the difference scores 

between P(C) and a particular first~order c.:mditional probability. 

~cause some dyads did not have a sufficient number of' CC 
states (three or more) it ~~s necessa1~ to estimate their level of 
trustworthiness. This \-laS done by taking the a.",rerage level of trust
worth:l,ness of those dyads with three or more CC states and assigning 
this value to those dyads with an insufficient number. Noncooperator 
dyads 't-Tere the on..1y ones for \mom this estimation procedure l:as requ:i..:r'cd. 



TABLE 1 

PREASYMPTOTIC MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS* OF FIRST-ORDER STOCHASTIC 
MEASURES FOR COOPERATORS AND NON-COOPERATORS 

MEASURE COOPERATORS NON-COOPERATORS p 

Cn+l I Cn .483 ;257 .01 
(.243} (.136} 

Dn+l I Dn .721 .820 NS 
(,235} (.115} 

-
Cn+l I CCn** .732 .402 .01 

(,241} (, 257} 
Cn+l I DDn .161 .168 NS 

(,097> (.123} 
Cn+l I CDn .378 .247 NS 

(,327} (,170> 
Cn+l I DCn .266 .189 NS 

( .236} (.105} 

n = 5 DYADS n = 13 DYADS 

* STANDARD DEVIATIONS IN PARENTHESES 
** ELEVEN PER CENT OF THIS DATA IS ESTIMATED (SEE TEXT> 

AVERAGE P(C) = .355 FOR COOPERATORS AND .193 FOR NCNCOOPERATORS 
PRIOR TO ASYMPI'Ol'E 



The sign tests are significant for the trustworthiness variable, 

Cn+l/CCn, for both the Cooperators and Noncooperators (p < .001, 

one-tailed test). The level of trustworthiness is higher for most 

subjects than their preasy.mptotic level of P(C). Furthermore, the 

results of a Mann-Whitney U test {Siegel, 1956) indicate that the 

magnitude of the Cooperators' difference scores are greater than 

those of the Noncooperators (p = .036, one-taUed test). The only 

other occasion upon which the sign test is significant is for the 

Cooperators' trust, Cn+l/D~ - P(C) difference scores (p <.055, 

one-tailed test) • In this case, the Cooperators are less likely to 

make Cs after a DD state than they are in general. Furthermore, 
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a Mann-~lliitney U test used to compare the magnitude of the difference 

scores indicates that the magnitude of the Cooperators' difference 

scores is greater than that of the Noncooperators (p = .020, one

tailed test). 

The data required for a consideration of the reinforcement 

hypotheses are presented in Figure 7. Aside from the use of these 

data in evaluating the reinforcement hypotheses, these same data g5:ve 

an indication of the extent to l'lhich subjects coo1·dinate their res~ 

ponses over trials. On the early trials DD response states predominate 

for both Cooperators and Noncooperators (Fig. 7B.). These DDs drop 

out of the Cooperators' data at B. fairly constant rate, but continu-e 

to constitute the major portion of the Noncooperators' outcomes. By 

the fourth Vincent bl?ck the Cooperators are encountering significantly 

fewer DD response states than the Noncooperator'S. Analysis of variance 

yields an F = 12. 510 ( ";i th df = 1 ~ 80; p <· 01) • Indhridtw.l comparisons 
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I 

indicate that the two groups differ at the fourth and fifth Vincent 

blocks (p < .05). 
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Analysis of variance of the data in Fig. 7 A. indicates a 

significant effect of Criterion Group (F = 9. 752; df = 1,80; p <.ol), 

Trials (F = 5.957; df = 4,80; p<.ol), and a significant Criterion 

Group by Trials interaction (F = 6.118; df = 4,80; p (.01). Individual 

comparisons indicate that Cooperators encounter significantly more CCs 

than the Noncooperators on the fourth and fifth Vincent blocks (p~.Ol). 

Individual comparisons also indicate significant differences between 

Vincent blocks one and four, one and five, and two and five (p <.ol 

in each case). Noncooperators show no sigr~icant trials effect for 

CC response states. 

The fact that the Cooperators seem to experience more CD out

comes than DC outcomes, suggests that one dyad member is attempting 

to influence his partner to cooperate. In order to test this notion 

the P(C) data were partitioned according to HiC and LoC members in 

each group. These data are presented in Fig. S. The difference 

scores (RiC's level of P(C) minu~ LoC's level of P(C)) of the Co

operators and Noncooperators l"l'ere subm:ltted to analysis of variance. 

This analysis indicates a Critericn Group by Trials interaction (F = 

2.549; df = 4,64; p~.05). Individual comparisons indi~'te that the 

Cooperators' difference scores on the second (p<(.05) and third 

(P< .10) Vincent blocks are signlficr.;J.li:;ly gr·ea.tet• ~t;ha.n those of the 

Noncooperators. Fm·thermore, the Cooperators' difference score is 

grea.ter on the second and third Vinct:nt blocks than on the fourt.h c-.nd 

fifth Vincent blocks (p <.05). For thl:3 Honco·:>:pzrators thc:t:•e is no 

Trials effect (p~.lO). 
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The data in Fig. 9 may be used to evaluate the magnitude of 

reinforcement hypothesis. These data indicate that both groups of 

dyads receive predominantly negative outcomes with either response. 

The average outcome per trial is greater from a D response than a C 

for the Cooperators (Fig. 9 A. ) • Analysis of variance, without a 

transformation of the data, yields an F = 8.002 (with df = 1,90; 

p <.01). For the Noncooperators (Fig. 9 B.) analysis of variance 

indicates a significant interaction bebreen Responses and Trials 
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(F = 4 .988; df = 4,170; p <·.01). Individual comparisons indicate that 

the magnitude of reinforcement is stable over trials for C responses, 

but shows a significant decrease for Ds from trial block one to trial 

block five (p<.ol). 

The data in Fig. 10 may be used to evaluate the frequency of 

reinforcement hypothesis. These data (Fig. 10 A.) indicate that Co

operators receive a higher frequency of re~ard from Cs than from Ds. 

Analysis of variance yields an F = 7.335 (df = 1,90; p< .01) for 

Responses. Individual comparisons ind:tcat.e that Cooperators receive 

a higher frequency of rel'lards fr<;~m Cs than Ds on the last Vlncent 

block (p (.05). 

The frequency of reinforcement data for the Noncooperators 

is presented in Fig. 10 B. Noncooperators are nega.tlvely reinforced 

for D responses significantly more often than for Cs. A.Tilalysis of 

variance yields an F = ?3.176 (\.rith df = 1,170; p<.Ol) for Responses, 

and F = 3 .1~53 (with df = l~,l?O; p <.ol) for Trials, and an F = 4.070 

(with df = 4,170; p (.01) indicating a significant Response by Trials 
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interaction. Individual comparisons indica~e that Ds are negatively 

reinforced increasingly more often from trial block one to trial 

block five {p<(.Ol). 

Discussion 
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These data indicate that dyads, which would typically be 

collapsed into a single treatment group, produce extremely different 

asymptotic states without any special experimental treatment. The 

distributions of CC response states over the first 100 trials and at 

the end of play indicate a considerable change over trials. Initially, 

all dyads generate low levels of P{CC) and the particular value of 

P(CC) is not a good predictor of which dyads will end up as Cooperators. 

Only two of the five dyads •.dth the initially highest levels of P(CC) 

became Cooperators. At the end of play, the distribution of CC states 

is clearly bimodal \dth the Cooperators at one extreme and the Non

cooperators at the other. Data from a third 300 trial session confirns 

the fact that these Cooperator dyads attained an asymptotic sta"te. 

None made fe't•:er than 90% Cs over the entire session. 

Dyads categorized on the .basis of the criterion used rr.ay be 

differentiated on a number of preasymptotic variables. The analysis 

of variance results indicate that prior to asymptote, Cooperators rrake 

more trusting, P(C), and tru.st.l·ro:r-t.hy, Cn+l/Cn and Cn+l/CCn, responses 

than the Noncooperators. HOI'ie~.rer, an examination of the sequential 

dependencies li1dicates that the difference in C reciprocity is due to 

the overall difference in level of P(C) betvreen the b;o groups. 

Although one l·rould also expect the level of trustt·:orthiness to be 



i higher if the level of P( C) is higher in one group than the other, 
I 
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I the results of the sign test indicate that the level of trustworthiness 

cannot be accounted for in terms of the level of P(C). For both groups 

trustworthiness is independent of P{C). A C on n+l is nade wit~'! a 

higher probability after a CC state than Cs are nade ovet>a.ll. Further

more, the results of the }!ann Whitney U test indicate that the mag

nitude of the difference between trustworthiness and P(C) is greater 

for the Cooperator-s than the Noncooperators. The analysis or variance 

results indicating a greater level of trustworthiness in the Cooperators, 

then, cannot be accounted for solely in terms of the Cooperators' hi~1er 

level of P(C). 

The fact tha·t Cooperators are more trusting, P(C), and trust

worthy, Cn+l/CCn, than the Noncooperators prior to asymptote lends 

partial support to the mutual trust hypothesis • Deutsch's notion of 

trust, and Rapoport and Charr~h's notion of trustworthiness, differen-

tiate the interaction patterns of these tlfio groups. It is interesting 

to note that Rapoport's notion or trust, Cn+l/DDn, is a discriminator 

between the Cooperators and Nonc~operators·, but 5~ the opposite 

direct:tcn to that predicted. Cooperators are less likely to follmiT a 

DDn 'ld.th a Cn+l, relatiYe to their overall le .. .rel of Cs, than are the 

Noncooperators. The importance of the P(C) and P(Cn+l/CCn) variables 

is further emphasized in that a consideration of their preasymptotic 

values permits a high level of accuncy in classi.rying individual dyads 

as either Cooperators or Non.coopara.tors (cf the section of Appendix C 

pertaining to Study 1). 
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Although the mutual trust hypothesis receives partial support 

from these results, it is clear that mutual trust is not a general 

characteristic of the Cooperators. The initial trials indicate no 

differences between the Cooperators and Noncooperators. Trusting 

behavior in the Cooperators clearly develops from an initially low 

level, and only after a considerable number of trials. This indicates 

that Cooperators are not necessarily predisposed to trusting or trust

worthy behavior. The structural characteristics of this PD game entice 

the majority of subjects into making D responses for a considerable 

number of trials • The important question is how some dyads manage 

to overcome this tendency and develop mutually cooperative behavior 

patterns in spite of the structurally defined conflict situation. 

The results of the magnitude of reinforcement hypothesis cannot 

account for the asymptotic data of the Cooperators. Prior to asymptote 

D responses receive a greater magnitude of reward than C responses. 

However~ examination of the frequency of reward hypothesis indicates 

that prior to asymptote, Cs are in fact rewarded more often than Ds for 

the Cooperators. 

The frequency of reinforcement hypothesis is not incompatible 

with the mutual trust hypothesis. An interesting question is ltmether the 

reinforcement of Cs is responsible for the development of mutual trust. 

Unfortunately, if the conditional probabilities are broken down into 

Vincent halves, there is insufficient data for some dyads (i.e. there 

are less than three occurrences of a particular response state) which 

precludes a comparison of the bto groups over t!•ials. Because 

it is not ~Jssible to examine changes in any of the conditional 

probability variables over- trials, it is not poss5.ble to 

account for the development of mu.tually cooperative response states 
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prior to asymptote. The fact that the Cooperators make a C with a high 

probability (i.e.) .500) only after a CC state on the previous trial, 

suggests that the trustworthiness variable plays an important role. 

The fact that ~he P(C) difference scores are greater for the 

Cooperators than the Noncooperators is also suggestive of the process 
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by which mutual trust develops. The fact that the HiC Cooperators seem 

to experience more CDs than their LoC partners relatively early in the 

game (cf Fig. 7·c and D), but do not continue this relationship, suggests 

the following notion. The HiC dyad member indicates his willingness 

to trust early in the game and continues this t-rusting behavior for a 

considerable number of trials. This notion is supported by the anal;~rsis 

of variance of the differen~e scores between HiC and LoC members in 

each group. The magnitude of the Cooperator~ P(C) difference scores 

is greater than that or- the ~roncoopez•ators over Vincent blocks two and 

three. The LoC members begin to reciprocate this trusting behavior 

by the fourth Vincent block as evidenced by the increase in CCs • This 

description suggests that the LoC members must relinquish their Ds, 

Which accounts for the drop in both CDs and DDs over trials, and the 

large outcome associated -:.'lith the CD states on l'Thich they, as player 

2, 1>ron the l~.on'~ share. This suggests .further, that the reinforce

ment. hypotheses must be revised to differentiate the outccnec of both 

dyad members since their outcomes are unequal fol' some trial blocks. 

The fact that the ave:r:'age magnitude of reward· for Cs is not 

greater than that for Ds may indicate that the CC state has a special 

salience for the Cooperators over and above the eccnomi.c cutco:J~.(l 

associated 't'd.th it. This saliency nay very well be the fact that the 

CC state is the only one which allo~;:;; bot.h dyad member~ to b~ r:nri:.ually 



rewarded. It does not appear that the mutual trust or "sure thing" 

notions are entirely adequate to explain the Cooperators' behavior. 

Even at asymptote, the level of CC is not at a maximum (Pr = 1.0) 
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for all dyads. Although it seems somewhat difficult for the majority 

of dyads to enter the cooperative state in the number of sessions 

allm'led, this state is not so fragile that once attained, occasional 

defections precipitate a conflict spiral out of it. A high level of 

CCs may provide a safe background against which one may enjoy What

ever economic or social pleasures are afforded him by an occasional 

defection. 

This discussion of the Cooperators' preasymptotic interactions 

must be tempered by a number of considerations • First of all the 

small n involved does not allow very strong gener-al:tza.tions to be made. 

Secondly, it is unfortunate that the conditional probabilities could 

not be partitioned more f:i.nely to give an indication of trend. This 

circumst.ance is unfortunate on bro counts. The ~hanges in P(C) and 

the response states over trials {Figs. 6 and 7) suggest that changes 

in conditional probabilities are also occurring, at least for the 

Cooperators. Trend inforrrl.fl.tion is lilcely to provide a more accurate 

picture of the interaction pat.tc;):rns l"lhich lead to a stable cooperative 

state. In addition, the results concerning the presence or absence of 

seque.'1tial dependencies are likely to b-a affected by this assun:ed 

change over trials. l'l'.nen rr.easuring sequential dependencies it is 

usually assumed that the variables are sta.tiona::ry. By not beil1g able 

to deal "dth trend effects it is q:lfficnlt to dot~rmine •~hethGr 

·sequr.:mtial dapend~n\!ies a:r:?. actu::.lly }:;resent or absent. 
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The most important issue in this discussion centres on the 

fact that due to the descriptive nature of this study, it is not 

possible to make causal statements regarding lihich interaction 

patterns lead to which asymptotic states. It is the purpose of 

these studies to provide a description of preasymptotic interaction 

patterns which differentiate dyads who reach high or low states of 

cooperation. Only llhen some confidence is gained in the stability 

and generality of these interaction patterns, will an experimental 

mnipulation be undertaken to determine if the pattern in question is 

indeed causal~y related to certain asymptotic states. 

Aside from any considerations of the hypotheses discussed, 

there are several characteristics of the data worthy of note. It is 

somewhat surprising that more differences between Cooperators and Non

cooperators are not observed in the preasymptotic data. It may be the 

case that the differences observed are sufficient to account for the 

different asymptotic states. However, it may also be the case that 

the differences are too subtle to be detected by the methods used. 

The first-order conditional proba.bilit.ies of trust, repentance and. 

forgiveness, for example, do not differentiate these groups when these 

variables are collapsed across preasymptotic blocks. Yet it is clear 

these variables ~~st change over trials fer the Cooperatol~, if not 

for the Noncooperators. Similarly, it is interesting t.hat these g1•oups 

do not differ in D reciprocity, ~mich is high for both groups. It is 

unf'ort,unate that the combination of a. small n, and the lack o:r su.ffi

cient cases '~"1ich occur if the preasymptotic data is r.:arti·~ioned more 
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finely, does not allow the trends in these variables to be investigated. 

At the same time it is fairly clear that the preasy.mptotic interactions 

generated by these, and the other variables studied, are very different 

from the programmed strategies typically used in gaming studies. 

Another characteristic of the data which is surprising is that the 

Cooperators show an increase of 40% in their level of P(C) from the 

last preasymptotic block to asymptote. This jump occurs without 

benefit of verbal interaction, and it occurs in both dyad members 

almost simultaneously. Yet neither member exploits the other. This 

suggests that some aspects or the preasymptotic interactions have a 

very potent effect on the dyad. Whatever these aspects might be, it 

is clear that a high level of P(C) (i.e. over 50%), is not a necessary 

condition for this to occur. This finding raises some serious questions 

about the use of P(C) as a major dependent variable. The absolute 

level or P( C) may not be the best index of \trhether dl'<!-ds will become 

Cooperators (cf Appendix C for alterrative L,dices). A considerable 

number of trials \~ds required before differences occurred between 

Cooperators and Noncooperators ~the level of P(C). The present data 

suggest that examining the :Interaction ratterns which are involved in 

pel'LO.itting this rapid increase in mutual cooperation to occu:1~, will 

require a more thorough investigation of role effects. Tile levels of 

P(C)) CC, and the frequency of re'\·tard for Cs, at'e all reletively lm,r 

for the Cooperators- in absolute value prior to asymptote,, even thoug!1 

they are greater than for the Noncooperators. TI1is finding suggests 

that studies investigating the relation of nongame measures (e.g. 

at.titudinal/I:ex:osona.U.ty chal~at:!terlstics) t.o gEtffiG behavior may be ex

panded to include some of these :me:;,:su.res other than the frequently 
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used P(C). 

The inferences made concerning the interaction processes which 

lead to one or another asymptotic state, must be tempered by a number of 

considerations. Aside from the small n involved, and the inability of 

the data to yield information of the trends of the stochastic variables, 

there is also the issue of the differences between the HiC and LaC dyad 

members. All Cooperators are not alike, nor are all Noncooperators 

similar. Collapsing these differences into two dichotomized categories 

does not allow these types of inferences to be very accurate. The fact 

that the difference in level of P(C) between HiC and LaC members in the 

Cooperators is greater than that in the Noncooperators, raises several 

interesting questions. One important question concerns the nature of an 

"influence attempt" which is likely to succeed and how it differs from 

one which fails. FuFther development is required along the lines of 

differentiating dyad members as well as differentiating asymptotic groups. 

Summary and Conclusions 

This study was designed to determine the preasymptotic interaction 

patterns \vhich discriminate dyads which reach a cooperative aSJL'lptotic 

state from those ~mich do not. rhe data lend partial support to a mutt~l 

trust hypot.hesj.s as suggested by Deutsch (1962) and Rapoport and Cha.mma.h 

(1965). Hovrever, the hypothesis .forlLUlated must be revised. Since beth 

the Cooperators and Noncooperators appear very similar on the early trials, 

it cannot be said that trust a_nd t1--usb·rortM.ness, as predisposit:i.onal 

attributes, differentiate th~se t\·JO groups. Rather, it is the abilUy of 

the Cooperators to develop these behavior patterns in a conflict situat:i.on 

-which· makes them different from the Non~ooperators. The interaction 

pattc.r•ns \·rhich encmirage err imr-.c;de t.his develop:nent rcquir·e fm-.ther study. 



Chapter V 

Introduction 

Study 2: DIFFERENTIAL INFLUENCE ATTEMPTS OF COOPERATORS 

& NCNCOOPERA TORS IN A PD GAME 

The focus of the present stuqy will shift from a concern with 

the gross interaction patterns 1mich differentiate Cooperators and 

Noncooperators prior to asymptote, to a concern with the differential 

relationships Which distinguish the preasymptotic interactions within 

each of these groups. The basic question is as follows: What are the 

characteristics of an influence attempt Which is successful in inducing 

a cooperative state, and how does it differ from one which fails? The 

ansl'rers to these questions require a close1• comparison of the differences 

in the preasymptotic behavior patterns between HiC and loC members in 

each group. Organizing the data in a fashion 'Which neglects these 

differences obfuscates the social influence processes which encourage 

or impede a cooperative outcome. 

A considerable amount of data e:cists on the characteristics of 

influence attempts which fail to induce a.n asymptot:tc level of' coopera

tion. These studies have been revle'l,:ed in the previot1s section on 

strategy, and for present purposes may be categorized as three general 

types. Some strategic manipulations have att~pted to induce high 

levels or cooperation by eXE.mple, by presenting the subject. l-d.t.h a h:i.gh 

level of p:t•ogrammed cooperatic-n (e.g. Minas et al., 1960; Oskamp & 

Perlrran, 1965). .Appeals to a "universal" norm or rec~ .. procity 

(Gouldner, 1960) have also been used in an attempt to induce subjects 
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to cooperate (e.g. Komorita, 1965; Wilson,. 1969). A third type of 

social influence study is one in which various pretreatment procedures 

are used in conjunction with some variant of the first or second type 

of manipulation (e • g. Bixenstine & Wilson, 196.3; Swingle & Coady, 1967; 

Harford & Solomon, 1967). Not all studies in the above categories were · 

designed specifically to induce high levels of cooperation. How·ever, 

for present purposes the main point is that none of these influence 

attempts did result in such an outcome. 

In contrast to the bulk of data on influence attempts which 

failed, there is a paucity of information on the characteristics of a 

successful influence attempt. Rapoport & Cha.nmah (1965) have reported 

that some dyads in a particular treatment condition have attained high 

levels of cooperation. However, little is known about the interaction 

patterns or these qyads, which differentiate them from other dyads 

in the same treatment condition \'lho fail to attain cooperation. The 

previous study provides some data on this issue. Study 1 indicates 

that Cooperators are more trusting, P(C), and trustworthy, Cn+l/CCn, 

than Noncooperators prior to asymptote. Hovrever, this mntual truot 

develops after a considerable number of trials, and the prcasJ~ptotic 

level of P(C) is quite lm<I. Although the previous data do n.ot par-..nit 

an examination of the trend or all the variables over trials, it is 

clear from the data regarding ·the level of P(C)- for BiC and I.oC 

Cooperators that these groups dii'fer considerably. lilhat. theoretical 

notions can account for t.his difference in the success enjoyed by the 

cooperative dyads? 



Rather than addressing itself to this issue or social influence 

in a conflict situation, the mutual trust hypothesis simply describes 

the dyadic conditions necessary for the occurrence or cooperation .• 

Nothing is indicated about the manner in which one dyad member may 

influence another to behave in a trusting and trustworthy manner. 

The notions developed by Osgood (1962) are much more appropriate 

for a consideration or this issue. 

The Osgood strategy is a complex one, originally developed 

as a method for reducing cold war tension between the East and the West. 

Attempts have been made to test some aspects or the Osgood proposal 

(Pilisuk & Skolnick, 196S; Gaebelein & Bixenstine, 196S) but the 

results are equivocal. The Osgood proposal is too complex to test in 

a single study, and it is not the purpose or the present study to 

attempt such a task. However, Osgood's proposal contains some notions 

concerning the characteristics of a successful influence attempt which 

might assist the present effort. 

Osgood suggests that a successful attempt to reduce tensions 

must contain the follol'dng elements. The initiator of the tension 

reduction must clearly signal the other of his l>rillingness to co

operate, and this signal must possess certain characteristics if it is 

to be successful. To make the signal convincing the ini·C.iator nr.wt go 

beyond words and commit hir:usell' to a line of action which is risky. 

If the magnitude of the risk is not such that the other is coiwinced 

of the initiator's sincerity, the other is likely to suspect a. trap, 

which could serve to escalate the coni'lic·i>. On the othel" hand, if 

the level of risk is too g!'eat, the other n:ay seize the op:portnnity 



to exploit this apparent weakness. The difficulty, of course, is the 

ability to specify a degree of risk dramatic enough to be a clear 

signal of cooperative intent, but not so dram tic as to leave the 

initiator entirely at the other's mercy. If the initiator's co

operative gesture is reciprocated, both parties may then move to the 

next salient rung on the deescalation ladder. If the initial gesture 

is not reciprocated, the initiator mrust stand fir.m and avoid the 

impression that his overture was motivated by a position or weakness. 

The strategic manipulations reviewed earlier ~mich failed to 

produce high levels or cooperation seem to have fallen outside or the 

range described by the Osgood proposal. The first type of strategic 

ma.nipulat.ion, setting a cooperative example, errs on the side of 

being mistaken for a sign of '\<teakness or submission. The second type, 

appealing to a norm of reciprocity, errs on the side of being in

adequate to clearly signal a sincere gesture of cooperation. None or 

the three types of manipulations satisfies all of the conditions 

suggested by Osgood. 

These suggestions from the Osgood proposal and the previous 

data lead to a notion of a "cc.utious t:rustn on the part of the dyad 

member "l".oilo successfully assu.J:rles the role or initiating co:>pe:ratirm. 

What characteristics of' this cautious tr'llst satS.sfy the conditions 

outlined above? Although the mutual trust. hypothesis is limited for 

our present pu1~se, it does suggest ~mich '~riables are of some 

importance. The trusting !"esponse~ P(c), and the trustl'rorthiness 

response, Cn+l/CCn,. proYed to dlfferentiate Cooperators from Non~ 

COoperatO:r'3 in the prev;i_OUS study. irJ'nat is the l""Ole of these 

variable:s ~"1 the influence attempt 5.r.itia.t.ed by the HiC member? 
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The magnitude of the difference in level of P(C) is one con

dition which must be satisfied as indicated in the previous study. 

Although the Osgood proposal suggests that the HiC member must 

necessarily be more trusting than his partner, this does not imply 

/ that he should also be more trusttrorthy. In fact, an argument may be 
I 
I 

made that the HiC member should be no more trustworthy than his I.oC 

partner. The HiC member's "excess" Cs should not be randomly dis-

tributed in terms of the outcome on the previous trial. The HiC 

member should be able to most effectively signal his pa.~~er, without 

appearing weak, by selectively distributing his "excesf.\" Cs after CD 

or DC response states. In Study 1 the Cooperators demonstrated a 

negative dependency on a DD state. This suggests that the HiC members 

are not likely to distribute any 11excess11 Cs after a DD outcome. 

Such behavior should signal the HiC member's propensity to forgive the 

other's occasional exploi~~tion, and to repent after his own defections. 

However, by not rraking more trust~<~orthiness responses, Cn+l/CCn, thc.n 

his IoC partner, the HiC member may convey the inforrre.tion that he will 

retaJiate unless the other reciprocates his cooperative gesture, and 

retains the mutually benefic:lal outcome. The initiator thereby insures 

negative outcomes for the other on a scale detc1"lllined by the o·ther's 

defection from the CC state. 

This Hfir:mness" on the part of the HiC member is considered an 

important aspect of a cautious t1•ust. It is essential bE:ca.usc signs 

of '\'Teak"!less or submission invite furt.her e>..'Jlloitation. This as-

pect of strat.egic i.11teraction is entirely overlooked by the mutual 

trust hY}Xlthesis. The previous data. suggest another manner in which 
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this firmness nay be expressed. Althoug."l Cooperators exhibit more 

mutual trust prior to asymptote than Noncooperators, Cooperators also 

exhibit a very high level or D reciprocity (Pr = • 72). Such a 

behavior pattern is obviously not incompatible with attaining a state 

of high cooperation, provided that the other conditions outlined 

above are also satisfied. Indeed, this degree or firmness may be an 

essential element. This relationship may be incorporated into a 

notion of cautious trust in the following manner. HiC members will 

reciprocate Ds less often than LoC members during the signalling 

phase of their interaction (because HiC members are predicted to 

play more forgiveness,, Cn+l/CDn, responses). Ho\'rever, the HiC member's 

level of D reciprocity will increase to that of the LoC member !! 

the latter does not reciprocate the RiC's cooperative gesture. The 

LoC members must come to match the HiCs' level or P(C) prior to the 

rapid jump into the asymptotic state. Once the LoC members indicate 

their ~dllingness to accept the initiators' gesture, they may proceed 

to the next salient rung on the deescalation ladder--full cooperation 

in the PD game. 

In sulliDla.ry, the elements of a cautious trust may be said to 

include an adequate signalling or one's cooperative intention, c~~

bj~ed vdth a firmness Which discourages exploitation as described above. 

Given this description, the follO\dng hypothesis may be stated: 

Hypothesis 1: The preasymptotic interaction patterns of the 

Cooperators ldll be chal."acterized by a cautious trus·~ 1-lhich is initiated 

by the HiC members. The preasymptotic intel ... action patterns of' the 

Noncooperators uill lack one or more of the elements of a. cautious -trust. 
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So far nothing has been said about the timing of the initiator's 

gesture, either in terms of onset or duration. The p1•evious data 

·indicate that several blocks or trials are likely to pass before the 

initiative is begun. The structural characteristics of a difficult 

PD game are likely to dominate whatever predispositions to cooperate 

or compete e.xist in the subject ~pulation. Regarding the duration of 

a successful influence att.empt, the previous data also suggest that 

several trial blocks will be necessary. 

In order to monitor the changes in the subjects' orientations 

as the interaction progresses, an explicit prediction procedure will 

be used. This procedure requires each subject to predict the other's 

move before making his own choice on each trial (cf. Terhune, 196B; 

Halpin & Pilisuk, 1970). This procedure reduces some of the ambiguity 

involved in interpreting a particular response by providi~g information 

regarding the subject's intention in ma.ldng that response (cf. 

Chapter 3, D). It is a useful procedure in that the data it provides 

should be congruent -with the theoretical notions l'Thich generated the 

hypothesis concerning t.he effect-iveness of a cautious trust. Tedeschi 

et al. (196Sb) indicate that the intention data generally support the 

interpretations given to the first.-ordel' conditional data by Rapoport 

and Chammah (1965). 

The early phases of the interaction are not likely to differen

tiate either the Cooperators and Noncooperators, nor the HiC and LoC 

members 'Within these groups. 'l'he st:t'"'C.ctural characteristics t-rJll 

dominate. Hoi·lever, l'lhile the HiG mel11be::t'S are initiat.ing their 
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cooperative gestures, one would expect an increase in cooperative 

and forgiving intentions (PC-PC and PD-PC)\ and a concomitant 

decrease in exploitative intentions (PC-PD) for these subjects. 'l'he 

RiC members should also be expected to increase their PD-PD responses 

as an expression of their firmness, if the LoC members do not recipro

cate their cooperative gesture. 

This description permits the formulation of a second hypothesis: 

Hwthesis 2: The intentions of the protagonists, as reflected 

by their predict-play combinations, should be congruent with their 

behavior as outlined by the notion of a cautious trust. 

Method 

Subjects. 

Subjects were 20 male and 20 female undergraduates, paired in 

like-sexed dyads. Care was taken to ensure that dyad members lte:re 

unacquainted and that neither had any previous "game"-playing ex-

perience. All subjects were paid volunteers, and were recruited 

for "several sessions" from a variety of academic classes. 

Apparatus. 

i'he apparatus w.s basically tb.e same a,s that used in the first 

study, with two additions. From the subjects' perspective, the appa!'a-

tus differed in only one way. Each subject cubicle \\'as equipped ld.th 

bro additional response buttons, used to predict the other player's 

1 P.X-PY indicates a predict X-play Y combinatlon, thereby 
preserving the order in l'rhich the subject makes the responses. 
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choice on each trial. These buttons differed from the subject's o'tm 

choice buttons in color and location. The predict buttons were red, 

and were aligned with the appropriate rows for Column player, and 

with the appropriate columns for Row player. The same payoff matrix 

used in the first study was used again here (cf. Fig. 5). 

Additional apparatus was also acquired so that both predict 

and play responses could be recorded aut0IIl3.tically on a pt!.per tape 

punch. 

Procedure. 

The procedure for dealing l'd th subjects was basically the same 

as in the first study. The instructions, of course, were extended to 

describe the use of the red predict buttons, and were modified slightly 

from the first study. Pilot data indicated that t.he interval alloted 

for making a response in the first study ( 6 sec.) was adequate for 

subjects to both predict the other's choic~ and make their own res

ponse, and was therefore left unaltered. Because the .300-trial 

sessions in the first study took longer than an hour, including 

instructions, calculation and payment of the session's outcome to 

each player, scheduling problems often arose with the subjects who 

were attending classes on an hourly basis. Consequently, the sessions 

in the present study were cut to 200 trials per day, and were 1~ for 

three days. ·The exchange rate ~ras increased from that of the previous 

study so that the ma:d.mum possible outcome per day was similar in each 

case. 

The instructions were sim:llar to those of the previous study. 
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Additional instructions were included to describe the prediction pro

cedure. It was emphasized that subjects should predict what choice 

' they thought the other would actually make, not what they would like 

them to make. Complete instructions may be found in Appendix B. 

Data Organization 

The criterion used for cooperation in the previous study proved 

to have sufficient heuristic value and will be retained for the present 

study. As in the previous study, dyad members wUl be categorized into 

HiC and LoC members, depending on l'rhich member makes more Cs prior to 

asymptote. In the representation of response states the HiC member 

will al\'rays be referred to first and the LoC member second. 

The procedures used for calculating the probability of rein-

forcement and the average net outcome per trial are identical to those 

used in the pr~v.ious study. 

Results 

Twelve or the 20 dyads reached the cooperative criterion 

(8 female and 4 male dyads) and 8 did not.. For the Cooperators, the 

average number of trials to criterion is 320; the range is from 100 to 

525. All of the data presented belo11 are divided according to criterion 

and collapsed across sex ~dthin each of these groups. 

Belm-v is a representation of the distribution of P(CC) over the 

first 100 trials and subsequent to the 75 criterion trials. Above the 

line is presented the :range of P(CC) for the 12 highest dyads, eight of 

P(CC) 

.o .25 
Lows Highs 

t/ \/ ,, 
r'll1 NcR 

First 100 trials 

.50 -75 1.0 

lc
.+------J:------.::----1 :n 'rocR 

Post Criterion or Last 100 trials 



whom became Cooperators, and the eight lowest dyads. No dyad ex

perienced more than 26% CCs over the first 100 trials. Subsequent to 

criterion, there is a bimodal distribution of CC states with 10 Co

operators generating between 85 and 100% CCs. {One Cooperator dyad 

experienced 48% CCs following criterion. Another Cooperator dyad 

reached criterion in 525 trials, and could not provide any post cri

terion data.) No Noncooperator dyad experienced more than 17% CCs on 

the last 100 trials. These data are presented below the line. 
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Figure 11 contains the proportion ot C responses made by HiC 

and IcC members or both the Cooperators (Fig. ll A) and Noncooperators 

(Fig. 11 B). Over the first 5 trials there are no differences between 

HiC and LoC members within either group (p) .25), indicating that pre

dispositional variables cannot account for which dyad m~ber assumes 

·the role of initiating the cooperative gesture. Analysis of. variance 

of the preasymptotic P(C) dat.a (collapsed over HiC- I..oC) indicates 

there are no differences between groups over Vincent blocks (F = 2.683; 

df = 1,38; p~.lO) or between HiC and toe Cooperators on the 25 trials 

immediately prior to criter·ion (p/ .20). The rapid :increase in P(C) 

made by the Cooperators from the last preasymptotic block to asymptote 

is a pattern \-rhich occurs in the majority of these dyads, as is evident 

from the block by block (50 trials) data pl:·esented in Appendix D. 

In order to test the notion that tho signalling component is 

contained :in the P(C) difference scores (HiC - LoC), the difference 

scores over VLncent blocks from ~ach group were compared using an 

analysis of variru1r.e. The magnitude of the Cooperators' difference 

scot•es :ts not greE~.t.er than those of the Noncoop"e:ra.tors 011 any of the 
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Vincent blocks (p/ .10). However, it may be the case that the sig

nalling component is confined to·either the forgiveness or repentance 

variable as described above.. This possibility will be examined below. 

In order to determine how the HiC members distribute their 

"excess" Cs in relation to the various response states, first-order 

conditional probabilities l'tere computed for each group (Fig. 12). 

These data are organized in Vincent halves, although a finer resolution 

of trend would be preferable. This was necessary because of the absence 

of sufficient cases for each of the response states (a criterion of 3 

or more cases. was required), for each dyad, ove:r each of the five pre-

asymptotic blocks. In fact, even while limiting the aralysis to Vincent 
2 

halves it t~s still necessary to use an estimation procedure for one 

of the variables (Cn+l/CCn). 

Analyses of variance comparing the Cooperators and Noncooperators 

on each of the first-order conditional probabilities indicates no over-

all differences between groups. There is, however, a significant decrease 

in Cn+l/DD over Vincent halves for bot.h groups (F = 4.418; df = 1,76; 

p<.05). As predicted, there is.no role effect for the Cooperators on 

the trustl<Torthiness variable (p / .10). HiC Cooperators do not tend to 

distribute ~matever excess C~ they do make, after CC states. 

In order to deterndne whether or not the first~order conditional 

probabilities are dependent upon the ovsrall level of P(C), sign tests 

on the P(C)-conditional probability difference scores were applied 

for ea.ch group. Both CO?J?.£,tators and Noncooperators tend to make 
2 
If there were not 3 or uore cases of a ~.rticular cor.dition in 

the :LTlterval desired for a pa.rt.icular d.yr.d, the variable in qt;.:=:stion 
l'.'a.S assigned a value cc:c:;puted by takl.ng the average of those d;t"3.ds with 
a sufficient number of cases. 
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trustworthiness responses, Cn+l/CCn, more_ often than they make Cs in 

general (p <oo2 and <.Oil, respectively; one-tailed test). For the 

Cooperators, the forgiveness variable, Cn+l/CDn, also suggests in-
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1 
1 dependence of the overall level of P(C) by the sign test (p(.076, 
I 

one-tailed test). Each of the other first-oz'der conditional proba

bilities appears to be dependent upon the average level of P(C) prior 

to asymptote (p > .10). 

In order to determine whether the ma.gni tude of the Cooperators' 

difference scores on the trustworthiness or forgiveness variables are 

greater than those of the Noncooperators (with respect to their overall 

level of P(C) ) , Mann-Whitney U tests were used. The results indicate 

that there is no difference when considering the trustworthiness variable 

(p~ .10), but that the forgiveness-trust difference scores are greater 

for the Cooperators than the Noncooper~tors (p<.044, one-tailed test). 

In addition, analysis of variance of the forgiveness difference scores 

(i.e. HiC- LoC) betl·reen the Cooperators and Noncooperators, yields a 

significant F = 5.452 (with df = 1,18; p~.05). 

Although these first-order conditional probabilities c~Lnot 

yield a finer resolution regarding changes over trials, the :reactance 

measures do provide some information along this line. Figm"e 13 

presents the cooperative and competitive reactance measures on the 

first 10 trials, and over Vincent halves for both groups, and on the 

last 25 preasymptotic trials for the Cooperators. (Due to insufficient 

data, the cooperative reactance mea.sm:e~ on the first 10 trials are 

not presented for the Noncooperators.) Analyses of variance of the 
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first 10 trials indicate no Role effects for either criterion group 

(p '/ .25 in each case). Analysis of variance indicates that the Co

operators make more cooperative reactance responses over Vincent 

halves than the Noncooperators (F = 4~229; df = 1,76; p('.05). 

Analyses of variance of the cooperative reactance over Vincent halves 

indicate a significant role effect for the Cooperators {F =~.96; df = 

1,44; p( .01), but not for the Noncooperators (p / .05). The Cooperators' 

role effect is washed out on the last 25 preasymptotic trials (p>.05). 

Analysis of the difference scores indicates that the Cn+l/Cn role 

effect is no greater for the Cooperators than the Noncooperators 

{p /.10). The level of D reciprocity is presented in Figure 13 B. 

Analysis of variance indicates no difference between Cooperators and 

Noncooperators, in either overall level of D reciprocity or the mag

nitude of their Dn+l/Dn role effects (p /.10). There are, however, 

significant role effects for both Cooperators and Noncooperators 

{F = 24.19; df = 1,44; p<.OOl; and F = 7 .43; df = 1,28; p(:Ol, res

pectively). 

Sign tests applied to the Cn+l/Cn minu.s P(C), and Dn+l/Dn 

minus P{D) difference scores, indicate that both rec-iprocity variables 

are independent of the overall levels of P(C) and P(D), respectively, 

for the Cooperators only (p~.Oll in both cases; one-tailed test). 

In addj_tion, a J.fann-Whitney U test bet1·1een the Cooperators' and Non

cooperators' Dn+l/Dn minus P(D) difference scores, suggests that the 

magnitude of the Cooperators' difference scor·as is greater than those 

of the Noncooperators (p~.lO; one-tailed test). 
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Figure 14 presents the proportion of each predict-play combination 

on the first 10 trials, over Vincent halves for both groups, and on the 

.last 25 preasymptotic trials for the Cooperators. 

On the first 10 trials only the PD-PD variable distinguishes the 

two groups (F = 5.326; df = 1,38; p (.02). The Noncooperators are more 

likely to respond to a suspected defection with a D response than are 

the Cooperators on these early trials. Over Vincent halves the Co

operators make more cooperative (PC-PC) and fel'ter exploitative {PC-PD) 

intentions than the Noncooperators (F = ;.;oo; df = 1,76; p<.os; 
F = 4.204; df = 1,76; p~.05, respectively). The absence of any 

appreciable role effects is counter to the predictions of hypothesis 2. 

These data suggest that subjects may not be attempting to 

accurately predict the other's response, but may be using the "predict" 

responses in a somewhat different manner. Although the Cooperators' 

predictions are accurate more often than the predictions of the Non

cooperators (F = 8.50; df = 1,266; p<:.004), individual comparisons 

:indicate that this holds only at asymptote (p < .01). At asymptote the 

Cooperators also predict a higher level of C responses than the Non

cooperators (F = J.4.51; df = 1,266; p<.ool). Prior to asymptote the 

accuracy of both groups is at the chance level. Previous studies using 

this paradigm (Halpin & Filisuk,,l96?, 19?0; Tedeschi et al., 1968 b, d) 

have also noted that subjects tend to overpredict the other's level of 

C responding. Since it is necessary to anticipate a C from the other if 

one is to anticipate a gain, this phenomenon suggests that subjects use 

their "predict." buttora..s to indicate ·what. they would like the other to do. 

Their "wishful thinking" tends to distort their predictions a.nd decrease 

their accuracy. 

Although this distortion phenomenon is suggested for both groupsJ 

one might e>..-pect t.he Cooperators and Noncooperators to differ in the 
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actions they take in conjunction with these distortions. If this inter

pretation is valid, one would expect the Cooperators to combine their 

overprediction of Cs for the other, with a C response themselves, more 

often than they loiOuld combine such a prediction with a D. Cooperators 

want to realize a net gain, but they are willing to allow their 

p3.rtners to gain also. The Noncooperators, on the other hand, are 

likely to combine their overprediction of Cs with a D response more 

often than with a C. They also want .to gain, but their eye is on the 

lion's share (T), and they show little concern for the other's outcome. 

In order to test this notion, difference scores were con~uted 

for each group, comparing the magnitude of their cooperative and ex

ploitative intentions (PC-PC and PC-PD). If them'll.gnitudes of these 

intentions are similar, it may be inferred that the dyads are in an . 

internal state of conflict. If there is a dominance of one intention 

over the other, it may be inferred which is the stronger motive. 

Analysis of variance of the difference scores (PC-PD min1ls PC-PC) yields 

a significant F = 9.,381 (df=l,38, p <.ol). The Noncooperators show 

a greater dominance of exploitative oYer cooperative intentions than 

the Cooperators ( .16S vs .025). The :mean diffex•ence score for the 

Cooperators suggests that this group is experiencing intrapersonal 

conflicts, l~'hereas the Noncooperators display a clear dominance of ex

ploitative motives. The Cooperatol."s' internal state of conflict nny 

account for the considerable number of trials required to reach a 

cooperative criterion. 

Given the internal state or conflict suggested by the Cooperators' 

predict~play combinations, it is \·torth cons;_dering what role reinforcea• 



ment contingencies ma.y have in resolving this conflict • As in the 

previous study, it is possible to calculate the magnitude and fre

quency of rei."lforcement obtained from both C and D responses • 

These calculations are made from the response state data presented 

in Fig. 15. The data in Fig. 16 A represent the average outcome 

per trial from both C and D re~ponses for the Cooperators • For the 
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C responses (circles), analysis of variance with no data trans

formation indicates a significant role effect (F Q 39.60, df - 1,110, 

p<.ool), Trials effect {F = 15.16, df ~ 4,110, p<.OOl), and a 

significant role by Trials interaction (F = 3.23, df = 4,llO, p< .01). 

Individual comparisons indicate that LoC Cooperators obtain a greater 

magnitude of reward from C responses than do their HiC partners on 

trial blocks two (p (.05), three, four and five (p<.Ol in each 

case). Although the average outcome per trial is negative for both 

dyad members, the LoC membern are doing better l'dth C responses than 

their partners. The relationship between HiC and LoC Cooperators 

l'dth D responses (triangles) is similar. Analysis of variance \·lith 

no data transformation indicates a significant role effect (F = 

17 .25, df = l,llO, P< .001). Individual comparisons indicate that 

LoC members obtain a greater magnitude of reward from D responses 

than their HiC partners on trial blocks three (p <.Ol) and four 

(p <.OS). In this case, hm·1aver, the LoC's outcome is positive 

rather than negative. In their switch to an asymptotic state of 

cooperation, it is clea.r that economic considerations are not 

resp(,nsible. 
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The data bearing on the frequency of reinforcement are presented 

in Fig. 16 B. The LoC Cooperators obtain rewards from Cs (circles) 

significantly more often than do their HiC partners (F = 23 .BL.; df = 

l,UO; P< .001). The LoC members are rewarded more often on trial 

blocks three and four (p< .01 in each case). The frequency of obtain

ing a reward from a D response (triangles) is also higher for the LoC 

members than their partners (F = 8.55; df = l,llO; p<.004). Both 

responses, then, are rewarded more often for the LoC members • On 

the last preasymptotic block, both partners show a trend toward fewer 

rewards from Ds, and more rewards from Cs. It. seems doubtful, howe,rer, 

that this effect could account for the large jump in P(C), from .37 

on the last 25 preasymptotic trials to .92 at asymptote. 

Discussion 

As in the previous study, the formation of bto quite distinct 

groups occurs without any experimental manipulation. These groups 

may be discriminated not only by the presence or absence of the co

operative criterion, but also on the basis of their post-criterion 

data, and their preasymptotic interaction patterns. The distribution 

of CC states indicates that the Cooperators and Nonccope~ators are 

found at opposite ends of the continuum at the end of play, although 

they begin at the same level. Prior to criterion these groups are 

also discriminable on the basis of the presence or absence of a cautious 

trust strategy. 

The cautious trust strategy is evident in the preasymptotic 

interactions of the Cooperators in that they display both the co

operative signalling and firmness components as predicted. IJ.l1e 



cooperative signalling component is evident in the forgiveness role 

effect (cf Fig. 12). The magnitude of the Cooperators' role effect 

is greater than that for the Noncooperators as indicated by analysis 
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of variance. Furthermore 1 the sign test indicates that the Cooperators' 

level of forgiveness is independent of their overall level of C res

ponding. In this situation, the successful cooperative influence 

attempt is characterized by s. concentration of "excess" Cs after the 

CD state in particular. The P(C) difference scores do not discriminate 

the Cooperators and Noncooperators if the effects of the previous 

response states are not considered. Analysis of the overall P(C) 

difference scores between groups produces nonsignificant results. 

In addition, there is no trustworthiness role effect for the Cooperators 

indicating that this variable serves a firmness function. HiC Co

operators defect from this state as often as their partners, thereby 

indicating that they will naintain a high P( C) only if the LoC 

partner is ~~lling to reciprocate. 

The other aspect of the firmness component is evident in the 

Cooperators' high level of D rec~procity. The sign test indicates 

that the level of D reciprocity is independent of the overall level 

of Ds for the Cooperators, but not for the Noncooperators. In 

addition, the D reciprocity role effect ~mich occurs for the Cooperators 

over Vincent halves is washed out on the last 25 preasymptotic trials 

as indicated by the analyses of ~driance. After they have been 

generating "excess" Cs for a considerable number of trials, and their 

LoC partners do not reciprocate, the HiCs increase their level of D 



reciprocity to that of their partners {over .70). It is interesting 

to predict outcomes, it is necessary to examine a broader pattern 

of interactions which may juxtapose seemingly incongruent elements. 

(See Appendix C for a consideration of using the cautious tt~st 

strategy to predict the outcomes of individual dyads.) 

The reinforcement data indicate that economic factors are 

not primary in determining the final outcome. The average outcome 

per trial is greater for D responses than for Cs, for both Hi and 

LoC Cooperators. The LoC members in particular appear to be doj_ng 

well with Ds, yet they s"'orl.tch to Cs. The HiC members, on the 

other hand, do very poorly with ~s, yet they continue making Cs 

as often a.s Ds. The rapid jump into the CC state at asymptote 

ind:tcates that this cooperative outcome assumes a special salience 

for these dyads, over and above the economic factors involved. 

The competing tendencies to both cooperate and exploit, as evi-

denced by the Cooperators' predict-play combinations, account 

\ 
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for the fact that several trial blocks are required for the 

CC state to acquire this salience. The frequency of rein-

forcement datasuggests~that this salience develops just prior 

to asymptote, as Cs come to receive positive outcomes more 

often than Ds for both dyad members. 

The preasymptotic interaction patterns of the Hi and 

LoC Noncooperators present a very different picture. The 

influence attempt suggested by the HiC - LoC difference scores 

indicates that the HiC Noncooperators expose themselves to 

less risk than their Cooperator counterparts. The charac-

teristics of this influence attempt by the HiC Noncooperators 

permit several interpretations. These HiC members may be 

strategically naive, and unable to initiate an effective 
r 

balance between signalling the.other and avoiding overexposure 

to risk. Their relatively high level or initial suspicion, 

indicated by their early level of PD-PD responses, may account 

for the fact that they erred on the side of exposing themselves 

to a minimal risk. 
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A second interpretation of this influence attempt is that it is 

designed to set up the other for exploitation, rather than to induce 

cooperation. Credence is lent to this possibility by the fact that HiC 

j as well as LoC Noncooperators express exploitative tendencies. more often 
I 

than cooperative tendencies. 

One of the difficulties involved in attempting to describe 

the processes underlying the Noncooperators' behaYior is that they are 

a less homogeneous group than the Cooperators. They are negatively 

defined by the absence of a certain criterion, rather than positively, 

by a criterion for high conflict. This situation will be dealt lfdth 

in the next study. 

As in the first study, the development of an asymptotic co-

operative state \'laS characterized by a step function. The generality 

of this phenomenon needs to be examined using different matrix values. 

Within each of the criterion groups 1 it was found that the relation-

ships which developed between members were very different. Tile use of 

a criterion for cooperation and the procedure of distinguishing dyad 

members on the basis of their r~les in the interaction appear to be 

valuable techniques -for investigating the characteristics of va1•ious 

types or influence attempts in conflict situations. 

The predict-play paradigm has served several fun.ctions. Using 

the same matrix values as in the first study:; the predict~ play pro-

cedure in the second study ser·-:ad to reduce the &verage number of' trials 

to criterion by over 3Q%. This procedure turns out to be economical as 

well as informative regard:l.ng the subjects' rr.otivational orientations. 



The predict data indicate that subjects do not accumulate 

accurate information about their opponents' choices from trial to 
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trial. The accuracy of their predictions is at chance level, as they 

distort their perceptions of the other in the direction of overpredict

ing the other's C choices. These data indicate a lack of rationality 

in the formal game theoretic sense (Luce & Raiffa, 1967). Given the 

average number of trials to criterion and the fairly consistent pre

asymptotic levels of P(C), a high degree of accuracy would be expected 

if the task were one of probability matching in a simple two-choice 

situation. Halpin and Pilieuk (1970) also provide data indicating that 

if such a situation is cast in terms of a PD game, subjects tend to 

deviate from an optimal matching strategy. The structural characteristics 

of the PD game elicit particular social motives, rather than strategic 

considerations in the formal sense. The predict-play combinations capture 

these motives, rather than the strategic thinking of the protagotdsts. 

The early predict-play combinations may be \-iewed as personality 

variables, indicating predispositions to respond in particular "''mys to 

this conflict situation. These.early predict-play responses indicate 

how the protagonists perceive each other before they have an adequate 

opportunity t.o obtain information about each other's behavior. It is 

interesting to note that the only variable which distinguishes Co

operators from Noncooperators on the first 10 trials is the PD-PD com

bination. The Noncooperato~a tend to combine their suspicious ten

dencies with deterrent, or punishing responses (D) more often than the 

Cooperators. Predis.positions to compete or cooperate also fail to 

distinguish l'lhich dyad member is likely to assume the role of initiating 



a cooperative influence attempt. This finding leads to the conclusion 

that predispositional variables alone are not important determinants 

of a stable outcome. The notion of a cautious trust developed above, 

indicates that the interactions within the .conflict situation, the 

give and take of the struggle itself, is a more important determinant 

than the subject's initial response to the situation. 

Conclusions 

A pattern of cautious trust characterizes the preasymptotic 

interactions of the Cooperators. The basic components of a cautious 

trust involve a signal or willingness to cooperate, and a firmness 

Which discourages exploitation. 

The Noncooperators do not give evidence of a cautious trust 

in their preasy.mptotic interactions. The influence attempt or the 

HiC members is less pronounced than that of the HiC Cooperators. 

The predict-play response combinations are not totally con

gruent with the behavior patterns as outlined by the notion or a 

cautious trust. Rather than providing a trial-by-trial monitor of 

the player's strategic thinking1 these responses appear to reflect 

more general aspects of the subjects' motivational orientations. 

Additional data are required regarding the generality of the 

step function, the role of predispositional variables, and the 

utility of a cautious trust strategy in different conflict situations. 



Chapter VI 

Introduction 

Study 3: TOWARD A DESCRIPl'IVE THEORY OF CONFLICT 

RESOWTION: SOME· FACTORS WHICH INFIDENCE 

STABLE OOTCOMES 

The previous studies in this series demonstrate that the 

relationships Which develop between dyad members in the course or 

a conflict differentiate asymptotic states or high and low cooperation. 

~ads Who attain a high level of cooperation have been characterized 

by a cautious trust strategy. The major purpose of the present ex

periment is to determine the effectiveness of this strategy across 

different conflict structures. The basic question is "How are the two 

components of a cautious trust, i.e. cooperative signalling and firm

ness, affected by different conflict situations"? Before discussing 

the specif:tc hypotheses to be tested in this regard, it is necessary to 

consider some methodological issues Which have arisen in the prevlous 

studies. 

Methodological ~~ 

The step function in P(C) noted L~ the previous studies is a 

very dramatic demonstration of the rapidity 'l'dth '\·Thich dyads enter a 

cooperative state after prolonged conflict. Hm·;ever, it is possible 

that this effect is an artifact of the experimental proc~dure. Because 

subjects l'Tere run for sevei"al sessions, there is the possibility that 

the subjects coDuded outside of the laboratory, and agreed to co-

operate in order to l!'.Bure their joint !l13...1'Jilliza.tion. If this warG the 

case z. one ·i'lould e>q>ac.t to see a d:ramatic increase in t.he le'fel of P(C) 
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from one session to the next. One dyad in the first study and four 

/ dyads in the second match this pattern. In addition to confounding 

the P(C) step function, the occurrence of such cases would also tend 

j to obscure the preasymptotic interaction patterns which might-.differen

tiate Cooperators and Noncooperators. 

A second issue regarding the step function is its generality 

over various payoff matrices. It is known that the average level of 

P(C) is higher in an "easy" PD game (i.e. where T-R is small) than in 

a difficult game, such as the one used in the previous studies (Rapopol"'t 

& Chammah, 1965). By increasing R relative to T, the tendency to 

cooperate is encouraged by making cooperation more rel'rarding. Another 

method of encouraging cooperation via payoff manipulations involves 

increasing P from PD to Ck status (liapoport & Chammah, 1966). 'l'.his 

manipulation makes defections potentially more costly: P thereby acts 

as a deterrent. If the assumption is made that these overall higher 

levels of P(C) do not reflect a higher asymptotic level of P(C), it 

then follows that both an easy PD game and a Ck game must produce a 

lower average number of trials ~o criterion than the payoffs used in 

the previous studies. The use of an easy PD game and a Ck game should 

permit a lower number of trials to criterion, thereby allo1i.tng criterion 

dyads to be formed within a single session. The use of these diffe?ent 

payoff structures should serve to test the g~nerality of the step func

tion, as well as avoid the problem of co~1usion between subjects. 

Another issue 't.hich must be dealt with concerns a criterion for 

high conflict, as \'rell as for h1.gh cooperation. In the first two 

studies the Noncoopercc'cors wer~ defined by their failtn'e to reach a 
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· cooperative criterion. This procedure is not satisfacto17 because these 

dyads could be in any of several noncooperative states. Some dyads 

may be locked in a state of high conflict, although others may have 

successfully avoided this pitfall mile still failing to attain a 

high level of cooperation. Collapsing these dyads into a single 

category of Noncooperators does not permit an investigation of the 

interaction patterns which lead to these very different states. This 

procedure is not satisfactory for providing a maximal contrast between 

high and 10\t states or cooperation. 

Another problem with the previous criterion is that it is 

defined in terms of an individual subject measure, P(C), rather than 

a dyadic measure. It would be more appropriate to use a dyadic measure 

since cooperation or conflict is a dyadic, not an individual state. 

Previous studies using a criterion for cooperation or conflict 

have not investigated preasy.mptotic interaction patterns. These studies 

have been interested in the effects of either structural (Rapoport & 

Chammah, 1965) or personality variables (Pilisuk et al., 1965) on the 

distribution of final outcomes •. Consequently, they define their cri

terion for high or lol'l cooperation in terms of the respons~s on the 

last block of trials. Since these response patterns may have endured 

for several trial blocks prior to the last block, this procedure does 

not meet the present requirement of clearly dj_s·binguishing prea:sympt..otic 

and asymptotic states. 'l'he cri·teria. to be used are defined below. 

Follol'ling Pilisuk et a1. (1965) dyads t,Jho at.ta.in a state of high co

operation ~Jl be referred to as Doves, and those who attain a state 

of high conflict t-dll be labelled Ha.'lf1ks. 
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Generality of ~he Cautious Trust ~trateg;y 

Changing the payoff values to test the generality of the step 

function will also serve the need for determining the effectiveness of 

j a cautious trust strategy in different conflict situations. The 

requirements of a successful influence attempt are not likely to be 

identical over a wide range of conflict structures. In the studies 

reviewed above (cf'. Chapter 3) this question of' the relative effective-

ness of various strategies over different structures has generally not 

been considered. These studies have been concerned primarily with the 

main effects of' strategy, and nqt with interactions betl'Teen strategy 

and structure. At present, there is a paucity of theoretical notions 

addressed to this important issue. 

The notion of a cautious trust differs from most other strategies 

which have been studied in game situations, in that it consists of two 

distinct, and functionally independent components--a cooperative signal-

ling and a firmness component. Rather than con5ider these behavior 

patterns as components of a single strategy, it has more often been the 

case that these patterns have been compared with each other in terms of 

their effectiveness in inducing cooperation~ · The previous studies 

indicate the importance of combining these components into a single 

strategy, and it is now necessary to investigate the relative import<k"lCe 

of these components across changes L~ payoff values. The cautious 

trust developed above may be expanded to consider such interactions 

betl'teen strategy and structu1•e. 'I'he tl'IO components of' a cautious trust, 

the effective signa~ling ru1d the firmneas components, may be considered 

independently. In an easy PD gam'a ~ should the magnitude of the co-



operative signal be larger or smaller than in a difficult PD game? 

Should the initiator of the cooperative gesture be more or less firm 

than in a difficult PD game? These questions may be considered in 

j terms of the magnitude of the P(C), Cn+l/CCn, Cn+l/CDn and Dn+l/Dn 

role effects. 

Concerning the magnitude of' the cooperative gesture, it may 

be argued that a larger risk should be taken in an easy PD game com

pared to the requirements of' a more difficult game. Because the 

other's temptation to defect is decreased, there is less risk involved 

in making a C response. Therefore, in order for the initiator to 

adequately signal his willingness to cooperate via trusting responses, 

a larger P(C), or forgiveness role effect is required in an easy PD 

game. On the other hand, it may also be argued that a small risk is 

sufficient. Since an easy PD game is predisposed to a cooperative 

solution, this st.ructural characteristic should play a relatively 

greater role. Combined with this structural disposition, a smaller 

P(C1 or forgiveness role effect should be sufficient. 

Those dyad members t-mo initiate a larger cooperative signal may 

do so because they perceive their partners a.s insensitive to the st.:J.-uctural 

characteristics of an ~sy PD game and/or because they themselves are 

insensitive to these structural dispositions. If the assumption is made 

that successful initiators are most sens5.tive to both their partners' 

behavior and the structural aspectf:. of the situation, the smaller role 

effect argument would appear to have the upper hand. 
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Another argument in favor of the efficacy of a minimal role 

effect involves the assumption that a decrease in the difference between 

T and R will produce a decrease in the temptation to defect for all 

subjects. If T, Sand Pare held constant and R is increased to make 

cooperation more rewarding, this manipulation may effect different 

subjects very differently. This manipulation may elicit cooperative 

dispositions from some subjects, but others may see the situation as 

one in Which they can defect frequently, both because they perceive 

the other as less likely to defect, and because any losses incurred 

may be more easily regained. In order to counter the latter dis-

position, the initiator of a cooperative influence attempt would have 

to maintain a minimal cooperative signal as well as a high level of 

f'irllU'less. 

The firmness component of a cautious trust is expressed by 

the absence of a ·r.ole effect for trustworthiness, Cn+l/CCn, and a high 

. level of D reciprocity. The absence of a trustworthiness r.ole effect 

may be considered an element of the firmness component in that each 

partner requires something of t~e other (a CC outcome) prior to· 

reciprocating Cs with a high probability. The firmness is evident in 

both the conditions placed on a: high probability of returning a C, and 
. . 

in the mutuality, where initial differences are l-lashed out p:t•ior to 

asymptote. 

The other element of the firmness component is a high level of 

·n reciprocity. If. the value of P, the outcome assoc:tated w:tth mutual 

defection, is increased from PD to Ck status, the question arises what 

role the firm1ess component has_in establishing a cooperative outcome. 



Should Ds be reciprocated at the same level as when P is low:er, or is 

even more firmness required? The assumption was made above that the 

Doves are characterized by a greater sensitivity to the structural 

aspects of the situation. This greater sensitivity should be 

reflected in a lower level of D reciprocity in the Ck than in the PD 

game. Because of the larger loss associated with a D outcome in a Ck 

game, subjects who are sensitive to the distrust and veng~fulness such 

large losses are likely to elicit, will tend to avoid these outcomes. 

Thus the level of D reciprocity which is pa.rt of a cautious trust will 

be lol'Ter in a Ck game, than in a corresponding PD garee. 

It follows from the above considerations that a strong co

operative signalling component, and/or a weak firmness component, will 

l~d to a state of high conflict. The absence of ~~le effects predicted 

for the Doves indicates that these dyad members will be ve17 s~nilar 

to each other in their reactions to the conflict situation. This pre

diction suggests that very disparate reactive dispositions \'Till lead 

to high conflict outcomes. If one dyad member attempts to influence 

his partner by setting a cooperative example, he may be inviting ex-

. ploitation. In an easy PD game, \'mere T-R is small, any losses incurred 

from punishment against at.tempted exploitation may be easily regained. 

If one dyad member demonstrates his insensitivity to the structural 

aspects of the conflict and is grossly eA~loited by the other, a con~ 

flict spiral l'rill follol'T which \dll lead to a high level of conflict. 

Furthermore, if it is true that these Ha,.Jk dyads are insensitive to the 

structural aspects of a conflict situations_ the same pattern of dis ... 

parate reactive dispositions is likely to be fourid.in the high conflict 

groups j~ both the PD and Ck ~~es. 
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The above considerations lead to the following set of hypotheses: 

Hypothesis la: If the structural aspects of a conflict situa

tion are predisposed toward cooperation (e.g. an easy PD or Ck game), 

then similar reactive dispositions which combine components of'co

operative signalling with firmness will characterize the preasymptotic 

interactions of the Doves • 

Hypothesis lb: Disparate rea,ctive dispositions which. include 

unguarded and unilateral cooperative signals will characterize the 

preasymptotic interactions of the Hawks. 

Such reactive dispositions may be evident in a high mutual 

level of Cn+l/CCn for the Doves. {A value of Pr(Cn+l/CCn) between 

.60 and .80 may be expected, based on the Cooperators' data in Study 

2 and the criteria for cooperation, respectively.) B,y way of con

trast, the Ha~~s should indicate a significantly lower level or Cn+l/ 

CCn, and give evidence of an unguarded cooperative signal by Y..'aY of 

a P(C) and/or forgiveness, role effect. 

Hypothesis 2a: If the structural aspects of a conflict situa

tion are predisposed tm'lard cooperation, then reactive dispositions 

~hich include strong and mutual components of firrnness will charac

terize the Doves~ and weak components of firmness will characterize 

the Ha,,~s. 

Hypothesis 2b: If the st1~ctural aspects of a conflict situa

tion include a highly punitive component (e.g. a Ck game), then the 

preasymptotic interactions of the Doves ldll be characterized by a 

firmness component Which is less than that of the Doves in the absence 

of such a component. 
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Such reactive dispositions should be evident in a significantly 

higher level or D reciprocity for the Doves, compared to the Hawks, 

and a decrease in D reciprocity for the Doves in the Ck game. The 

Hawk's unilateral and unguarded signal should also result in sig

nificantly more forgiveness, Cn+l/CDn, responses for the initiator or 

the signal. 

In a conflict situation, not all parties reach stable states 

of high cooperation or conflict. Some parties prolong the struggle 

without attaining either of these solutions. Several dyads in a 

pilot study with an easy PD and Ck game failed to reach the criteria 

set for either the Doves or the Ha-wks. These dyads will be referred to 

as Mugwumps, again following the e:xample · of Pilisuk et al. ( 1965) • 

'111e question arises as to ~ether this label is appropriate 

in terms of· the motivational orientations of these subjects. The label 

Mugwump implies that· these subjects cannot resolve their ow.n interr~l 

conflicts between cooperating and competing. Their undecidedness 

should lead to an intermediate level of P(C) which insures an equitable, 

if not profitable, outcome. No;te that simply because these dyads do 

not attain either of the other criteria, this does not mean their ll1-

dividua.l behavior pa.ttel"'lS must reflect an intermediate level of P(C). 

It is possible, for example, that a behavior pattern similar to the 

preasymptotic pattern predicted for the Hawks occurs for the liugtnl.mps 

prior to asymptote. 'l'he difference between the Hal>.1~ and 1-Iugwump pairs 

ma:y be that in the Hugwumps, the HiC member is willing to submit to 

domination by the LoC partner. This submission l'rould elinrlna:te the 

retaliatory pattern anticir.ated for the HiC Hm·rks. The few studies 
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investigating dominance and submissiveness (Ulrlowe, 1963; Fry, 1965; 

Ser.mat, 1968) have produced some evidence that these variables play a 

role in mixed-motive games. However, even ,.men subjects with extreme 

scores on tests of these variables are selected for study, the effects 

are not strong ones. Given the unselected sample and the free play 

Which is allowed in the present study, it seems unlikely that the 

Mugwump pairs would all be composed ·or one dominant and one submissive 

partner, neither of ~nom alter their dispositions in the entire course 

of their interaction. The more plausible expectation is that the 

label 1-Iug\i'Ulllp is an appropriate one for these dyads. If these dyads 

are characterized by indecision, only extrem.e structural situations 

should alter their behavior. 

These considerations lead to the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 3: Reactive dispositions which lack con~onents of 

cooperative signalling and/or firmness will characterize the inte:t•

actions of the Ymgwumps. 

Such reactive dis~sitions should be evident in intermediate 

levels of P(C) ~etween .40 and .• 60), and a general absence of role 

effects. 

The Role of Predispositional Va1•ia.bles 

The above hypotheses emphasize the importance of reactive dis

positions over predispositional variables. Predispositiona.l vari.ables 

may be viel'Ted as personality characteristics l'Jhich determine an in

dividual's initial reaction to a given situation. These tendencies 

are revealed on the early trials before subjects have an opporturdty 
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. 
to either fully assess the situation or the characteristics of their 

partners. EAch subject brings to the situation a set of predispositional 

tendencies (e.g. to cooperate, to compete, to maDfpulate, etc.), one 

of \ddch dominates the subject's behavior on the early trials. Depend-

ing upon whether or not these tendencies are fulfilled, they will 

remain the same or change, as the individual changes his perception of ·· 

either the situation or those with l·rhom he is interacting. These 

changes in disposition may be referred to as reactive dispositions. 

The particular reactive dispositions waich emerge during an inter

action are determined by the individual's hierarchy of dispositions 

Which constitute his personality. 

A third factor which is responsible for the final outcome of a 

dyad's interaction in a game situation, is the chance pairi."lg of par

ticular subjects. Subjects with different combinations of predis-

positions will produce different reactive dispositions, which in turn 

will lead to different asymptotic states. 

Predispositional variables have been studied by examin~g the 

subjects' responses on the firs~ few trials (e.g. Rapoport & Chamnah, 

1965; Pilisuk et al., 1965; Terhune, 1968), and by investigating per-

sonality characteristics. Several studies have investigated the effects 

of various personality types or factors on-the level of cooperation, 

P(C), in mixed-motive games. Sex (Rapoport & Cham.ma.h, 1965), friend

ship (Oskamp& Perlman, 1966), status (Grant & Serma.t, 1969), ethnic 

origin (Stdngle, 1969), race (Hati:,on, 1967), dominance-submissiveness 

(Sermat, 1968), and a variety or social motives (Terbune, 1968; 1970), 
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have been investigated. Terhune's own work, and that of others, led 

him to conclude that: 

1. The achievement, affiliation, and power motives 
do indeed predispose individuals to behave in 
different ways when playing Prisoner's Dilemma ••• 

3. In extended social interaction, initial ex
periences can have a marked effect on subsequent 
conflict or cooperation {1968, p. 18). 

With the possible exceptions of Rapoport and Chammah {1965) and 

Pilisuk et al. {1965), these studies have not related predispositional 

variables to stable outcomes. The question naturally arises what 

relation these predispositions have to stable states of cooperation 

or conflict. One ,ray of e:xamining this relationship is by con-

siderilig the behavior patterns of the different groups on the early 

trials. The data from the first two studies suggest that predisposi-

tions to cooperate or compete are generally unrelated to stable out-

comes. No differences have been found between groups of high and low 

cooperation en the early trials. 

Rapoport and Channnah {1965) found that if the first trial \-JaS 

a CC or DD response state, the .probability was greater than chance 

that the dyad 1.-;ould end up in that state at the end of a 300 tTial 

game. The importance of having matched, by ch£·mce, simiJ.arly p:re-

disposed subjects is also suggested qy data from Pilisuk et al. {1965) 

who found that if both subjects had a high tolerance for ambiguity, the 

probability was high that t,hey would become Doves. The chance mixing 

factor mentioned above seems to play a role in determining the effects 

of pr~dispositional variables on stable outcomes. These considerations 

lead to the following hypothesis. 
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Hypothesis 4: Predispositions to .cooperate or compete, etc., 

will determine stable outcomes in conflict situations only in special 

cases in which both dyad members have strong and similar dispositions. 

Support for this hypothesis should be evident in the data of 

those dyads who reach one of the criteria imme~iately. Such dyads are 

not expected to lose these criteria once attained. 

Another way of investigating the role of predispositional 

v.ariables in determining stable outcomes is by relating the results of 

personality tests to these outcomes. The effects of personality on 

cooperation and conflict have recently been reviewed by Terhune (1970). 

He argues that the study of personality on cooperation and conflict 

must focus on the configuration of personalities in an interacting 

system, rather than on personality characteristics of single in

dividuals. Terhune's argunients are persuasive in terms of the type of 

design needed to demonstrate these personality effects in conflict 

situations. However, the question remains a.s to the relation between 

these personality configurations, and the reactive dispositions which 

have been described as determining the stable outcones. Data from 

the previous studies suggest that these personality characteristics 

and reactive dispositions rr.ay interact in very complex \·Tays. In fact, 

the question remains as to whether personality variables in an un

selected population sample (i.e. one not selected for extreme types), 

are related to stable outcomes. An unselected sample does not pre

clude the possibility of extremely different stable states as evidenced 

in the previous studies. The question which remains is ·.vhether sw..h 

samples contain sufficient numbers of extreme types to account for the 
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outcomes which occur. If these personality types are absent in the 

unselected sample, the reactive dispositions Which characterize a 

cautious trust, or an unsuccessful i.nfluence attempt, must account 

for the stable outcomes. Extreme personality types may play major 

roles in conflict situations, as Terhune (1970) has indicated, and 

the importance of studying these variables is beyond question. 

However, not only individuals with extreme personalities find them

salves in interpersonal conflicts. The manner in 'Which non-extreme 

types resolve conflicts is also an important issue. 

Authoritarianism as measured by the California F-scale is one 

of the few personality variables which indicate a consistent pattern 

in relation to measures of cooperation and confiict (cr. Terhune, 

1970). High F-scores are associated with low levels of cooperativeness. 

Kelley and Stahelski (1970) have recently theorized that high F scores 

tend to attribute their own beliefs to others. Thus the high F 

person's belief that war and conflict are inevitable is attributed 

to those with \-rhom he interacts. This view of others, combined with 

the high F person's punitiveness (Adorno et al., 1950), has the ear

marks of a self fulfilH.ng prophesy. Furthermore, such a pattern of 

interpersonal perception and reacti-on ·resembles that· anticipated from 

members of the high conflict groups in the present experiment, es

pecially from the LoC members • The LoC Ha:wks seem to be the best 

candidates for high levels of authoritarianism because or their anti

cip:;.ted failure to reciprocate theh., partners' cooperative gest.ttr-€5. 

The HiC Ha-\-Jks are expected to initiate a cooperative gesture and to 

retaliate only after their offer is rejected. Kelley and Stahelski 

(1970) present evidence indicating that subjed~s W'no are disposed 
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to cooperation, but who are matched with competitively disposed partners, 

w:l.ll be behaviorally assimila.ted to their competitive partners. 

In view of the above considerations, it might be expected that 

high F-scorers will tend to be Hawks, and low F-scorers will tend to 

be Doves. However, because the subject population will not be selected 

for high and low F-scores there may not be a sufficient number of ex

treme types to test this notion. If F-scores turn out to be unrelated 

to stable outcomes, this result may be taken to support the present 

thesis that reactive dispositions, rather than predispositional variables, 

are more important determinants of conflict outcomes in the majority of 

cases. 

Method 

Subjects. 

A total or 196 female undergraduates served as paid volunteers. 

Subjects were recruited from a variety of academic classes, and ca~~ 

was taken to insure that dyad members were not acquainted with each other. 

Apparatus. 

'!'he apparatus \<las identical to that used in the previous studies. 

The "easy" PD game and.Ck game used are presented in Fig. 17. 

Procedure. 

The procedure was essentially the same as that. used in the 

previous studies. However, li1 the present study greater care was taken 

to insure that subjects understood the instructions. After they 

finished reading the Instruction Sheet, each subject was requ~ed to 

ans\'rer a series of questions concerning their ot-m and the other's 

outcome, and \'n1at constitutes a correct prediction for each of the 
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Fig.17. Payoffs for the PD and Ck games used in Study 3. 
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possible outcomes. Subjects answered these questions simultaneously 

by pointing to the appropriate cell entry, or response button. Sub

jects were required to answer these questions perfectly before the ex

periment proceeded. 

The matrix display was changed for each new dyad such that 

the PD and Ck games alternated on each session. 

Data Organization 

The criterion for cooperation is redefined in terms of the pro

portion of CC states a dyad eA-periences. Twenty out of 25 CC states for 

three consecutive 25-trial blocks, or f9r all blocks after the first such block, 

is the criterion for high cooperation. Although this criterion is not 

as stringent as that used by Rapoport and Chammah (1965) in terms of 

the proportion of CC states, it is longer in duration, thereby insuring 

that an· asymptote has been attained. The first set of 25 trials 1rrith 

20/25 CC states will be considered the first asymptotic block. This set 

of 25 trials need not coincide with the 25 trials blocks after which sub

jects stop their interaction in order to calculate their gains and losses. 

The criterion for the conflict group will not be symmetrical with that for 

cooperation. If the criterion were symmetrical (i.e. 20/25 DDs for 

three consecutive 25 trial blocks), it would be too stringent to pro-

vide an adequate number of dyads to study. The DD state is less stable 

than the CC state because of the high losses invol,rod, especially 

in a Ck game. The criterion for the conflict group will therefore 

be set at 10/25 DD states for three consecutive 25 trial blocks, 

or for all blocks left after the first such block. Dyads who meet 

neither of these criteria "tdll. be categorized as Uugwumps. ·In order to 

provide a roughly comparable number of trials ever l'rhich to compare the 
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various categories, the first 100 trials o.r the Mugwumps' interaction 

will be considered their preasymptotic data. 

In order to provide a sufficient number of dyads in each of 

these categories, subjects will be run until there are at least ten 

dyads in each of the Dove, Mugwump, and Ha'Wk categories in both the 

PD and Ck games • The goal is to produce 120 subjects, equally dis

tributed in each of these categories. 

The role of initiator (HiC member) is defined as in the previous 

studies. 

Immediately after completing the session subjects were asked 

to fill out a "questionnaire," which was the California. F-scale. The 

questionnaires were completed 'While the subjects ·were still separated 

in their booths, and communication was forbidden. 

Results 

A. The Distribution of Outcomes 

The distribution or all dyads into the various categories is 

presented :in Table 2. The l1atched Cooperators are those dyads w-hose 

members both showed strong predispositions to cooperate and who maintain 

this cooperative interaction throughout. These dyads reached the co

operative criterion immediately. The Hatched Competitors are those 

dyads \ihose members both sho'w'r st.rong compet5.tive predispositions. 

These dyads reached the criterion for high conflict immediately and 

maintain this level of conflict throughout. The presence of a punitiYe 

component. (P) in the Ck game seems to inhibit. strong predispositions 

or either type. 



TABLE 2 

DISTRIBUTION OF DYADS INTO THE VARIOUS CATEGORIES USED, 
BY MATRIX CONDITION 

MATCHED COOPERATORS 
DOVES 
MUGWUMPS 
HAWKS 
MATCHED COMPETITORS 
N.G. 
D-S 
LOST CR 

TOTAL 

PRISONER'S DILEMMA CHICKEN 

10 
11 
11 
11 
5 

2 

2 

0 

52 

5 
13 
14 
10 
0 

0 

1 
3 

+ 46 = 98 DYADS 

MATCHED COOPERATORS - HIGH COOPERATORS WITHOUT PREASYMPTOTIC DATA 
MATCHED COMPETITORS - HIGH CONFLICT WITHOUT PREASYMPTOTIC DATA 
N.G. - SPOILED DATA 
D-S - EXTREME DOMINANT - SUBMISSIVE RELATIONSHIP 
LOST CR - REACHED HIGH COOPERATION AND THEN LOST CRITERION !.;, 

('J' 



Three dyads in the Ck game reached the cooperative criterion, 

but failed to maintain this cooperative state for the duration of · 

their interaction. One of these dyads reached criterion inimediately. 

Three other dyads produced a very unusual interaction pattern •. These 

dyads developed a dominant-submissive relationship Which ~ms main-

tained for many trial blocks. This relationship is evident in that 

the HiC member n~ade at least .60 more C responses than her partner 

for at least 75 consecutive trials. Stable states of cooperation or 

conflict did not occur in these dyads. That such a relationship is 

very unusual in these games will be made clear belo~r. Finally, two 

dyads (NG) produced data ~tdch could not be used due to equipment 

failure in one c~se, and reported subject apathy in the other. 
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The distribution of CC states from the first r~lf of each dyad's 

preasymptotic data, and from their post-criterion data are presented 

below for each game. Only the subjects who make up the Dove and Hawk 

dyads are considored here. Although there is a much broader distribution 

PD Game: First Half of Preasymp~ot:i.c Data 

.• 0 / .. Low'-. /Highs~ 1.0 

P(cc>l 1 I ""' / I ~---r--~~~71 
"Hawks Doves 

Post-Critel"ion Data 

Ck Game: First Half of Preasymptotic Data. · 

Post-Criterion Data 
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of CC states on the early trials of both the PD and Ck games, the post

criterion data indicate a clear bimodal distribution of cc states with 

the Doves and Hawks at opposite ends of the continuum. In the PD game 

six dyads from the 10 highest on the early trials eventually became 

Doves. In the Ck game seven of the early Highs became Doves. In the 

Ck game one Dove and two Hawk dyads reached criterion after 175 

trials and therefore could not provide any post-criterion data. 

B. Predispositions and Outcomes 

The data of the Matched Cooperators and Matched Competitors 

support the hypothesis that predispositional variables are related 

to stable outcomes only in special cases i.'l which both parties 

have ·strong and similar dispositions. Hm..,ever, if this hypothesis is 

valid one would predict that dyads with preasymptotic data who reach 

different asymptotic states, should not differ in their initial level 

of cooperativeness. The value of P(C) on the first five trials for 

the Doves, l-fugt...umps and Hawks in both matrix· conditions is presented 

in Figs. 18 and 19. For the first five trials, analysis of variance 

indicates a significant Categor.y effect (F = 3.62; df = 2,108; p~.OJ). 

Individual comparisons indicate that the Doves make more Cs than the 

Hawks (p<.05). l-fugwumps also tend to make more Cs than the Hawks, but 
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this effect does not reach the conventio~l level of significance 

(p) .05). These data indicate that moderately cooperative predis

positions are related to cooperative outcomes if both parties are 
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/ similarly predisposed. (Only a :rila.rg~r P( C) role effect occurs over the 

first five trials, F = 3 .24; df = 1,108; p) .05.) However, inter

mediate predispositions may result in either intermediate or high 

states of conflict. Individuals' reactions to these initial inte:r-

actions are important in determining the stable outcomes • These 

reactive dispositions are important even in the case of subjects with 

moderate cooperative predispositions, as indicated by the number of 

trials required for them to reach criterion (cr. Figs. 18 and 19). 

C. Authoritarianism and Outcomes 

Table 3 contains the F scores for HiC and LoC members for each 

Category and 1-fa.trix condition. It is clear from these data that ex-

treme authoritarians do not have a high frequency or occurrence h1 this 

unselected sample. The means for all groups fall within t.he middle 

third or t.he F scale, and only four subjects scored on the u.ppe.t• third 

(only two of whom became LoC Ha.1ttks). T"nereforc, it is not possible to 

test the notion regarding the relationship bet'\';een extreme person&.B.ty 

types and stable outcomes. Ho-v.-~ver, given the absence of e:>...'treJ:::.e types 

it is still p-ossible to examine the relationship bet\-n~en F-scores and 

outcomes. Analysis of variance indicates that there are no main effec.ts · 

of Role, Category, J.fatrix (p) .10) and no interactions (p) .10). These 

results indicate that ~1termediate levels of authoritaria~ism are not 

related to stable outcomes in either an easy PD or Ck game. Although 

the number of l-l3.tched Cooperators and l<l<" .. tched Cor~tit.ors is not large 



Table 3 

; 

MEASURES OF AUiHORITARIANISM FOR EACH CATEGORY, ROLE AND MATRIX 

Prisoner's Dilemma Chicken 

Hi C Lo C Hi C Lo C 

Matched 3.28 3.15 3.14 2.54 
Cooperators ( .837) (.782) (1.34) (.762) 

Doves 2.92 3.10 2.81 2.76 
( .810) { .631) {.558) (. 751) 

~tugwumps 2.85 2.47 3.06 3.21 
(.643) (.909) ( .821) ( .869)' 

Hawks 3.03 3.58 2.92 3.32 
(1.03) (.776) ( 1.1 0} (.604) 

Matched 3.21 2.67 
Competitors (1.63) (. 503) Not Available 

* Means and standard deviations (in parenthesis} '"--
c;;~. 

~·~ 
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enough to warrant statistical analysis, the data available suggest that 

strong predispositions to cooperate or compete are expressed in the 

absence of extreme levels of authoritarianism. The absence of per

sonality effects lends support to the notion that reactive disposi

tions are more important determL~nts of stable outcomes, than pre

dispositional variables, in the absence of extreme personality types. 

D. Reactive DisP9sitions and Outcomes 

Hypotheses 1-J which are concerned with the relationship between 

reactive dispositions and stable outcomes, require a P(C) role effect 

for the Hawks in both matrices, but that such a role effect be absent 

for the Doves. An a~lysis of variance of P(C) over preasymptotic blocks 

for each Role, Category and f'atrix pl"oduced the results shown in Table 

4. Individual comparisons indicate that the Role by Category inter

action supports Hypothesis l. There is no Role effect for the Doves 

(p) .10), but the HiC Hawks make more Cs than their partners on 

the fourth and fifth preasymptotic Vincent blocks (p<.Ol). The 

absence of a Role by Category by Matrix L1terac·~ion indicates that 

these patterns are similar in both g.:unes. Individual comparisons 

confirm this result. 

The fact that predispositional variables are not related to 

outcomes in any simple direct fashion is reflected in the Trials by 

Category by Matrix interaction (F = 2.00; df = 8,432; p<.05). 

Individual comparisons indicate that the Doves in the PD game shor-r a 

significant_decrease in P(C) from the first, to the second through the 

fifth· preasymptotic blocks (p<.Ol). L"l the Ck game, the Doves shm-: 
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Table 4 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE* OF P(C) FOR ROLE, CATIDORY, 

MATRIX AND TRIAL BLOCKS 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F p 
Variation Squares Freedom Squares Ratio 

Between Variables 

ROLE(A) 7.492 1 7.492 29.61 L .001 

CATEGORY (B) 2.190 2 1.095 4/33 ~ .02 

AXB .954 2 -477 1.88 

MATRIX (C) 1.897 1 1.897 7.50 < .01 

AXC .000 1 .000 .00 

BXC 1.120 2 .560 2.21 

AXBXC .118 2 .059 .23 

S/G Error Term 27.330 108 .253 

Within Variables 

TRIAlS (D) .902 4 .226 2.15 

DXA .743 4 .186 1.77 

DXB .479 a· .060 .57 

DXAXB 1.516 8 .189 1.81 

DXC 1.223 4 .306 2.91 < .05 

DXAXC .333 4 .083 .79 

DXBXC 1.679 8 .210 2.00 < .05 

DXAXBXC .324 8 .040 -39 
T •. S/G Error Term 45 .310 432 .105 

* Arcsine transformation 
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an increase in the .preasymptotic level of P(C) from the first to the 

fourth Vincent block (p (.01). 

Support for Hypothesis 3 is also provided ~ this three-way 

interaction. In both matrix conditions the Mug\'lWilps show no effect 

or Trials {p).20) although there is a Role effect for P{C) on the 

fourth Vincent block in the Ck game ( p <. 05) • 

In order to directly test the difference in the P(C) role 

effects between Dove and Hawk dyads, difference scores were computed 

and submitted to analysis of variance. The results (F = 6.704; df = 

1,152; p ~.02) indicate that the magnitude of the P(C) role effect is 

significantly greater for the Hawks than for the Doves. Individual 

comparisons indicate that this occurs only on trial blocks four and 

five (p< .01 for both blocks in the PD game, and p< .05 and p < .06 

for blocks four and five, respectively, in the Ck game). 

These results regarding the relations which develop ~~thin the 

Dove and Hawk dyads are identical to those obtained in a pilot study 

in which the thirteen Dove and ten Hawk dyads were examined. The 

patterns of reactive diswsit:tons l'Tere identical to the present results 

in spite of the small number of dyads in each of the games used. 

It is interesting to note that individual comparisons of the 

Category by Matrix interaction indicate that in the PD game there is 

no difference in the overall level of P{C) between any of the groups 

(p ;> .10). In the Ck game, the Doves' overall level of P( C) is greater 

than that of both the Hugwumps and Hawks (p<.os). 
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The first-order conditional probabilities collapsed over pre

asymptotic blocks are present_ed in Ta~le 5. The overall preasymptotic 

levels of P(C) associated with each of these groups are as follows: 

in the PD game, Doves= .495, Mu~ps = .513, and Hawks= .465; 

in the Ck game, Doves = .601, Mugwumps = .556, and Hawks = .480. 

Hypothesis 1 requires that the Doves make more trustworthiness 

responses, Cn+l/CCn, than the Hawks and that a role effect be absent 

for the Doves. Analysis of variance of the trustworthiness data in

dicates a significant Role effect (F = 9.97; df = 1,108; p~.003), 

Category effect (F = 8.98; df = 2,10B; p ~.001) and a significant 

Category by Matrix interaction (F = .3.50; df = 2,108; p(':OJ). Both 

the Doves and the lfmgwumps are more trustworthy than the Hawks (p <.ol) 

in the PD game, but in the Ck game the Doves are more trustworthy tr..an 

Hawks and Mug..ru.m.ps (p< .01). An examination of the Role by Category 

by ~Atrix interaction indicates that the difference between HiC and LoC 

members occurs only in the Ck game, and then only for the 2-!ugwumps and 

Hawks (p <.05) ~ Thus the Doves in both games display an absence or a 

role effect as predicted. 

Sign tests indicate that the level of trust\'lorthiness is greater 

than the overall level of P(C) for both the Doves and Hawks in the 

PD game (p ( .006 and .001, respectively; one-taiied test), but in the 

Ck game, the sign test is significant· o~y-for the Doves (p <.ool, one

tailed test). In neither game are the sign tests significant for the 

Mug\'>1lmps (p) .05 in each case, two-tailed. test). Mann-~Vhitney U tests, 

C01I!J.'8.ring the magnitudes of the trustworthiness - P(C) difference for 

the Doves and Hat~s in each game, are not significant. 



TABLE 5 
PREASYMPTOTIC MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS* FOR FIRST-ORDER 
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES FOR EACH CATEGORY, ROLE, AND MATRIX 

PRISONER'S DILEMMA CHICKEN 
HI C LO C HI C LO C 

Pr <Cn+l I CnCn>+ 
DOVES I 787 ( 1134, I 751 (I 205, 1854 ( 1152) 1720 (1205) 

MUGWUMPS 1755(1237) 1608 (. 220) 1724 (1175) .449 (1162) 

HAWKS 1485(1367) . 1426(1304) I 713 ( 1236) 1475 ( .236) 

Pr <Cn+l I DnDn> 
DOVES 478 . (. 258) 1390 (, 258) • 525 (,172) .549 (.147) 

MUGWUMPS I 541 (l 173) I 526 (I 078) 1684(1205) .609 <~185) 

HAHKS • 605 (' 222) 1413 <~217) 51:5 . (.168) I 528 (. 264) 

* STANDARD DEVIATIONS IN PARENTHESES 
+ ESTIMATES WERE MADE FOR ~ 3% OF DATA <SEE TEXT> --

~ 

' 
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MUGWUMPS 

HAWKS 

DOVES 

MUGWUMPS 

HAWKS 

TABLE 5 (continued) ~- ~-- ~ 

PREASYMPTOTIC MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS* FOR FIRST-ORDER 
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES FOR EACH CATEGORY, ROLE, AND MATRIX 

PRISONER'S DILEMMA CHICKEN 
HI C LO C HI C LO C 

Pr <Cn+l I CnDn) 
1383 (I 213, I 208 (I 212, 1429 (1170) 1437 (.233) 

I 412 ( 1162, I 240 ( 1085, I 502 (. 188, I 403 (.189, 

;401 ( 1202) 1164 (.168) 1482 ( 1200) I 359 (.174, 

Pr <Cn+l I DnCn)T 
1476 • I 399 1587 I 396 (.

199
, 

<~286) (1335) <.214) 

1541 1414 .556 531 
(I 288) (.155) ( 1165) • (.196) 

.588 (.334) .313 
<.221) .476 (. 273) 1304 (,256) 

* STANDARD DEVIATIONS IN PARENTHESES 
+ ESTIMATES WERE MADE FOR <1% OF DATA <SEE TEXT) 

~, 

' ·--~J 

r-~~ 



The trustworthiness variable has been discussed in terms 

of a combined signalling and firmness component. The Doves are the 

only group which use'. this variable to serve these dlla.l functions. 

Signalling elements are apparent in the stochastic measures for the 

other gro~ps, but the firmness element_is lacking. For example, 

there is a significant P~le effect for the repentance, Cn+l/Dcn, 
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(F = 9.49; df = 1,108; p<.OQ3), and forgiveness, Cn+l/CDn, variables 

(F = 13.51; df = 1,108; p<.OOl), the HiC members being more repentant 

and forgi vi.ng. The forgiveness variable also shows a significant 

Matrix effect (F = 14.04; df = 1,108; P< .001)., and a. Role by 1-fatrix 

interaction which does not reach the conventional level of significance 

(F = 3 .42; df = 1,108; p) .05). The level of forgiveness is generally 

higher in the Ck game, and partners tend to show similar propensities 

more so in the Ck than the PD game. 

Analysis of variance of the trust propensity, Cn+l/DDn, shows 

significant Categor.y (F = 3.77; df = 2,108; p~.03) and Matrix effects 

(F = 5 .18; df = 2,108; p <.ol). It is the 1·1ugwumps who sho;.r the 

strongest propensity to break a PD state (p~05) across matrix con

ditions. Ho-vrever, the overall level of trust is higher in the Ck game 

(p<.o5). 

Sign tests used to e:xamine the independence of these con

ditional probabilities on the overall level of P{C), produced the 

following results • In the PD game the Doves' level of repentance, 

Cn+ 1/DCn, is lower than their overall level of P( C) ( p. <. 05;. two

tailed test) . The PD Doves also t.end to make a lower level of t:l'Ust 

and forgiveness responses tha."'l· C responses, but the resultG are not 

significant (p> .os· in each case, two -ta:i.led test). Both t.he Hat,;~s 
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and MUgwumps in the PD game make a lower level of forgiveness than C 

responses (p<;05- and .Cll , respectively, two-tailed test). 

In the Ck game the sign tests reveal a difference in the 

Doves' trust, Cn+l/DDn, - P(C) levels (p\ .001, one-tailed test), 

indicating that fe"Wer Cn+l/DDn responses are made than C responses. 
. . 

All other sign tests for the first order conditional probabilities 

are nonsignificant in the Ck game. 

When d·~aling with conditional probabilities the similarity 

or differences of the conditional states is al-ways of interest. The 

response state~; upon Which the above propensities are conditionalized 

are presented in Fig. 20. Analysis of variance of the CC states over 

preasymptotic Vincent thirds indicates a significant category effect 

(F = 4.47; df = 2,54; p<.02). Comparison of the Category by Y~trix 

interaction ind:lcates that there is no Category effect in the PD game, 

but that the Do,res in the Ck game experience more CC outcomes prior to 

asymptote than Elither the Hugwumps or Ha\'tks (p <.05). The p:reasymptotic 

DD data show a significant l'atrix effect (F = 9.29; df = 1,54; p<(".004), 

and a 1-fa.trix by Trials interaction (F = 5 .21; df = 2,108; p < .01). 

Individual comparisons indicate that the level of DD is higher :in the 

PD than the Ck game (p < .01), and that in the PD game there is a sig

nificant increas.3 from the first to the second (p < .01) and third 

(~.05) preasymptotic blocks. There is no trials effect in the Ck 

game (p /.10). 

Hypothesi:::• 2 requires that the level of D reciprocity be higher 

for tbe Doves than the Hawks. The reciprocity data over Vincent halves 

are presented in Fig. 21. Analysis of variance of the D reciprocity 
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data indicates a significant Role· effect (F = 9.29; df = 1,108; p (".01), 

Category effect (F = 3.19; df = 2,108; p<.05), and Matrix effect 

(F = 17.69; df = 1,108; P< .01) • Individual comparisons indicate 
. 

that the Doves are more firm in their interactions than the MUgwumps 

(p <.05), but that the Dove-Hawk difference is only marginal (p ('.10). 

The Doves in the Ck game make less Dn+l/Dn responses than in the PD 

game as predicted (p~ .05). There is a general suppression_ of this 

response in the Ck game for all categories (p (".01). The Role effect 

which indicates that LoC members make more Dn+l/D responses than their 

partners occurs only in the PD game (p <.ol). 

Sign tests, comparing the difference between the levels of 

D reciprocity and P(D), are significant for the Doves and MugAUmps 

in the PD game (p <.ool in each case, one-tailed test), but not the 

Hawks • In the Ck game, both t.he Doves and Hawks tend to make a lower 

level of Dn+l/Dn;. than_Ds overall (p >.Ol for both; two tailed test): 

The cooperative reciprocity data presented in Fig. 21 ~ms sub

mitted to an analysis of variance which indicates a significant Role 

effect (F = 34.95; df = 1,108; p~.OOl), and Category effect (F = 8.61; 

df = 2,108; p<.ol). Individual com):Qrisons indicate that the role 

effect occurs in each group except the PD Doves. Co~parisons of the 

Category effect indicates that the Doves produce a higher level 

of Cn+l/Cn responses than the :Vrugt·mmps (p '(:'05) and Hat-:ks (p (.01). 

~e 1-fug\'.'Ulllps. also produce more such responses than the Hm.,ks 

(J< .05). 
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Sign tests applied to the_preasymptotic reciprocity- P(C} 

or P{D) differences indicate the following results. Both the Doves 

and Mugwumps in the PD game make more Cn+-1/Cn responses than C res

ponses {p< .001 in each case; one-tailed test). These groups also 

make more Dn+ 1/Dn responses than Ds overall (p <;'001 in each case; 

one-tailed test) • Mann-Whitney U tests, comparing the magnitude of 

the difference between these reciprocity measures and their respective 

baselines are nonsignificant. 

In the Ck game both the Doves and Hawks indicate an in

dependence of Cn+l/Cn on the overall level of P{C) (p(' .001 and .006, 

respectively; one-tailed test). The 1-fann Whitney U test indicates 

that the magnitude of the difference is greater for the Doves than the 

Hawks (p<.OOl, one-tailed test). In terms of the D reciprocity

P{D) differences, both the Doves and Hawks indicate a negative 

dependency, making fewer Dn+l/Dn than Ds overall {p ('".001 in both 

cases; one-tailed tests). The Mann Whitney U test comparing these 

differences is not significant. 

E. Motivational o-rientations 

The predict-play data may be examined to determine whether 

there are differences in the subjects' motivational orientations W1lch 

are congruent with their reactive· dispositions. The various predict

play combinations over preasymptotic Vincent halves are presented in 
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Fig. 22. Analysis of variance of the PD-PC responses indicates no 

difference over any of the main variables (p) .10). In general, these 

forgiveness responses are ver.y low; not even the HiC Hawks appear 

willing to intentionally match a C with a suspected defection. Al

though all groups respond to a suspected defection with a C equally 

often, the Hawks are more likely to respond to such a suspected defection 

with a D than any other group (Fig. 22 B). Analysis of variance 

indicates a significant Categor.y effect (F = 5.37; df = 2,108; p <.001). 

Individual comparisons indicate the Ha\olk-1-!ug\'rump and Dove-1fugwump 

differences are both significant (p<(.ol). The Dove-Hawk difference 

when collapsed across matrices is also significant (p <.ol) althrugh 

the level of PD-PD is relatively higher for the Doves in the Ck game. 

The Category by 1-fa.trix interaction is not strong enough (p) .10) to 

warrant further comparisons. The absence of a Matrix effect indicates 

that subjects in the Ck game are as willing to punish suspected 

defections as those in a PD game. 

There is a ¥Atrix effect, however, (F = 10.23; df = 1,108; 

p-<.002) for the attempted exploitation variable, PC-PD. There :ts 

also a significant Role effect (F = 12.44; df = 1,108; p<".OOl), Trials 

by Role interaction (F = 4.56; df = 1,108; p<.OJ}, and a Category by 

Y~trix interaction Which does not reach the conventional level of 

significance (F = 2 .89; df = 2,108; p <.o6). It is the Doves and 

Hawks in the PD game l-<'ho attempt exploitation more often than their

counterparts in the Ck game (p < .01 and p< .05, respectively). The 

1-'rugwumps are similar _in both games (p> .10). 'l'he Role effect indicates 
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that HiC members attempt exploitation less often than their partners 

(p) .01). This Role effect for the Doves ·is particularly interesting 

in view of the similarity in P(C) for these pairs. 

The data for cooperative intentions, PC-FC, is presented in 

Fig. 22 D. "~nalysis of variance indicates a significant Role effect 

(F = 9.44; df = 1,108; p~.003), Categor,y effect (F = 12.04; df = 
2,108; p<.ool), Trials effect (F = 4.24; df = 1,108; p(.05), and a 

significant ~~tegor,y by Yatrix interaction (F = 3.72; df = 2,108; 

p (.03). In the PD game the lv!ugwumps express more cooperative in

tentions tha11 either the Doves (p <.05) or Hawks (p< .01). However, 

in the Ck game the Doves are more cooperatively oriented than both 

the Mug\'rumps (p (.05) and Ha\Vks (p ( .01). The Ck Mugwumps also 

make more PC-PC responses than the Hawks {p (.05) in the Ck game. 

F. Perception of the other and Accuracy of Perception 

Some notion of bow the subjects in these different groups 

perceive each other may be obtained from the data in Fig. 23 which 

contains the level of C predicted by each Category on the first 10 

trials and o1er preasymptotic and asymptotic blocks. Because there 

are no Role or Jfa.trix effects for the level of C predicted, or the 

accuracy of these predictions, the data are collapsed crrer these 

dimensions. There is" no difference between categories on the first 

10 trials (p ( .10), as all groups predict a high level of Cs. Aralysis 

of variance of the remaining data in Fig. 23 indicates a significant 

Trials by Category interaction (F = 6.97; d.f = 12,6l~8; p,.OOl). 

Individu.al comparisons indicate that the Doves predict more Cs -at 

asymptote thE.n the other groups (p<" .01), and also more than their 
' 
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own preas:ym.ptotic level (p< .01). It is iriteresting to note that 

the Hawks continue predicting an intermediate level or Cs for over 

100 trials after reaching the criterion for high conflict. 

The accuracy of these predictions is plotted in Fig. 24. 

Analysis of variance indicates a significant effect of Categor.y 
' 

(F = 8.59; df = 2,108,; p<.ool), Trials (F = 2.13; di' = 6,648; 

p<.05), and a Trials by Category interaction (F = 5.87; 

df = 12,648; p <ool). Individual comparisons indicate that 

it is only the Doves Who increase their accuracy over trials, 

from the preasymptotic to asymptotic blocks (p (':Ol). At 

asymptote both the Doves and Mugwmnps are more accurate than 

the Hawks (p<.ol) and the Doves are also more accurate than the 

f.fugwwnps (P<' .01) • 

Discussion 

The present study not only confirms the previous find-

ing that very different relationships develop within different 

dyads in the same experimental condition, but also indicates 

some stable characteristics of these relationships Which are 

associated with high states of cooperation or conflict across 
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various conflict structures. The bimodal distribution of CC 

states which occurs at the end of play clearly differentiates 

the Doves and Hawks. Furthermore, this bimodality does not 

exist on the early trials but develops within .the course of the 

game. 

Tbe notion of a cautious trust has proven to be a useful 

one for discriminating the preasymptotic interaction patterns 

of groups attaining high, low or intermediate states of co

operation. The preasymptotic interactions of the Doves are 

characterized by a small P(C) role effect, and high levels of 

trustworthiness and D reciprocity, as compared to the Hawks 

according to the analyses of variance • Furthermore, the sign 

tests indicate that the trustworthiness and D reciprocity 

variables are independent of the overall level of P(C) for 

the Doves in both games. For the Hawks and the Hugwumps, either 

the D reciprocity or trustworthiness variable is dependent 

upon the overall level of P(C) in one or the other of these 

games. Or~y the Doves satisfy the conditions described as a 

cautious trust. 

The relationship "VThich develops bebreen the members of the 

Hawk dyads is a very different one from that of the Do"res. The 

Category by Role interaction of the preasymptotic P(C) data indicates 

that the HiC Hal"Tks jn both games initiate a large P(C) role effect 

which is met by their partner's exploitativeness. 
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The stabilit;r or these interaction patterns in· a variety or game 

structures is maintained despite the typical effects of structure 

on P(C} and other variables which are often used as indices of 

conflict or cooperation (e~g. Rapoport & Cha.mmah, 1966). The in-

variance of these relationships across various matrices is of 

particular interest in view of the strong effects usually reported 

for variation:3 in payoff (Rapoport & Chanmta.h, 1965, 1966; Steele 

& Tedeschi, 1967; Jones et al., 1968). 

The present data speak to the need for considering how 

various components of the interaction process are combined to pro-

duce these different outcomes, rather than using only a single index 

of cooperation such as P(C). If the values or P(C) were collapsed 

over Roles in each of the Categories this information would not have 
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as much value :in predicting the ensuing_ .asymptotic states as knm·rledge 

1 
of the dyads' interaction patterns (cr. Appendix C). In the case of 

the PD Doves, i'or example, the use of the preasymptotic level of P(C) 

would be very ndslead:ing in terms of predicting the stable outcome•. 

This most frequently used index of cooperation sho\~ a significant 

drop over preasymptotic blocks for the Doves. Similarly, the pre

asymptotic level of P(C) observed for the Hay~ pairs gives little 

indication of what state these dyads are likely to attain. It is 

also interesting to nota the dissociation of the trusting, P(C), and 

1Appendi1: C contains a comparison of different decision rules 
for predicting f'table outcomes on the basis of an indlvidual dyad's 
preasymptotic data, for each of the studies contained in the present 
l'IO!'k. 
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trustworthy, P(Cn+l/CCn),. responses which are usually reported to be 

highly correlated (e.g. Rapoport & Chamma.h, 1965). For example, 

the Doves in the PD and Ck games have very different levels of P{C), 

but very similar levels of trustworthiness. 

Another interesting point is that those dyads who failed to 

reach a cooperative outcome generally lack the firmness rather than .. 

the cooperative signalling component. Their levels of P{Cn+l/CCn) 

and P(Dn+l/Dn) are generally lower than those for the Doves. The 

firmness component is not only missing from the mutual trust 

hypothesis {Deutsch, 1962), but is actually counter intuitive to that 

notion. It is also interesting to note that the high preasymptotic 

level of D reciprocity found in the Doves occurs at intermediate 

levels of D responses. A high frequency of Ds \'Tould indicate a com

ponent of belligerence or toughness, rather than firmness. The dis

tinguishing mark of a firmr1ess component is that it is a measured 

response, contingent upon the other's defection. Another important 

aspect of the firmness component is that it is expressed in a varlety 

of "mys. Not only is the level of D reciprocity high, but there is 

also an absence of :role effects for the P(C) and P(Cn+l/CCn)..,ariables. 

The importance of these patterns is especially evldent in the Ck 

game where these variables indicate large role effects for the 

Ha'Wks. 
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The interaction patterns of the Mugwumps indicate that their 

label is appropriate. These dyads are generally characterized by an 

absence of b'th signalling and firmness components, and intermediate 

dispositions compared to the Doves and Hawks. It is clear that a 

dominant-subrrlssive relationship does not occur in these dyads, nor 

does either nember appear to initiate an influence attempt like 

those observE!d in either the Dove or Hawk pairs. It must be noted, 

however, that. these dyads avoid a conflict spiral although they do 

not achieve the rewards of mutual cooperation. The factors which 

account for this prolonged intermediate state of conflict require 

further study • Many real life conflicts are characterized by prolonged 

interactions with indeterminant outcomes. The present data indicate 

that if a dyad has not attained a high state of cooperation or conflict 

by 125 trials in these types of situations, then it is likely to main

tain an inter;nediate relationship for many trials thereafter. Such 

information should prove useful in designing future studies to invest.igate 

the effectiveness of various influence attempts, and/or situational 

variables (e.g. communication), in moving these dyads toward a 

cooperative outcome. 

The importance of these various i."'lteraction patterns is 

further emphaBized by the data perta:L-rling to t.he predispositiona.l 

variables. Predispositional variables seem to play an impor-tant role 

in determininE: stable outcomes when both parties have strong, mtched 

predispositior.s. This sinple case is exemplified. by the l'.~&tched Co

operators and l-f."!.tched Competitors. Ho~1ever, t!-inre is anoi:....ller, less . 
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direct, manner in which prediswsitions are related to outcomes. On 

the first five trials, the Doves make more C responses than the Hawks. 

However, this initial difference between these groups is not main-

tained over preasymptotic blocks.. Furthermore, although both PD and 

Ck Doves indicate highly cooper-ative predispositions, their reactions 

to these initial levels of P(C) are quite different. Similarly, the 

MUgwumps and .Hawks react quite differently to their similar, and ini

tially intermediate, dispositions. These different reactive dispositions 

indicate that the rela~ionships between intermediate cooperative pre

dispositions and final outcomes are not simple, intuitively obvious 

ones. Other f',tlldies (Rapoport & Chamma.h, 1965; Pilisuk et al., 1965; 

Terhune, 196S) which report a relationship between predispositional 

variables and terminal states do not distinguish between those dyads 

'Who lock in on a criterion state immediately and those who require 

considerable interaction before doing so. Partitioning these dyads 

serves to clarify this important relationship. The procedure of 

distinguishing various criterion groups also serves to clarify the 

importance or the different reactive dispositions. 

Further support for the importance of these reactive dlspositlons 

over predispositional variables is available from the data on authori

tarianism. Due to the lack of extreme authoritarians in the unselected 

sample it is noi~ possible to test the notion that particular configura.:. 

tions of these extreme types are related to outcomes. Only four subjects 

. scored on the upper third of the F scale, and only hro of these sub

jects became LoC Haio.'ks. The subjects' homogeneity regarding authori

ta:r.iani&m did .not prevent a ldde range of outcomes frorn occurri.Ylgl in-
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dicating that this personality dispositi-on cannot account for these 

outcomes. However, to conclude that the reactive dispositions rather 

than predispositional variables are responsible for these outcomes 

may be objected to on the following grounds. It is possible that the 

personality configurations within the various criteria groups differ 

on some dimension other than authoritarianism (cr. Terhune, 1970 for· 

a list or personality variables related to cooperation). Although this 

possibility cannot be disproven it seems to be improbable, given the 

large samples which usually require screening before one obtains a 

large enough n to conduct a study of extreme· types. It would appear 

to be even less likely that these extreme types vary along a single 

dimension in an unselected sample. If there are a variety of extreme 

types in each of the criteria groups then we are led to the conclusion 

that a variety of personality confi~~ations result in similar reactive 

dispositions and consequent outcomes. Given the large number of per

sonality characteristics, the reactive dispositions may provide a much 

more economical means of describing conflict behavior. If, on the oth~r 

band, the unselected sample is relatively free of extreme types ori any 

personality dimensions, then the reactive dispositions may be the only 

relevant mea.."ls of describing conflict behaYior. To know that a party's 

relationship is characterized by certair1 reactive dispositions after e. 

period of time ;J is much more relevant +.han knmdng both parties to 

the conflict are intermediate on authoritarianism. However, 

it is unwarranted to conclude ·at this t.ime that :in an 

unselected sample, the outcomes or· a conflict are determined 

. primarily- by the rea"ctive dispositions, U.ntil other personality 

dispositions ar·~ directly examined. rlhether or not extreme 
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personalities are Characterized by simila~ reactive dispositions is also 

a matter for further study. 

The characteristics of the various reactive dispositions which 

encourage or impede cooperative outcomes in a free play situation are 

quite different from those used in studies of programmed strategies 

(cr. Chapter 3, C). These different reactive dispositions help to 

explain the increased variability resulting from particu~r strategic 

manipulations noted by Swingle (1968) and others. In addition, the 

descriptions or these reactive dispositions provide information Which 

should help assess the effectiveness of various strategic manipula

tions. f.l'any or the small effects or strategy manipulations often 

reported in ·the literature (cr. reviews by Gallo & McClintock, 1965; 

Becker & McClintock, 1967; Vinacke, 1969), are very likely due to a 

confounding 'by these very different reactive dispositions in the sub

ject populatlon. In a recent study, for eYample, it is shm-m that 

different personalities react to the same strategic manipulation in 

very differe:1t ways (Teger, 1970) • Discussions of the failure of 

strategic ma11ipulations to produce specific.outcomes have recently 

been in term3 of the structurat (Oskamp, 1970) or demand and/or 

situational 1:haracteristics (Nemeth, 1970) of the mixed-motive para

diginS used. The present data indicate that the reactive dispositions 

leading to h:i.gh cooperation or conflict are relativelj stable across 

some structu:res. Furthermore, the data of the Vm.tched Cooperators and 

Matched Comp13titors, indicate that. a given conflict structure need not 

produce any I!Onflict at all, or an extremely high level of conflict, 

depending upon the configurations of predispositions. 'l'he obvious 
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peed is for a general theory of conflict Which can account for the 
I . 

/interaction between dispositional, structural and other variables. 

/ Suggestions from the present series of studies are presented below. 

In add:ltion to providing a description of the strategic inter-

actions which a1•e associated with high states of cooperation and con

flict, the presE~nt data also indicate an unusual feature in the behavior 

pattern of' the cooperative dyads--the step-function in P(C). This 

step function occurs in both the PD and Ck games and occurs not only 

f'or the Doves, b~t also for the HiC Hawks. The magnitude of this jump 

is, of course, l:lmited by the preasymptotic level of P(C). !heCk 

Doves, with a high preasymptotic level of P(C), indicate a: smaller 

jump than the PD Doves. Although the preasymptotic levels of P(C) 

are similar for the HiC Hawks in both games, those in the Ck game 

indicate a greater drop. This step function is not an artifact of the 

averaging procedure used, but occurs in the majority of dyads (see 

Appendix D) • 

The occw~rence of these rapid changes in response patterns 

indicates-what draHtic effects the preasymptotic interactions can 

produce. The combination of an imguarded attempt at cooperation and a. 

strong dispositior~ to exploit, not only leads to a high level of con

flict, but also leads to a rapid escalation of the conflict, which per-

sists for many trills. The combination of a cooperative signal with 

firmness, however, leads to a rapid mutual increase in cooperation 

without benefit of explicit communication or formal agreement .• 
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Although the direction of the step fUnction is predictable from 

1 the preasymptotic interaction patterns (cf. Appendix C), it is not 
/ 

I yet known what factors determine precisely When the shift will occur. 
i 
' For the Doves, the combination of cooperative and exploitative 

tendencie~ indicated ~the predict-play-data, must account for-the 

fact that some interaction is required before a stable cooperative 

state is attained. The changes in the relative status of these 

tendencies Which might account for the shift, seem to occur 

simultaneously with the behavioral changes rather than to pre-

cede them. The Doves do not indicate that they perceive each other 

to be cooperative, nor do they indicate a greater ability to correctly 

predict each other's choices, just prior to asymptote. This ability 

to shift Doth intentions and behavior very rapidly suggests that a 

cognitive flexibility component is involved.· Pilisuk et al. (1965) 

found that if both dyad members 11ere high on tolerance for am-

biguity they would be likely to attain a high state of cooperation. 

Although this personality characteristic may play a role in the 

interactions of the Doves, it alone cannot account for precisely 

when t.he behavioral shift occurs. 

As for the Hawks, the HiC members appear to shift their mode 
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of responding after they reach a threshold _of frustration and/or 

humiliation, subsequent to repeatedly obtaining the sucker's payoff. 

This, of course, is not an explanation of their behavior but it 

indicates that emotional variables are considerably more relev.ant to 

the Hawks' out<:ome, in contrast to the cognitive etements which seem to 

play a role for the Doves. Again, although it is not yet possible to 

specify precisely when the HiC Hawk member will retaliate, the des

cription of this process provides a baseline against which the effects 

of manipulated ·variables may be examined. 

Summary and Copclusions 

The present study has demonstrated that a cautious trust, charac

terized by coop~::rative signa~g and firmness components, char~cterizes 

the preasymptotlc interactions .. ~Of_.,~ds who attain a· stable cooperative 

state. This strategy is effective in both an easy PD and Ck game. Interactions 

which are charac:terized by disparate reactive dispositions lead to 

stable states of high conflict. This pattern also proved to be stable 

across game structures. Interactions which are characterized by inter-

mediate reactive dispositions ettain neither of these extreme states, 

but reTl'ain intermediate for many trials. 

Predispositional variables have a simple, direct relationship 

to O'.ltcome state3 only in special cases where both parties have stx-ong 

and similar predispositions. Moderate predispositions to cooperate are 

related to coopet~tive outcomes in complex ~~ys. Either intermediate 

or high states oj~ conflict may follm" from intermediate cooperative 

dispositions, depending upon the characteristics of the reactive dis-

positions which (evelop. 
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The various asymptotic states which developed spontaneously 

in the present study (i.e. without any special experimental manipula

tion), did so despite the fact that the vast majority of the subjects 

have very similar, intermediate scores on the F-scale. This result 

was taken as support for the present thesis that reactive dispositions 

are primrily responsible for these outcomes.. Whether or not extreme 

personality types will manifest similar reactive dispositions is open 

to investigation. 

The familiar step function in P(C) for the high cooperation 

group is interpreted as evidence of a cognitive flexibility variable 

existing in these dyads. The sharp drop in P(C) manifest by the HiC 

HaWks is described in terms of an emotional element. 

The detailed descriptions provided for each of the groups of 

high, low and intermediate cooperation should permit a more refined 

investigation of the various modes of conflict management in future 

studies. The very different dispositions contained in an unselected 

sample undoubtedly confound the effects of any experimental manipula

tion. In particular, the information obtained on the interaction 

patterns Which do not lead to a state of high cooperation, should serve 

to define more sharply the precise needs of these groups. 



Chapter VII G:El'lERAL OVERVIEW: 

SOME CONS~UENCES OF TAKING STABLE OUTCOMES SERIOOSLY 

The p1rpose of this final section is to draw together the 

issues e~mint3d in this series of studies, and to draw out more fully 

some implications of these results. 

The starting point of these studies was a question concerning 

the relationship between states of stable cooperation and conflict, 

and the inters.ction patterns which produce these states in a real game 

situation. Noting the occurrence of a bimodal distribution or final 

outcomes {Rapoport & Chammah, 1965), the initial task was to investigate 

preasymptotic interaction patterns which differentiate these naturally 

occurring groups. The procedure adopted to study these differences was 

to establish a criterion of stable cooperation, and then to test a 

number of hypotheses concerning the prea.symptotic interaction patterns 

which might distinguish the criterion from the noncrite:-ion dyads. 

It ~s believed necessary to adopt the particular criterion 

used for a number of reasons. First, high levels of cooperat:f.on 

(i.e. P(C)) .70) are uncommon in the literature even l>rben special 

efforts have been made to produce such results {e.g. Scodel et al., 

1959; Bixenstine & Wilson, 1963; Shure et al., 1965). Given the 

suggestion that the usually employed averaging procedures obscure high 

ievels or cooper.3.tion _attained by at least some dyads, it appeared 

reasonable to separate these dyads for special scrutiny. Secondly, 

previous work oa outcomes (Rapoport&. Cha11lLnh, 1965; Pilisuk et aL, 

- 195 
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l965) considers only the terminal state reached by a dyaq. In order to 

investigate various forms of conflict resolution it was necessary to 

clearly separate preasymptotic and asymptotic states, so that the pre

/ as1Jnptotic int.eractions to be examined would not be confounded. by dyads 

who had already attained a stable outcome. It makes sense to study 

modes of confJict resolution only in dyads Who are in conflict. 

Using this procedure, it was found that neither a mutual trust 

nor a series ct reinforcement hypotheses could account for the asymp

totic states attained by· various dyads. However, when the relation

ships which develop within different dyads are considered a cautious 

trust strategy is found to characterize those dyads who reach a stable 

cooperative state. This cautious trust notion is or interest tor 

several reasonB. First, it is a descriptive strategy, actually used 

by real individuals, and it differs considerably from those strategies 

tested in numerous studies. (cr. Chapter 3, C} where one or the individuals 

was programmed to play in a · particular manner. Second, this notion is 

unusual in that there is not a single principle underlying the strategy 

used. Rather, two distinct components are involved, either or which may 

va~indepepdently of the other in different copflict situations. It 

is the pattel"m of these signalling and firmness components which are 

important in de·termining outcomes. The particular pattern 5.nvolved, and 

the effects of :3ituational and structural variables upon the cautious 

trust strategy Hill be discussed below. 

A furthor consequence or the criterion proeedu:re used is the 

finding that thEl shift from an interm,:;diate level or P(C) to the asymr..-
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totic state of cooperation is a very rapid one. By collapsing the 

various as~totic states into a single treatment category, the 

traditional methods of data anal;rsis not onl7 obscure these various 

outcomes, but also obscure the process by which these outcomes· are 

obtained. The level of P(C) does not increase graduall7 into a 

state of asJmptotic cooperation, and ma7 in fact decrease from an 

initial level prior to the jump into asymptote. This jump indicates 

that subjects do not gradually learn to make C responses, but that 

other, perhaps cognitive and/or emotional, factors account for the 

rapid change in response pattern. This finding limits the usefulness 

of P(C) as an index or cooperation if the effects of role, category 

and asymptotie state are not considered. If these conditions are not 

considered then levels of P(C) may provide useful descriptions of 

group differences. However, given the large degree or variability 

within unpartitioned groups such procedures are not likely to provide 

accurate descriptions of various modes of conflict resolution, or of 

the effects or various experimental treatments (e.g. communication or 
. 

information conditions) on these modes of conflict resolution. 

As an example of the consequences of organiz~~g the data in 

these different ways, consider the results obtained concerning the 

effects or behavioral predispositions. When subjects are presented 

w.l.th various cooperative or competitive pre-!:,reatments the results are 

often contradictory. Some studies have demonstrated that noncontingent 

cooperative pretrea.tm.~nts lead to lowe:- levels or cooperation after sci 

many trials ( Bi:xenstine & \iilson, 1963; Swingle., 196S; Tcger, 19"/0); 
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whereas other studies find either· no chang~ at-ter cooperative or com

petitive pret:reatments, or similar changes subsequent to both manipu

lations (Bixel.'lStine et al., 196.3; Gallo, 1966; Sermat & Gregovich, 

·:1966; Crumbaugh & Evans, 1967; Harford & Solomon, 1967; Serma.t, 1967; 

Oskamp, 1968). These discrepancies may be attributed to differences 

in matrices wed, the various post-treatment manipulations employed, 

and several oi~her variables. The main point is that predispositions 

do not have such powerful effects that they determine outcomes. Indeed, 

none of the al,ove studies considered the relation between predisposi

tions and outcomes. Those studies which did investigate this relation

ship (Rapoport & Chammah, 1965; Pilisuk et al., 1965) report that 

particular terminal states are associated ldth particular predisposi

tions. The !rl.gher the initial level of cooperation, the more likely 

is the termins.l state to be a cooperative one. 

Terhune's work led him to conclude that--"The prognosis tor co

operation seen!S generally best when both actors are cooperative at the · 

start " (19~:, p. 18). Terhune, however, did not investigate stable 

outcomes, ahd the present data indicate that such a conclusion holds 

only under certain circumstances. The method or data. organization used 

in the present studies specifies more clearly the precisa conditions 

under which this simple relationship betlreen predispositions and out

comes holds. Predispositions are directly related to o~tcomes only in 

those special cases where both members exhibit ·very strong predis

positions. This is true of both cooperative and competitive propensities 

as indicated by the 1-1atched Cooperators and 11a.tched Competitors. It the 
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matched cooperative. predispositions are not strong. they my still be 

related to a cooperative outcome, but whether or not this is a simple, 

direct relationship depends on the structural aspects or the conflict. 

Both the PD and Ck Doves showed higher initial levels of P(C} than the 

Hawks, but only in the Ck game did the level or P(C) remain high over 

preasymptotic blocks. In the ·PD game, the initial level or P(C) in

dicates a sharp decline over preasymptotic blocks. Furthermore, in 

difficult PD .. games (Studies 1 & 2), no relationship "Was found between 

predispositions and outcomes. This relationship appears to be more 

complicated than the above quote suggests. It is affected by the 

structure or the situation first or all, and if the structure or a con

flict is such that it elicits, or permits, cooperative predispositions 

the relationship is still dependent upon the relative strengths of these 

dispositions and their mutuality. Yet, even when fairly high and 

mutual predispositions to cooperate occur, the manner in which they 

lead to a cooperative outcome is still affected~ structural variables. 

When dyads are not partitioned into various outcome categories these 

relationships are obscured. 

In terms or the practical aspects of conflict manage~ent the 

present data indicate that predispositions to cooperate are relatively 

important in certain situations, and that in other circumstances a 

decrease from an initially high level of cooperation is not necessarily 

indicative of a poor prognosis. Interference in the latter situ~tion 

(e.g. by a labor-management mediator; or a family therapist) might well 

impede rather than assist a cooperative outcon19 .. 
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Another example of some consequences of these different methods 

of data organization involves the relationship between trusting, P(C), 

and trustwort:b.y., Cn+l/CCn, behavior. Some studies report a very high 

/ correlation b~tween these variables (e.g. Deutsch, 1960a., used Cn+l/Cn 

; as a measure t>f trustworthiness; and Rapoport & Chrunmah, 1965). How-

ever., data from the present studies indicate a clear dissociation of 

these responSE!S in certain situations. The level of trustworthiness 

has been consistently high prior to asymptote for each of the high 

eooperation groups whereas the level of trusting behavior has varied 

greatly. Furthermore, although role effects are evident for the 

members of the cooperative groups on the trusting variable., trust-

worthiness behavior consistently shows an l:bsence or role effects . 

The present dat~ also indicate important differences between the 

various outcome~ groups in trustworthiness prior to asymptote although 

there are no differences in overall levels of P(C}. 

It is not difficult to explain these discrepancies given the 

different methods of data organization used. The traditional methods 

of organization do not partition dyads on·the basis of their outcomes 

and ther~fore the levels or P(C) and P{Cn+l/CCn) become highly correlated 

as some dyads lock-in on CC states and others on DD states. Although 

the high correlation between trusting and tralSt-..rorthy behavior is an 

intuitively appealing one, it is not an adequate description of the 

relationship between these variables in an u.~esolved conflict situation. 

The- approach or investigating preasympto'l:.ic differences bet'l'reen natura.lljr 

occurring groups has indicated that this distinction between trusting 
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and trustworthy behavior is one which is made only. by those dyads 'Who 

attain a cooperative solution. Failure to consider the possibility of 

this distinction could easily lead to erroneous conclusions concerning 

the effects of various manipulations. If only P(C) is considered no 

effects may be evident and a poor prognosis for a cooperative outcome 

may be assumed. However, without also considering the level of trust

worthiness such a prognosis is unwarranted. An important question which 

remains is whether or not this distinction also characterizes success

ful attempts at conflict resolution in non-game situations. 

Another point contrasting the traditional and present methods 

of data organization can be made concerning the use of the predict-play 

paradigm. The level of accuracy, the nature of the interpersonal per

ceptions wllich occur, and the subjects' intentions as reflected by 

their predict-play combinations may be considered. The few studies 

reporting data of this type indicate that subjects are fairly accurate 

although they tend to overpredict the level or c~ presented to them by 

the other (Bixenstine & Blundell, 1966; Halpin & Pilisuk, 1967, 1970). 

Tedeschi et aL (1968d), however, reports that only five or twenty-four 

subjects predic:ted the other's behavior at a better than chance level 

in a real PD game. The present data indicate that it is the Doves 'Who 

indicate the highest degree or accuracy, Whereas the Hawks tend to con

tinue overpredicting Cs even after they lock in on a DD state. T:i'l.e 

fact t~At the level of accuracy is generally not high prior to asymp

tote for the Dc1vcs is puzzling. Their rapid jump in P(C) ir1dicates 

that dramatic changes have occurred and one would expect these changes 
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to be indica ted in their interpersonal perceptions, and in· their 

accuracy in predicting each other's behavior. This, however, is not 

the case. Whether these results are an accurate reflection or the 

subjects' interpersonal perceptions, or whether this technique is 

simply not picking up these changes prior to asymptote, is a matter 

for future study. The high level of accuracy evidenced by the Mug

wumps is also somewhat puzzling, especially given the difficult 

pattern each partner must predict. 

Using traditional methods of data organization "leyer (1969) 

bas indicated that a consideration of both the utility of various out

comes and the subject's expectations of the other's response may lead 

to accurate predictions of behavior in 2 x 2 ga.=ne. However, since the 

Matched Cooperators and Matched Competitors lock in not only on a CC 

response state, but also in a PC-PC combination, the increased accuracy 

gained from considering expectations as well as utilities is somel<'hat 

misleading. Accuracy may be increased, but the relationship between 

expectations and outcomes is .obscured. The present data indicate that 

expectations actually reflect the other's behavior (an assumption made 

by "layer) only for the Matched Ccoperators and Doves, and for the 

latter only at asymptote. The relationship between expectations end 

behavior prior to asymptote, before the conflict is resolved in one 

way or another, is not yet clear. 

Studying the predict-play paradigm some investigators report 

no difference in subjects' level of P(C) related to whether or not 

they are required to predict each other's behavior (Tedeschi et al. , 

1968b, d; Halpin & Pilisuk~ 19?0). !fo~'t'ever, "\<t-hen a sufficient number 

of trials is allowed such that asymptotic states occur there does see~ 
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to be an important difference in the level or C re~ponding between 

explicit predict and "no" predict conditions. Using the same matrix 

-structure and experimental conditions, the number of trials required 

to attain a cooperative criterion decreased by more than 3o% (NTTC = 

460 in Study 1 and 320 in Study 2). Although one might assume that in 

a "no" predict condition the subjects are predicting the others' res

ponses and simply not reporting them, requiring them to explicitly 

predict each other's responses does have a large and important effect. 

ln addition, requiring subjects to consider the other's position 

affects different subjects quite differently. Those ldlo reach a co

operative solution do so much more rapidly whereas the noncooperators' 

level of P(C) is relatively unaffected by these conditions. 

One c,f the most important consequences of the present method of 

data organiza.tion involves the description of a strategy actually used 

in a real game 'Wfrl.ch leads to a high level of cooperation. This 

cautious t~t strategy is quite different from those investigated in 

rigged. games. One of the most interesting fmdings is that the two 

components or this cautious trust strategy, the signalling end firmness 

components, a.re strategies which have usually been studied in te:nns of 

their relative, rather than combined effectiveness. In addition, the 

present data describe how these components var,y under different con

flict conditj.ons . 

The j.nformation provided concerning the size of a successful 

signalling ccimponent should prove helpful for .future research. Or:.e 

of the $Teat difficulties ldth the proscriptions of not.ions like the 

Osgood (1962:1 proposal is that the baL~nc~ between mll{ing a clearly 
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c~edible cooperative gesture, without leaving oneself totally vol

nerable, is an extremely delicate one. Small signals in a high 

conflict situation either go unnoticed or are not credible if per-

--ceived. large cooperative signals are more likely to be exploited 

than reciprocated. The conflict literature contains many examples 

or both situations. It has been demonstrated that a "conciliatory"

strategy (Pilisuk & Skolnick, 1968) in a simulated arms race does not 

produce results different from a straight delayed matching strategy. 

Delayed matching strategies sometimes produce levels or P(C) which 

are higher than one might expect in a short run real game (Komorita, 

1965; Crumbaugh & Evans, 1967; Wilson, 1969), but the data are not 

asymptotic. Wilson (1969) used a "coaxing" strategy which is similar 

to a mild role effect, with little success in inducing high levels of 

cooperation. It is also clear that very large role effects are in

effective, as evidenced b,y the high degree of exploitation found when 

a stooge is p1•ogra.mmed to play a high proportion of noncontingent C 

responses (Minas et al., 1960; Solomon, 1960; Bixenstine at al., 196.3; 

McClintock et al., 196.3; Oskamp & Perlman, 1965; Scodel, 1962; Lav-e, 

1965; McKeow. et al., 1967; l'."rightsma.n et al., 1968; Phelan & Richardson., 

1969; Wilson, 1969). Simple matching strategies generally p~cduce 

higher levels of cooperation than delayed matching strategies (Solomon, 

1960; Osr..amp & Perlman, 1965; Tedeschi et al., 196Sc; \'lrightsma.n et al., 

1968), but such a strategy occurs in a real game ·only in special cases 

'When subjects lock in on a CC or DD state irmnediately, as do the Matched 

Cooperators and UatchedCompetitors. 

The present data offer some :insight into the magnitude of a 
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successful influence attempt in a variety of situations. In retrospect, 

the size of a successful cooperative signalling component appears to 

be related to the initial level of conflict elicited by the conflict 

. situation in each of the present studies • In the difficu1t PD game 

used in the first study, the size of a successful cooperative signal 

is larger than the unsuccessful signal. When an explicit prediction 

paradigm is used in conjunction with this same PD game, the size of a 

successful cocperative signal is slightly smaller than it is in the 

first study. In the easy PD and Ck games used in the third study the 

relationship between a successful and unsuccessful signalling is the 

reverse of that; in the first two studies • In the last study the 

·successful signa~ is smaller than the unsuccessful one. Paralleling 

this decrease :in the size of a successful cooperative signal from 

Studies 1 to 3 is a decrease in the initial level of conflict (DD on 

the first Vinctmt block). The decrease in the initial level of DD 

from the first to the second study may be accounted for in terms or 

the explicit prediction paradigm used in the second study. This pro

cedure appears to make subjects somewhat ·more sensitive to the implica-

tions of their own choices, and allows them to soma\~t more success-

fully avoid the DD state relative to the subjects not required to 

explicitly predict each other's choices. The further decrease in DDs 

in the third study ma.y be accounted for in terms of the structural 

changes from the difficult to the easy PD and Ck games. 

An interesting feature of these DD data is that the level is 

similar for both high and lew cooperation groups l'rl.thin e.ny J.."el'ticular 

-ga'Jle. Although a particula1• game s:J.tua.tion may elid.t a sindlax level 
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of contlict in most dyads~ it is the dyads~ reactions to this situation 

~ch determine the outcome. A high level of initial contlict is not 

necessarily indicative of a poor outcome~ it it is handled properly. 

These concomitant changes in the magnitude of both successful and un-

successful role etfects and the initial level of DD~ over each of the 
. ' l . 

present studies are plotted ·in· Fig. 25. ·· The data from all those dyads · 

Who qualified as either Matched Cooperators or Matched Competitors are 

also included. These data suggest ~he simple principle that the greater 

the initial level of conflict the greater the magnitude of the signal 

required for indicating one's cooEerative intention. These data also 

suggest what the magnitude of a successful role effect should be~ given 

a particular level or conflict to begin with. Since it is clear that 

very large or very smll role effects (e.g. 100% Cs~ or 100% C recipro

city) are unsuccessful~ such information is crucial for further investi-

gation of cooperative social influence processes in conflict situations. 

Although the "rr.a.gnitude" of a cooperative signal may not be easily ex

trapolated to other real-life contlicts~ the present method of data 

organization permits the investigation of factors \~ch might influence 

the size and effectiveness of such a signalling component. 

The above notion is open to all of the criticisms which may be 

leveled against any post-hoc explanation, and is presented here only 

as a stimulus for future studies. Although speculative, the s.imple 

principle stated above ha.s a great deal of appeal on both intuitive 
. 

and empirical grounds, and has some important theoretical 1mpl:tcations 

as well. If there is lit.tle or no conflict in .a relationship there. is, 
1 . 
For simpl:i.city, the \>a.lues ~or the P(C} role effects are plotted 

for each study alt~ough in Study 2, it was the forgiveness vsriable ~mich 
revealed a significant role effect. The magnitudes of the difference in . 
forgiveness between the RiC and LoC partners are .205 and .067 for the 
Coe.peratcrs and Noncoopera.to1•s, respectively. 
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obviously no need for one }:arty to intluen~e the other to move away 

from conflict. Indeed, attempts to do so in such circumstances may 

only arouse suspicion and instigate a conflict, as suggested by the 

folk lore regarding the husband who presents his wife with an ·ex

pensive gitt, out of the blue. Ingratiation techniques (Jones, 1965) 

which lack subtlety may produce conflicts rather than the desired· 

effect of strengthening the social bond. 

On thEl other hand, it a high level of conflict exists the sus

picions and frustrations it is likely to arouse would seem to require 

a very pronouli.ced signa.lling component 1 e.g. estranged business or 

marriage partners 1 and a variety of international situations. The 

absence of a cooperative gesture of some sort can only allow the 

conflict to continue. Examples of successf'ul de escalation from a 

level of high .conflict are far from rrumerous in the literature. 

In fact, it has recently been proposed that individuals who 

set cooperatiV•! goals for themselves in a conflict situation w.i.ll behave 

cooperatively ()nly if" their partner is also cooperative, otherwise they 

are likely to become behaviorally assim.ilated to their competitively 

oriented partm!rs (Kelley & Stahelski, 1970). Such a. rattern is 

suggested by tt:e Hawks' data in the third. study. Ho-rtever, in the 

first two studi.es it is the LoC Cooperators who become behaviorally 

assimilated to the HiC members. Although the conditions of the present 

study are not directly comparable to those of" Kelley and Stahelski, it 

is important to note that subjects without strong cooperative pre

dispositions (W;1ich m!ght be expected from subjects ~mo choose co-· 

operative goals) my reach a high level of" cooperation if the influence 

attempt uaed is adequate. Those subjects in Kelley and Stahelski's 
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work who reach a high level of cooperation. do so very rapidly (85% 

Cs on the first 10 trials) after expressing cooperative goals. This 

very high level of cooperation may well be due to the requirement of 

I -having subjects explicitly set goals for themselves at the onset. 

These dyads seem most similar to the Matched Cooperators of the present 

series. Those· subjects who set competitive goals for themselves and 

were matched with similar types by Kelley and Stahelski, seem most 

similar to the Matched Competitors in the present series. 'While these 

groups are interesting in their Oltn right they are not necessarily the 

most appropriate groups for studying confiict resolution. Subjects 

may formulate or reformulate their goals within the interaction situa

tion, rather than having explicit and fi.'X'ed goals at the outset. 

Kelley and Stahelski argue that once a goal is set a subject may become 

behaviorally assimilated to a differently oriented opponent without 

changing his own goal orientation. In the present data, both the 

magnitude of the role effects and the step function for the high co-

operation groups, suggest that goal orientations may indeed change . The 

disturbing aspect of the former l'lork is that it assumes those who set 

cooperative goals are likely to become behaviora~ly assimilated to com-

petitors, but l!£.1 vice versa. The present data, '\tvnich are not concerned 

with an explicit commitment to a particular goal, indicate t}'l.at LoC 

members will indeed become behaviorally assimilated to their more co-

operative plrtners under certain conditions. If the simple assumption 

is made that g·:>al orientations are refle~ted in the early levels or P(C), 

the present data indicate that .the degree of sp:mta.neous goal setting 
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behavior is affected by the structure of the conflict situation. The 

"easier" the game (1. e. the lower T-R and P) the more likely will ex-

treme goals be set. However, whether such strong and clear goals are 

/ ~set is not the only issue Which determines a dyad's outcome. ·unclear, 
' 
' or mixed goals may be set in any of these conditions, and it is pre

cisely these dyads which can yield the most useful information con

cerning modes of conflict resolution. When Kelley and Sta.ltelski 
i 

matched cooperative and competitive goal setters the results presented 

suggest a grea.ter degree of variability than for other groups. The 

important question would appear to be \ihat outcomes these mismatched 

dyads obtain. Data. is presented for only 30 trials and is intermediate 

in level of P(C), so it is impossible to determine what their outcomes 

would be. Goals, like predispositions. and personality variables, may 

effect outcomes only in special cases. It is the interaction within 

the conflict itself which appears crucial. The present work is the 

first (to my knowledge) which describes the actual interaction pattF.:rns 

of subjects who move through a conflict situation to a clear and pro

longed state oj~ cooperative interaction. An important implication of 

the cautious b·ust strategy is that m.ost parties my be moved tm,rard a 

cooperative outcome by the strategy of the other, although a cautious 

trust may not be adequate in all cases. 

So farJ only the signalling component of the cautious trust 

strategy has bE~en discussed. The finnness component is also important, 

not only because its role is not predicted by such notions ~s the mutual 

trust hypothesis, but also because itspresence indicates that the road 
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to successful conflict management is not all sweetness and light. The 

difficulty in being firm without eliciting a conflict spiral is no 

less delicate: than deciding upon an adequate signa]] ing component. It 

is instructi-v·e to note that it is the absence of this firmness com-

ponent, rather than the absence of the signalling component, ldlich 

characterizes most· unsuccessful dyads. Especially if a party has set 

a cooperative goal for themselves, the use of firmness mar create a 

certain amount, of dissonance because our cultural values do not 

easily juxtapose such notions with a positive bond. Simply setting a 

cooperative example regardless of the other's behavior, may reduce such 

dissonance in the short run, but the long term effects look bleak if 

the Hawks' interaction is accepted as a model or this situation. 

Acquiring the ability to juxtapose cooperative and firmness components 

may constitute an integral part of learning to manage conflict. 

In the present studies the degree of firmness for the high co-

operation grou;;>a as measured by D reciprocity, is fairly stable in each 

of the PD games used. The magnitude of this component is relatively 

unaffected by the changes in the difference between T and R in the 

difficult and oasy PD games. 

It is c•nly in the Ck game that the high cooperation groups in-

dieate a lower level cr D reciprocity. These data suggest that the 
~ 

level of firmness requirad is inversely related to the oagnitude of a 

punitive component wnich is cojoined with the most desirable outcome. 

This notion als.:1 makes a great deal of intuitive sense. If' a party is 

attempting to influence someone to-ward a coopezative outcome they are 

likely to use the min.Unl.m amount of fj.nmess necessary in -order to 
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emphasize their own resolve without instigating furt:.her antagonism. In 

a situation where the punishment for defection is high, the effects of 

this firmness component are likely to be greater, and perhaps to endure 

longer, than in a situation where the punitive component is SI!Ialler. 
' 

The same level of firmness would likely be perceived as excessive by 

the other and lead to a conflict spiral. The Doves in the Ck game 

appear to be sensitive to this process and therefore their level of D 

reciprocity is lower than for their counterparts in the PD game. 

The px-esence of a firmness component for the Doves may also 

be inferred from the absence or a role effect for the trustworthiness 
I 

-variable, Cn+l/CCn. It is only after the CC state that the probability 

_.of a C response is greatly enhanced even though the overall level of 

P(C) is either steady or actually declining. The absence or a role 

effect indicates that neither partner is willing to take a greater 

initiative than the other. Each defects from .the CC state at a rate 

roughly determined by the other's rate or defection from this state. 

Whatever changes in trustworthiness occur over preasymptotic blocks 

must resemble a tracking phenomena for the Doves rather than a role 

effect as occurs for the Ck Hawks. 

The description or the reactive dis~sitions which characterize 

a cautious trust strategy has proven to be much more useful than in

formation regarding either predispositional or personality variables. 

in predicting outcomes. '!'hese latta1· variables ara so::neMw.t more intra-

personal rather than interpersonal, wdch may account for their 

differential effectiveness. Intrapersonal variables may indicate w~ 
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\ 
individual's reaction to lire in general, but not necessarily to any 

particular situa.tlon. The interpersonal dimensions reflected by the 

reactive dispositions are more specific both in terms of the situa

tions in whic!l they are likely to occur, and in terms of what behavior 

should be fort.hcoming. Although there may well be intrapersonal con

flicts involved in an interpersonal conflict situation (as reflected 

by the predic1~-p4y data for e:xample), the resolution of one type is not 

necessarily dependent upon the prior resolution or the other. Indeed, 

the present data, especially the jump in P(C), suggest that these 

types of conflicts may be resolved simultaneously rather than suc

cessively. The intra personal type does not seem to require solution 

prior to the interpersonal conflict, but rather their resolutions 

appear to be somewhat interdependent • 

These conclusions should not be taken to imply that pre-

dispositional variables are not related to outcomes. The present data 

indicate that they do play an important role.· However, it is necessary 

to understand the sphere or influence or these variables' just as the 

cautious trust strategy and other reactivediSpositio~~ are limite1 in 

terms of the situations in which they have a potent influence. Perhaps 

the most important point to be made in this entire study is that the 

effects of predi.spositions, personalities, reactive dispositions, ar.d 

a host of other variables are most relevant in terms of the outcomes 

Which occur. Simply because any of these variables affect a dyad's 

behavior after n number of trials does not mean this dyad will neces-

sarily reach a stable cooperative outcome after 75 or 100 .trials. 
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Surely all of these variables are important to investigate in their 

own right, but what are they relevant to if not the stable interaction 

patterns to which they give rise? The data discussed above indicate 

that the road to a cooperative state is not always paved with early 

cooperative gestures or good intentions. If any single· human relation-

ship is characterized by good intentions it is that of courtsnip. 

The divorce rates attest to the insufficiency or such intentions alone 

to maintain a stable and harmonious relationship. Conflict, being the 

ubiquitous phenomeno11 that it is, is likely to arise even in situations 

where good intentions and mutual interests exist and where per

sonalities fall within the normal range. Without the anchoring effects 

of stable outcomes the important effects of the mny variables in

volved in a conflict situation may be easily lost in the unpa.rtitioned 

groups used in the traditional methods of data organization. 

A descriptive theory of conflict behavior requires that more 

information be obtained concerning the actual interaction patterns 

leading to various outcomes. Given the large number of potential 

strategies Which could be manipulated b,y an investigator, it would 

behoove the student of conflict behavior to eliminate those sequences 

Which are irrelevant through careful descriptive studies, rather t~~i 

rely on this intuition alone. Indeed, such descriptive studies should 

provide considerable grist for the intuitive mill. tie must first 

understand conflict behavior as it occurs before we can hope to 

successfully manage it. 
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Some Unresolved Issues Associated with the Present Approach 

Although the methods of data organization used in the present 

studies may have certain advantages for answering questions concerning 

various modes of conflict management, this advantage does not come 

cost free·. Several difficulties should be outlined so that they may 
. . 

be dealt with in the future. One of the basic issues, of course, is 

the definition used of a criterion of cooperation or conflict • The 

particular values chosen here have been primarily determined by the 

levels of cooperation and conflict observed in other works. The 

guidelines used were that the values chosen should be clearly ex-

treme comparee: to most other works, and should remain stable for a 

large number o·f trials. Although these guidelines are still considered 

reasonable ones, it is clear that the actual values chosen may in

fluence other important variables such as the number of trials to 

criterion, and the step function. Further work is required t.o deter

mine precisely what criteria have the greatest heuristic value over a 

broad range of experimental conditions. 

The esi;ablishment of criteria greatly reduces the within group 

variability at asymptote. This procedure has the definite advantage 

of clearly defj.ning the groups one is studying. The price for this 

privilege is tbat the balloon of variability pops out in another area--

the number of trials to criterion, and consequently the number of trials 

per Vincent block. This type of variability is more tolerable, and 

indeed, one might employ the technique of redefining the problem as 

the answer and .suggest that the different t•ates with ~~mich different 
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dyads enter an asymptotic state account for a good deal of the pre

a&1JI1Ptotic variability\ within criterion groups. The number of. trials 

to criterion may turn out to be an important characteristic of a par

ticular dyad in ter.ms of both the members' emotional exchanges and 

the stability of their relationship over a variety or situations. 

The general issue of the stability of these asymptotic. states 

is another one which deserves further attention. How stable -are these 

interactions over time, and what factors effect this stability? Given 

a state of high conflict, ldta.t strategic manipulations are required (of 

the HiC member? of the IcC member?) to reduce the conflict? Given 

a stable impasse as with the Mugwumps, what are the factors which are 

likely to move them to-ward cooperation? or conflict? One of the issues 

which must . be faced in answering these questions concerns the number of 

trials to be permitted for the dyads to reach a criteria. Although the 

reactive dispositions present us with a good index of what direction 

the step function is likely to take, the factors which determine pre

cisely when a dyad will switch into an asymptotic state are still unclear. 

The present data indicate that one such factor is the structural 

characteristic of the conflict. If we ldsh to study successful co

operative role effects a structure Which elicits a high initial level 

of conflict appears necessary. The price the investigator must pay for 

observing and studying this phenomenon is a long wait for the dyads to 

·reach criterion. If the investigator is not pre};Bred to wait for more 

than 200 trials in order to attain stable outcomes, then to answer some 

of the questions posed above he must still decide What criterion to vse 
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for stabllity-25 trials? 50? 100? 

There are no set a priori methods by which these issues may be 

resolved. Hopefully, the questions raised here will be approached in 

a 'Variety of ways, and alternative methods of data organization designed 

to answer such questions will be forthcoming. 
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AppencliJt A 

DlSTRUCTIONS 

Mechanics of the Situation - How to Play 

You can see that the panel in front or 70U is divided into ro~ 

squares. Each square has two numbers on it. Below the panel there 

are two buttons • later 11 you can push one or the other or these buttons • 

The numbers in the squares indicate the number or points each or you 

can win or lose on a· particular trlal., depending on 'Which buttons are 

pushed. The number· or points :you win or lose is printed in large type. 

The number or points the other player wins or loses is printed in 

smaller type. 

Note that your· two choice buttons allow you to choose one or two 

rows (if' you are player #1), or col'UllU1S (if you are player #2). The 

green lights indice.te to you alone li.Jbich choice you have made. The 

other play:er cannot see what choice you have made. \'When you hear the 

buzzer, that will 'be the signal to begin a trial. You should then 

choose which ro\·T (i.r you are player #1), or column (if' you are player 

#2), you wish to sE,lect. After a few seconds, when both or you have 

made yoU!' choices e·.eparately, a light will go on behind the nunibers, in

dicati..'l'lg to each of you \>.nat both you and the other player have '\'ton or 

lost on that trial. The square that lights up depends on which button 

you choose to push a."ld the but.ton the other person pushes • After each 

trial, \\Tite dol'm how much you vdn or lose on the score sheet provided 

for you. Then the buzzer \r.U.l coree on again and t.he procedure will be 

re:peated. This ;dJ~ happen 25 times a."id then you·w:tn be asked to add 

up your gains a.nd losses. Then a new series will begin. 



Objectives tor each player - furpose 

Your objective in this situation is very silJlple and familiar. It 

is to win as much money as possible. Each of you has been given a stake 

ot $1.00. At the end or the session, the points you have won or lost 

will be exchanged tor cash and added or subtracted from your stake. The 

-ex~ange rate will be 1/5 ¢ per point, for example, 10 points 'Will be 

worth 2 ¢. Since there will be :ma..ny trials, the opportunity exists to 

more than double your stake. Hol'Tever, it is also possible to lose your 

entire stake. 

PARI' 3 Some information about the structure ot the situation 

Note that each player can potentially win or lose as much as the 

other player. However, this will not necessarily happen. Look at the 

upper right hand square (it you are player /l2), or the lol-4-er lef't band 

square (it you are player /11) • It shows you that the largest 1dn tor 

you (10 points), is coupled with the largest loss (-10 points), tor the 

other person. It should be clear by now that your wins or losses on a 

particular trial or sequence ot trials, depend not only on lo.'h.ich choice 

you make (\.Ibich button you press), but also on the choice the other 

player mnkes. Of course, neither or you knows what choice the other has 

made until af'ter you both have made your choices. Then, when the numbers 

light up, each of' you can tell 1widch choice the other made. IT IS ElC~ 

TREMELY IMPORTANT THAT YOU DO NOT ATTEHPl' TO COlft.lUNICATE WITH THE OTHER 

PLAYER by talking, laughing, or in any Wci.Y i."ldicating how you feel about 

Wa.t is happening. Your gains f'or the day w.U1 be forfeited it you do. 

. . 

Nevertheless, it :i.s obvious that some fonr.s of conmru.."lication rr.ay 

occur over repeated trials. For instance, you may learn to expect mat 
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the other player- will do. But or courae, the other play-er nll also 

learn what to expect from you, and he could change his choice accordingly 

so that he would win the largest amount for himself, which would be the 

greatest loss for you. 

-Pl.ease read these instructions over again and ask a:n.y questions you may 

have before we begin. We will be observing you through this one-way 

window to be sure you do not· communicate (except perhaps through your 

choices) • There is an intercom here over which we w.Ul give Y~:U 

instructions l'ihen necessary. 

After the experiment is over-----

PLElSE do not discuss this experiment with the other player or anyone 

else, as they may be taking part in a later experiment. 

Thank you. 



Appendix B 

mSTBIJCTIONS 

Before describing all the buttons and lights on the panel, I want 

to' teU 70U what your objective should be in this sit~tion. Your ob-
I . 

jective is very- simple and faJJtfliar- to make a.s much money for yourself 

as possible. Each of you has been given a $1.00 sUke to begin. _Now it 

is possible to more than double your stake. However, it is also possible 

to lose your entire stake. Whatever the final outcome - whether you win 

or lose money - that will be the amount you get to keep for participating 

in this experiment. 

-You can make or lose money by accumulating or losing points. At 

--the end of the experiment the number of points you have won or lost wlll 

be exchanged for cash at the rate of • .3 ¢ per point. That is, 10 points 

are worth 3 ¢. Your gains or losses will be added to or subtracted from 

your $1.00 stake. 

You can win or lose points by making choices ~~th the black buttons 

on your panel. One of you (#1) is a row player, and the other (#2) is a 

column player. This means that player #1 chooses one of the two rows on 

the panel and player #2 chooses one or the two columns. The numbers ~~ 

each square of the panel indicate how many points can be won or lost if 

you end up in that particular square. Notice that the gains and losses 

for you and the other player are not necessarily the same in each square. 

The number of points you win or lose is printed in large type in each 

square and the number of points the other player wins or loses is printed 

in ~alltgr type. 



~en the buzzer sounds that will be the beginning or a trial. Then . 

you are to press one or your black buttons to· indicate trdlich row (or 

column) you wish t1l choose. Arter both or you have made :~our choices 

independently 11 a light will go on behind the square which is the inter

section or ;,your rou and column choices. The number in large print in 

that square is your gain or loss for that trial. When you press the 
. . 

,lack button a green light will go on opposite that button. This is 

simply a reminder to you or which choice you have made. The other 

player cannot see lmat choice you have made untll after you both have 

made your choices separately. 

It should be c:lear that the number or points you win or lose is not 

determined solely by the choice you make, but also by Which choice the 

other player makes. For instance 11 if row player chose the top row and 

column player choSEl the first column, both players would gain 5 points. 

But if row player chose the top row and column player chose the second 

column, then row player would loose 10 points and column player l'i'Ould 

gain 10 points. 

Each of you ha.s been provided with a score sheet. After each trial 

please write dol-m the number or points you have won or lost in the app::-o

priate sPa.ce. After every block or 25 trials there will be a pause so 

that you may add UJ:· your gains and losses for that set of trials. 

Are there any questions up to this point? 

O.K. Now about the red _buttons. Notice that the red buttons on 

your panel are identical to the other player's black buttons. That is, 

row phyer (#1) has a set of red buttons which allow him to choose eolUBll 

1 or 2 11 and column player (#2) has a set of red butt.ons which illor: him 
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to choose row l or 2. You are tO" use the red buttons to guess what choice 

;you, think the other player will make with his black buttons. Guess what 
I 
I . 

move you think the other player will actually mB.ke; do not use your red -
I 
I 

buttons to indicate what you would~ the other player to do. 'When 

tqe buzzer signals the beginning of a trial the first thing you must do 
I . . 
I 

18 guess what the other player will do by pushing a red button, and then 

make your o'Wil choice accordingly. The other player cannot tell whether 

,-ou've guessed his move correctly. And the accuracy of your guesses has 

nothing to do with how ma.ny points you win . or lose. A red light will go 

on ldlen you press the red button as a reminder of which guess you've made. 

Just to review, the sequence of events will occur as follows: 

1) the buzzer will signal the beginning or a trial; 

2) guess the other player's move by pressing one of your red buttons; 

3) make your 01Wn choice by pressing one of your black buttons; 

4) when the square lights up, indicating your gain or loss, record 

the result on your score sheet; 

5) 'Wait for the buzzer again. 

Any questions? 

One last instruction. It is very importa.?J.t that you do not attempt 

to communicate 'ltJith the other player in s:ny way. Please do not talk, 

sigh, or laugh, or in any way giYe an indication or ho1-1 you feel about 

what is happeni."'lg,. Your gains for the day will be forfeited if you 

violate this rule" 
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Appendix C: 

Decision Rules for Classifying Individual 

D.yads as Cooperators or Noncooperators 

The data presented above indicate that the strategy described 

as a cautious trust is -. associated with s~ble cooperative out

comes for at least some dyads. This conclusion, however, is based on 

* averaged data and the question arises as to whether the notion of a. 

cautious trust is useful for predicting stable outcomes from the pre-

asymptotic data of single dyads • In order to examine the utility of 

this concept for predicting outcomes in single dyads, a series of 

decision rules have been developed for determining whether a particular 

dyad will attain a particular stable state, from an examination of the 

dyad's preasymptotic data. The success rate for correctly classifying 

dyads on the basis of these decision rules is very high (80 to lOo% 

correct) for each of the three studies reported here. Different 

decision rules are necessary for each study since each was run under 

different matrix and/or predict-play conditions. The decision rules 

and success rates for each study are presented below. 

Study 1: Difficult PD Game 

It is of interest to compare the effectiveness of the cautious 

trust strategy in predicting an individual dyad's outcome, with the 

effec~iveness of a decision rule based on the most frequently used 

dependent variable in mixed-motive games, P(C). If a P(C) criterion 

is set at >.~00, based on the average level of P(C) in a dyad prior to 
Dr. H. M. Jenkins is to be thanked for this suggestion. 
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asymptote, then 15 of the 18 dyads are classified correctly (83%). 

Four dyads are classified as Cooperators, three correctly, under 

this rule. or the 14 dyads classified as Noncooperators, 12 are 

correct. 

How let us consider the effectiveness of.a decision rule 

based on a cautious trust strategy. 

Decision Rule: Ir ~ dyad members have a preasymptotic level or 

trustworthiness greater than .500, then classif'y the dyad as a Co

operator. otherwise, classify the dyad as a Noncooperator. 
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This decision rule, i..nvolving the single variable which in

~orporates both the signalling and firmness components of a cautious 

_trust, correctly classifies 17 of the lS dyads in Study 1 (94% correct). 

The single error occurs in the case of a Cooperator being incorrectly 

classified as a Noneoopera tor. This particular dyad reached the co

operative criterion on the first trial of the second day of play, after 

ending the first day's play in a very high state of conflict. The 

interval bet~een successive sessions appears to have ftU~ctioned as a 

"time out," -which Miller (1967) has demonstrated increases the level 

or cooperative responding. 

Study 2: IUfficult PD Game with 

Predict-Play Condition 

Ir the P(C) criterion for Study 2 is set at > .350, then 1.4 of 

the 20 dyads are classified correctly {70%). Six of the eight Non

cooperators, and eight of the 12 Cooperators are correctly classiSied. 

The !lotion or a cautious trust gives rise to the following 

rul.es. 
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Decision Rule #1: If both dyad members have a preasymptotic level of 

trustworthiness greater than .500 and the HiC member does not exceed 

the IcC member by more than .150, then classif)r the dyad as a Co-

/ operator. 

'l'his rule classifies six dyads, five correctl7. 

Decision Rule #2: If a dyad gives .evidence of a cooperative. signal 

via a forgiveness role effect (HiC >LoC b7 at least .210), and a 

firmness component b7 both making a level of D reciprocit7 ~.500, 

then classify the dyad as a Cooperator. 

This rule classifies five dyads, and all are correct. 

Decision Rule #3: If none of the above conditions are satisfied, 

classify the:: dyad as a Noncooperator. 

This rule classifies nine dyads, seven of which are correct. 

This set of decision rules correctly classifies 17 of the 20 

dyads in this study (85%). One Noncooperator dyad is incorrectly 

classified as a Cooperator and two Cooperators do not meet any of ~"le 

conditions outlined in decision rules 1 and 2. One of these two in-

correctl7 classified dyads is a dyad which reached the cooperative 

criterion on the first trial of a particular day's session. 

It was necessary to run a large number of trials and to space 

these trials over several sessions in order to obtain enough Co

operator dyads (only two dyads reached the cooperative criterion in the 

first session). However, by runnir~ dyads over several sessions on 

different days, the data. appear to be confomded. Dyads which reach 

criterion on the second or third days or pla7 have a history of 

interaction ~.mich is bound to affect the nature of' an influence 
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attempt. Furthermore, four of the 12 Cooperator dyads reached cri

terion on the first block of trials in a session. Their stable out-

come may have been affected as much by their "time out" between sessions, 

as by any strategic considerations within their interactions. (Post

game interviews suggest that external collusion between players 

during the "time out" period did not occur.) In summary, the 

procedure or running dyads over several sessions has distinct 

disadvantages it one is interested in delineating preasymptotic 

interaction patterns Which distinguish Cooperators and Noncooperators. 

Study 3: An Fa.sy PD and a Ck Game 

A. Easy PD Game 

--If a-P(C) criterion is set at~ .-500 then five of the 10 Doves 

and seven of the 10 Hawks in this game are correctly classified ( 6o%) • 

i'he Il.otion of a cautious trust gives rise to the following rules. 

Decision Rule #1: If there is an absence of a P(C) role effect (i.e. 

HiC - LoC difference is< .200 on 2/3 of the last 3 blocks or -(.300 on 

1/3 of the l.a.st 3 blocks), then classify the dyad as a Dove. If such 

a role effect. does exist, then classify the dyad as a Ha'Wk. 

This single rule, which only considers the magnitude of the co

operative signal, classifies 17 of the t'h-enty dyads correctly (85%). 

Nine of the 10 Doves and eight of the 10 Hawks are correctly identified. 

If the firmnE,ss aspect of a cautious trust is also considered we rL-.,.d 

that the two Ha".dcs 'h-bo were incorrectly classified as Doves do not 

display any E~vidence of firmness (i.e. D reciprocity is<.500 for at 

least one member). Furthermor_e, the single Dove dyad which was mis

classified under Rule #1, displays both signalling and firmness cot'l--
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ponents in its preasymptotic interactions through a high and mutual 

level. or trustworthiness. Therefore, it the firmness element is also 

considered, a full loe>% or the Doves and Hawks are classified correctly. 

j -B. - Chicken Game 

-If' we again set the P(C) criterion at .500~ then 17 or the 

twenty dyads in this game are correctly classitied (85%). Three 

Hawks are incorrectly classified as Doves using this rule. 

The decision rules based on a cautious trust notion are 

presented below. 

Decision Rule #1: If' both dyad members display a level or trust-

worthiness greater than • 500 then classify the dyad as a Dove, other

-- -wise classify it as a Hawk. 

This single variable which incorporates both the signalling 

and firmness components of' a cautious trust correctly classifies 18 

of' the twenty dyads (90%). One Dove and one Halik dyad are mis

classif'ied. The incorrectly labelled Doves display a trustworthiness 

role effect (HiC) LoC by • 500) and a high level of' D reciprocity, 

indicating signalling and firmness components, respectively. The in

correctly labelled HaWks continue to be misclassif'ied when alternate 

criteria are examined. 

If' irJ.Stead of' using the trustworthiness variable as the major 

criterion, decision rule #1 from the PD game in Study 3 is applied, 

the following results occur. Six or the 10 Hawks and eight or the 10 

Doves are classified correctly. The two Doves l>Jho are incorrectly 

labelled under this decision rule-display a high and mutual level of 
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trustworthiness. or the four Hawks 'Nho are incorrectly labelled due 

to the absence of a P(C) role effect, three of them display a complete 

absence of firmness. In each of these dyads there is a trustworthiness 

role effect (HiC - LoC) .400) and at least one dyad member displays a 

level of D reciprocity of less than .500. These considerations lead 

to an accuracy- or 95% for the dyads in this Chicken game. 

Although these levels of accuracy are very high they involve 

only the groups of maximal contrast. 'When the Mugwumps in both games 

are considered, the degree of accuracy decreases somewhat. Let us 

consider all 6o dyads in this last study, specifying the decision rules 

for Doves, Hawks and Mugwumps. The rules will be slightly different 

-than those given above. 

pecision Rule for Classifying Doves: If a dyad does not display a 

P(C) role effect (i.e. HiC - LoC difference 1s<.300 on all three of 

the last three Vincent blocks), and also displays a) a high and mutual 

level of trustworthiness (i.e.) .500 for both), or b) both a trust

worthiness role effect (i.e. HiC>than I.oC byatleast .300) and a 

high and mutual level of firmness (i.e. D reciprocity> • 500 for both), 

then classify the dyad as a Dove. 

This rule correctly classifies 10 of the Doves in the PD game 

and eight in the Ck game. 

Decision Rule for Classifying Hawks: If a) there is a P(C) role effect 

(i.e. HiC - I.oC difference );, .JOO on at least one of the la.st three Vin

cent blocks), or b) there is a trustworthiness role effect (HiC - LoC 

difference ~.300) and at least one.member lacks firmness (i.e. D 

reciprocity is ~ .500), then classify the dyad as a Hawk. 
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This rule correctly classifies 10 of the PD Hawks and eight of 

the Ck Hawks • If' these revised rules are applied only to these ex

treme groups, an accuracy of 100% and SO% is obtained for the PD and 

Ck game, respectively. 

Decision Rule for Classifying Mugwumps: It a dyad does not display 

either of the above behavior patterns, then classify the dyad as a 

Mugwump. 

This rule correctly classifies one of the PD and two of the 

Ck Mugwumps. The overall levels of accuracy then are 70% and 6Cff, 

~orrect (21/30 and 18/30) for the PD and Ck games, respectively. 

Given that all 60 dyads are being considered, this degree of accuracy 

. is very encoUI"aging. By chance alone, one would expect only 3;3% 

accuracy. 

By way or con-t.rast, let us compare the accuracy or the 

decision rules based on a cautious trust with some alternatives. In 

the above presentation the effectiveness of the overall level of P(C) 

has been considered and found to produce better than chance results 

when only the extreme groups are compared. Let us examine the effective

ness of a simple P(C) criterion for all the data. If a criterion of 

P( C) ( .Lt.OO is set for the Hal'lks, and a P( C) ) • 600 for the Doves, the 

.400 - .600 interval falls to the lfugwumps. Using these criteria, 15 

of ·the 30 dyads in the PD game and 1.4 of the 30 dyads 1n the Ck gama, 

are correctly identified, yielding 5o% and 4?% accuracy, respectively. 



If' different P{C) criteria are set, the results are very 

s1mil.ar. If' instead of' setting absolute values of' P{C), the highest 

1.0. values of' P{ C) are considered Doves, the lowest 10 values are 

labelled Hawks and the middle 10 w.lues classified as Mugwumps, the 

following results occur. In the PO game 15 of' the 30 dyads, and in the 

Ck game, 19 "f' the 30 dyads, are correctly classified {5o% and 63%, 

respectively). 

These results speak to the superiority or the cautious trust 

notion for providing decision rules to accurately classify individual 

dyads, over the use of' the most popular dependent variable in con

flict research using a mixed-motive paradigm. The cautious trust 

- strategy provides information about how the generally higher level or 

Cs found in the Cooperators' preasy.mptotic data is distributed in terms 

of the dyadic relationship. The many studies which programmed various 

levels of' P{C) to their subjects found little difference between one 

value of' programmed P(C) and another {cr. Introduction). These studies 

did not consider any other aspects or the interdyadic relationship in 

terms of' temporal or role effects. It is to these issues that the 

notion of' a caut,ious trust strategy contributes some important informa

tion, which should aid in the design of' future studies in ~nich strategy 

is manipulated as an independent variable. 

The leYels of accuracy for predicting outcomes in the Ck game 

are ver,y similar for the cautious trust and the second P(C) rule. 

However, it may be argued that the cautious trust rule is more useful 

both in tenr1:; of understanding the important processes wh.ich are 

operating, and in designing further studies. The cautious trust rules 
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specit,y mnch more information about the relationship Which is necessary 

for a dyad to develop if cooperation is desired. The implication or 

the second P(C) rule is that the more preasymptotic cooperation the 

more likely is the dyad to attain a cooperative outcome. Although 

this may be true in certain cases, e.g. a Ck game, the cautious trust 

rules have the advantage of covering a broader range of conflict 

situations (e.g. 70% correct in the PD game compared to 5o% accuracy 

for the P(C) rule). The degree of detail. offered by the cautious 

trust strategy provides reasonable hypotheses to be tested ex

perimentally. The P( C) rule makes no such promises • 

• '-lthough the cautious trust notion allows the accurate pre

diction or stable outcomes from the preasY'.nptotic data. of most dyads, 

there are clearly other elements which are important for the establish

ment of a coc>perative state. The level of accuracy for the Mug-dUmp 

dyads is ve~r low, several of whom display a cautious trust . Whether 

these results indicate that the pattern of play described as a caut.ious 

trust is not a sufficient cause of cooperative outcomes, or whether 

there is an :L."l.tera.ction between strategy and some other, perhaps 

cognitive and/or emotioral, factors, is a matter for further study. 



Appendix D : Data · 

The trial by trial responses of each dyad in each of the four 

games reported is presented here. The data is presented in the 

following format: 1 = both partners make Cs; 2 = HiC partner makes 

a C and LoC partner makes a D; 3 = HiC makes a D and LoC ma.k~s a C; 

4 = both partners make a D. 

The numbers in the extreme left hand colunm are the subjects' 

identification numbers, e.g. in Study 1, the first dyad consists of 

subjects identified as 26 and 28. Next follows the responses over 

two 25 trial blocks, followed by a number indicating the number of 

trials to criterion (NTTC) for that dyad. The number in the extreme 
-

right hand column indicates the dyad's level of P(C) over the 

corresponding 50 trial block. 
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11 STUDY 1 EXTENDED PLAY OF PDG 
ATRIX VALUES 1,1 -10,1 0 10,-10 -s,-5 
RITERION = 75 PER CENT 1 CI RESPONSES FOR 3 CONSECUTIVE 25 TRIAL BLOCKS 
0 PREDICT CONDITION STRAIGHT PLAY 
00 TRIALS PER DAY MAXIMUM 600 TRIALS 
TTC = NUMBER OF TRIALS TO CRITERION 

( 

( 

COOPERATORS ( 

UBJECT 1 S TRIALS NTTC P(Cl 
ID 25 50 

26 2 33331113333443333333334424443 3 44244442244444244444 450 . 30 

26 2 44442444444444244444444444444L444444444L4444444444 45u . 04 
26 2 44424344334444334443344344444434334434444443334333 450 . 19 

26 2 34444443443433344444443444333443434333334444424344 450 . 19 
26 2 44442444444443234443424434222444444434444344124434 450 . 16 

26 28 43241111112324432443443424444112324432432324432324 450 . 39 
26 28 231123124123112431112311111124 3 1111243111112431113 450 . 72 
26 28 1243111 2 311111111123124311231243111244311112444431 450 . 66 
26 28 1111231111244311111112444 3 1111123112311124 3 1111234 45u . 72 
26 28 11111121111123311112311123112311111231123111231112 450 . 83 
26 28 31111111111231111111123111111112311111231111111112 450 . 90 
26 28 31123111112 3 11111111111124311123111112311112323111 450 . 83 

( 

( 

( 

( 

21 23 1134432434113443243332441144342444434412441243411 475 . 37 
21 23 24433443433444434413244134141324313144223334133424 475 . 36 
21 23 44443424342433424434434333433444433434334444333443 475 . 23 
21 2 43344444333443344333344433433444334343334344333344 475 . 26 
21 2 343443344334343443334343344433 Lr4344334334344434434 475 . 24 
21 2 343444444443334434434443433434 33 443333433444433333 475 . 24 
21 2 43444334234443333434444444334 3 334444243 33444343434 475 . 22 
21 2 33444344344444442444344444444424443444444434444443 475 . 10 
21 2 34444443344444124413434441244344443344434443444444 475 . 18 
21 23 244444444444111111111111111111 24311224111112111123 475 . 66 
21 23 11111111111231111111111111111111111111111111111111 475 . 98 
21 23 33411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111124 475 . 93 

( 

( 

( 

1 333333344132234242444344442444344233444424344442444 300 . 23 
1 322444323431441444414144141144441444414444441414444 300 . 28 
1 3 4444444444144411111444442444444443444444444334444 30U . 16 
1 3 3434343444243434444442443333342444333442444334443 300 . 21 
1 34443334444444444443444444Lr444444444444444444444444 30U . 04 
1 334344344444344344444444444343444444444444444444444 300 . 07 
1 11111111111131111111113111311111111111111331111111 30u . 95 
1 311111133331131111331113133311111111111111331111111 30U . 87 

( 

( 

1 31131113331111331111111311111133133 3111311111311111 300 . 86 
1 311111113111311111113111131111111111131311111111111 300 . 94 
1 311111131111111131311111131111111111131311131111113 300 . 92 
1 311111111111111111111111131111113111111111111111111 30 U . 98 

c 
5 742442444444443242444444344444444444444444444444444 525 . 06 
5 7 4433333333333333333333133333333344333333333333333 525 . 46 
5 733443333333333333333333333333333333333333333333331 525 . 49 
5 73333333333 3 33333333333333333333333 3333333333333333 525 . so 
5 733333333333333333333333323344333333333333333333333 525 . 48 
5 733333333333333333333 33 333~3333333 3 333 3 333333333333 525 . so 
5 731133111111111111111111111311111111111122121221224 525 . 87 
5 3121222 2 2111112212121~121 2 221222212222222111111133 525 . 71 
5 13133133311313434322113241412123432443442423444444 525 . 45 
5 43333333333311311111111112121221121212211122212222 525 . 71 
5 21212222222222222222 2 22111111111111111131333111111 525 . 75 
5 11111111111111111113111111111111111111111331111112 525 . 96 

( 

( 

( 

13 15 33344344343444443444434434444442443444444444444444 525 . 11 
13 1 24444443444444444444444442224444444444444444444444 525 . 05 
13 1 22444424444444444444444442224444444444444444444444 525 . 06 
13 15 22444444444444444444444442244444444444444444444444 525 . 04 
13 1 44434221224322423244141114444414444444444444443244 525 . 25 
13 15 44411111112243244324444443232311244443112443244444 525 . 38 
13 15 23111243231123244324444431111111124444324311112444 525 . 51 
13 15 32444323244431231111243243112324432444432443111112 525 . 46 
1 3 15 32324324444324311111111123111111111123244323232444 525 . 58 
13 15 32324442323244323232324433232323232324323231111112 525 . 48 

( 

( 



"' ~ } .... 

( 

( 

13 15 323234441111111111111111231111111111111L1111111112 525 . 86 

13 1 5 11111123141114411111111111111111111121111111111141 525 . 89 

NONCOOPERATORS ( 

10 1 2 2143344344443334424433343413344413331443344433344 600 • 30 

10 1 2 444344433344433444324343Lt431344334433444333444344 600 . 23 ( 
10 12 4334244443344334443443334334334443332444443334443 600 . 23 

10 12 3433444344344412443444344434444341434434344334444 600 . zo 
10 12 4344334424344444343343344343344433414344444434443 600 . zo 
10 12 3443444433443244443443444244443444444434434443434 600 . 14 ( 
10 12 34234431444333443431444342433444344342444344442444 600 . 22 
10 12 4322444444424444442444444443244444443243232344324 600 . 16 
10 1 2 3442424444434444444321112121424341111224342243444 600 . 35 
10 12 2443444344442444434224344444443243232323232323212 600 . 27 ( 
10 12 3232342432123232123443212112323232232142343232111 600 . 52 
10 12 1232111112434414323232342344321212322341244323234 60U • 48 

17 4341234123423244223442444132412343212441223414224 600 • 39 ( 
17 19 2441243422243424342241242324423424343244424211242 600 . 34 
17 19 23242214344414341434224411232 24122342412234413442 600 • 40 
17 19 12422212434344424243244242421232412443143222434224 600 • 36 
17 19 22242342212434242242244422444242424424441411121342 60U . 35 ( 
17 t~ 

2344112422442142142243242432243443434443443444412 600 . 32 
17 4444442444424444424444444442444444444444444444444 600 . 04 
17 19 4444444444444444244444444444444444444444444444444 60U . o1 
17 19 24444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 600 • 01 c 
17 19 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 600 . oo 
17 19 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 600 . oo 
1 7 19 22444444444444444444444443423442243241211111211122 60U . 31 

14 16 34223343442434344244434444122324442442334444344444 600 . 22 
14 16 24334443424344344344443444344424444444444444344444 600 . 12 
14 16 33444424444444444444434444444444444444444444444444 600 • 04 
14 16 44444444444444444444444443344434434444444444444444 60U . 04 ( 
14 16 44444244444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 600 . o1 
14 16 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 600 . oo 
14 16 112 1 1241121112 121334434213114113422341132342342313 60U · 6U 
14 16 44132324411231231234113441423314441142233423411344 60U . 47 c 14 16 1141323244411444114344143222313114323243114243432 600 . 46 
14 16 31122332113421134213423423312344441232333424343423 60U . 47 
14 16 41233421123441143224333443422434344211341442334423 600 • 40 
14 1 41 1 2344233422 11 2334234344411111 1 111231133424411244 600 . 53 ( 
18 20 22442444244441412442444124442444244442444444444444 600 • 16 
1 8 20 44414444442444444444444442444444442444444434444444 60U . 06 
18 20 4 424444444444444444244444444444444444444444Lt444444 600 • 02 ( 
18 20 13431344234434434423444424413332444244443434342444 600 . 25 
18 20 4244444424444444444444444333132334244433333424444 600 . 18 
18 20 433 4 4244433344444443344444334443444344444443334444 600 • 15 
18 20 43313334333333444444443344444444442334444444234444 60v . zu 
18 2 44423344444442344444444443313344444444133444444444 600 . 15 
18 2 34244444434444433333344443331333333444444442344444 600 . 22 

±~ ~ 3~~~4444424444444444444444442444444444444444444444 
600 . 06 

4 4424444444444444444444423344423444444444444444 600 . 06 
( 1 8 2 44234444444444442344444444444444444444444444444444 600 . ()4 

6 34233113422224344424444441122243434442343424433444 600 • 30 
6 44222444222324242413242424344344444424444422444444 600 . 21 ( 
6 22444334444433224444444442212234222122444442222444 600 . 26 
6 44444444444222244444444442244444344444422244444432 600 • 12 
6 44444444442223231211122422121122212224412224342244 600 • 42 
6 44413442432444244324424444334424444444442244444444 600 • 15 ( 
6 24444444444444444444244443242142424142424324224224 600 • 19 
6 12224322342242431242442221124422442432244322244342 600 . 37 
6 244 24224322434424244244243322444224242224444444442 600 . 23 
6 42443244434424244222442444343244444221222122222244 600 . 28 ( 
6 3344443444424444244444Lt442243444424244424441224424 600 . 16 
6 44434444444444444434444444444444444441221212422242 600 • 16 

9 1 43413343443324343433434434314424343444141112434324 600 . 33 ( 
9 1 24334412324234433434433434334434443442344344244343 60U . 26 
9 1 43442444432444441412334444324424444444434424444444 60U . 16 

( 



~) & ( 

( 

34343443444344444444444444343244444244442433244444 600 . 13 
( 

9 1 
9 1 44432444444444444442444444324444444433444444344444 600 . 08 

9 1 34444434444444434444443444434444441234243443444444 6 00 . 12 

9 1 43324434243424444442434244432444444424444444444444 600 . 13 

9 1 44441441442 3232 323232323232323 232323 23232323232323 60 0 . 44 

9 1 12312312414432323232324431233224344124321342144324 600 . 45 

9 1114142432323244432323244431 443232 324323 232323243234 600 . 39 

9 11144432323 2323232323232323232323232323232323232 3232 60 0 . 48 

9 1143232432324323232323232324324432323243232323232323 600 . 43 

2 11123342443133244214412431432444424412434341224344 600 .38 
2 34414241111233243444112241224112241224344224124242 600 .45 ( 
2 24434444444223442242422444424244222244424434444424 600 . 19 
2 44224444444424444444444444444244444434444244444444 gou :Bg 
2 44444444444424444344444444424444444443444444444244 ou 
2 44444444444444444444444244444444444444344444444444 60U . 02 ( 
2 33334333444344411333441133333344333344233344234424 600 . 36 
2 443344444411334234232342344234433334234433444244434 600 . 28 
2 44423444433444442333444244443433444444444424444444 600 . 13 
2 44424333333444444444444444424444444444444444333334 600 . 13 ( 
2 44444423344444444444424444444444444444444444444444 600 . 04 
2 44444444444444442444444444444333444444444444444444 600 . 04 

22 2 41441412441344434242423424442244422342244344124342 600 . 29 ( 
22 2 44234444224442424242444442444244244422444444441122 600 . 19 
22 24 34444412434424242442333424243244244424444334444134 600 . 23 
22 2 24444244244444433444443244444444434444443444444444 600 . 09 
22 2 44443444433444444444444444444444443444444444444444 60U . 04 ( 
22 2 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 600 . oo 
22 2 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 60U . oo 
22 2 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 600 . oo 
22 2 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 600 . oo ( 
22 2 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 600 . oo 
22 2 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 600 . oo 
22 2 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 600 . oo 

30 3 14242222413342212133244224123342422222223111122224 60U . 49 c 
30 3 21122344421442121123242422234424243223423244421211 600 .44 
30 3 232424222344242432234232424241 2 2434222222443413142 600 . 37 
30 32 42322111122342421422412243444434444434344 3 44444434 600 . 31 c 30 32 44444444344434444444444444444344444444444444444444 600 . u3 
30 32 34444444434444444444444444443444433444434344444343 600 . 09 
30 32 34344444444444444444444444444444444434444444444444 60U . 03 
30 32 44444444444444443443443443443444434434434434434434 600 . 11 c 30 32 43443444344344344344344344444444444444444444444444 600 . 08 
30 32 44444444344444444444444444444444433333333333333333 600 . 18 
30 32 33333333444444444444444444444444433333333333333333 60U . 25 
30 32 333333333443443443334333343433 3 3 3 33333333333333333 600 . 41 ( 
17 19 244123344441244342132244332444 3 3324443424434434444 600 . 27 
17 1 34434444244444444424434444244224422244444444444444 600 . 11 
17 1 42222222222422244444444444444444244444444244444444 600 . 15 ( 17 1 22222222222444444444444424444444444422222444442222 600 . 21 
17 1 22442444444444222244444444422444444442442222244444 600 . 15 
17 1 2222224444444444444442222244444444L~444444444442222 600 · 15 
17 1 22222444444224444442442442444424444244442444424444 600 . 14 ( 17 1 44444444444444444444444422444444444444444444444442 600 . 03 
17 1 24444444442444444444444444444444444444444444444444 600 . 02 
17 1 24444444442444444444444424444444444444444444444444 60U . 03 
17 1 24444444444444444444444442444444444444444444444444 600 . 02 
17 1 24444444444444444444444442244444444444444444444444 60U . 03 ( 

25 2 3443334334344444434224443 444334344 3444443444244444 600 . 17 
25 2 44244444244 3 44444444244244333443434444344444444444 600 a ll c 25 2 33444444444443412121234243432343244332432143422433 600 . 32 
25 2 24434424323444413444434444444444224443224344324432 600 . 20 
25 2 44244 3 24324444244424L~32323242322323243243244432324 600 . 29 
25 2 4324444 3 2434444412234444342444 3 2432443244 3 44442444 600 . 20 
25 2 21212222242244242244312442432244442231112243221122 60U . 44 
25 2 24431224324434244211222222222111222222112222211222 600 . 52 
25 2 222223112244 34444444443444444332444444443122444434 60U . 23 
25 2 434444444444434332243444444443 3 2244443443443444342 60U . 16 l 2 5 2 4434444L~344444444444444441122222432434441124443444 600 . 20 
25 2 42424242411242412424232342224344222434444344434444 600 . 28 

( 



29 31 3132422444342423342424422442442444424424444444444 
29 31 2444444444444244444444444444444444442444444444444 
29 31 4444444444444444424444444444444444444444444444444 
29 3144444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
29 314444444444444444444444444L,444444444444444444444444 
29 314444q44444444444444444444 4444444444444444444444444 
29 314444424444444444~444444444444444444444444444444444 
29 3144~44444444443334423333444233444442333233424442444 
29 3144~44444444444334444424444444444444444444444444444 
29 314¥444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
29 3144444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
29 3144444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 

9 11244213422443 42443222443411124111224111444242124442 
9 1144444243424244444243424334234444443442443444442444 
9 1142441312324414242441422234231414422442344422243442 
9 11423242434244124444244222243242 24444222224424222444 
9 1142422424441232244244444434422342424444233242242224 
9 114 1444424442242443444444444444344442444424424424444 
9 113 1 3131313224241 3 24424 2 43413142 4 424243413142 4424331 
9 11324424311133 3 3133333422344234411131333333333333333 
9 1133333333333 33 3334213231334132 23 324 333 3341341113333 
9 1133341334134244334244224442422444344444242343344413 
9 114244244343441131324422443443443423424413132 3 131313 
9 112442333333333333334334L,3333333333333 3 33333344 43333 

CD TOT 0250 

600 
600 
60U 
600 
60U 
60U 
60U 
600 
600 
60U 
600 
600 

60U 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 
60U 

. 21 

. Q3 

. 01 

. oo 

. ou 

. uo 

. u1 

. 20 

. 03 

. oo . oo 

. oo 

. 41 

. 15 

. 34 

. 27 

. 29 

. 12 

. 43 

. 50 

. 52 

. 28 

. 38 

. 42 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

c 

( 

( 



MATRI 
zOO T 
NTTC 
c 
c 

EXTENDED PLAY OF PD GAME 
REDICT PLAY PARADIGM 
VALUES 1 , 1 -10,10 

IALS PER DAY FOR MAXIMUM OF 6 00 TRIALS 
NUMBER OF TRIALS TO CRITERION 

COOPERATORS 

10,-1 0 

SUBJECT IS 
ID 

TRIALS 

25 50 

9 ll 
9 11 
9 11 
9 11 
9 11 
9 11 
9 11 
9 11 
9 11 
9 11 
9 11 
9 11 

25 27 
25 27 
25 27 
25 27 
25 27 
25 27 
25 27 
25 27 
25 27 
25 27 
25 27 
25 27 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 

~ 
8 
8 

26 28 
26 28 
26 28 
26 28 
26 28 
26 28 
26 28 
26 28 
26 28 
26 28 
26 28 
26 28 

22 24 
22 24 
22 24 
22 24 
22 24 
22 24 
22 24 
22 24 
22 24 

43334334444444442444444444442444442444444444444444 
44444244444344444244444442444444444444344444444444 
44424444444442444444444444 333333344444444444444444 
4433334444444423 334 44 44423333 444423344233424444444 
333333333344444444443~3333333333333444423444443333 
34343444423334444233333333333333333333333333333344 
443333 333 33 333333333333333333333333334233333333333 
33444333333333334444333333333333313344242434444442 
34244444411131111111111111111111111131111123312333 
11111124344331111124344411111111323234234342 33 4444 
111111111111111111111111111111111111 32 111111111111 
111111111111111111111 1 1111111111111111111111111111 

33133442424344444424443444444134334434344444234444 
34413324344441133334444422344444444443444444333333 
33333333444442344443441332434444113333444442344443 
33333333333333333333333333333333333313333333333333 
34434442444444443333333333343333333331333133333333 
333333333333333333333 3 3333333333333333333333333333 
33333333333333333333333334444433333333334444444444 
44444444444444444333444444434343434343434343434341 
444444442113444L~42111 3 4441l11111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

33313423113231314134113141132344131322324334424411 
44442114421143443423444214442341441 342244331344343 
44444224324431333133311333133313324434422444414422 
33424134424423424442243344444424444444423442443323 
33131331323313221332313442344434142344434211344413 
44132434211111 3 1 333331 111111131111111 32 11111423444 
341423444342111113111132224231 322 43 321 111111111111 
111111111111111111111 3223 3211122431111111122221111 

~~~±±±±±±±~~rr±~~4±±t±t±±±t±±±±±±±±±±±±t±±±±±±±±i± 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111112 

2 3423 34242442442424 'fi.M24244424442 224113 3 442 34423 2 33 
43444344444444234211 34242 342 23 4224424224224224211 
11342241124342242241i 3443422411243444443444444222 
11222121342412412343424242444243424224344242424244 
13442113422242111111111111111134213222232413224132 
134222413224142224132 224 11322222241324141422241324 
1442243 22 422422413422 4242 1342222 434 22 4134222413424 
13242422 322 4241414222 4 422224 3424424244414241424424 
12241442422324242413424421113422424242243243442444 
4243442444134424441 342 4444424144243442434444424434 
42444442344244444243442423111111111111111111111111 
31111111111111111111111342111111111111111111111111 

43224324 3 42431113241144134232411132231311323413232 
11132134213243213213232432132321113423213444442132 
32321344421132341313444233423244113232332422224224 
413213413234213442243~2441 322 4241 32423442442223424 
311344243231243244111111211111132211111111111111 1 1 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1 
111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111 1 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1 1 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

-5,-5 

NTTC P(Cl 

500 . 08 
5 00 • 0 5 
500 . 09 
500 . 20 
5 00 • 31 
500 . 38 
500 . 47 
500 . 34 
500 . 85 
500 . 55 
500 . 98 
5 00 1 . 00 

425 . 20 
425 . 25 
425 . 28 
425 . 01 
425 . 38 
425 . 50 
425 . 35 
425 . 16 
425 . 64 
425 1 . 00 
425 1 . oo 
425 1 . ou 

400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 

t88 
4 00 
400 

. 54 

. 33 
• 3 9 
. 22 
. 46 
. 69 
. 66 
. 85 
. 94 
. 91 
1 . 00 
. 99 

525 . 30 
525 .32 
525 . 36 
525 . 35 
525 . 65 
525 . 48 
525 . 38 
525 . 33 
525 .35 
525 . 20 
525 . 57 
525 . 95 

225 . 52 
225 . 54 
225 . 44 
225 . 39 
225 . 75 
225 1 . 0 
225 1 . 0 
225 1 . 0 
225 1 . 0 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

c 
( 

( 

c 

c 



"l 
( 

( 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 225 1 . 0 
( 

22 24 
22 24 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 225 l e O 

22 24 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 225 1 . 0 

30 32 22341423223412243243123213414432334342434343434433 225 • 3 9 

30 32 43434432334443423431313344412441233411341142211111 225 . 46 
3 0 32 4112341 23 41243411112433224422442242444244444342444 225 . 35 
30 32 32434443121243421234411124424324344312243434434322 225 . 38 ( 
30 32 31111311323232241111111311113411111113421121132123 225 . 76 
30 32 111342211lllll324lllll113ll11134211321l11234111312 225 . 78 
30 32 23224432432424424432444411111321111111111111341224 225 . 55 

30 32 11111111111113421111111121111111111111111111111113 225 . 94 ( 

30 32 11111111111111111111111112431112111111111111111111 225 . 95 
30 32 11111111241111111111113111111111111111111111111111 225 . 96 
30 32 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 225 1 . 0 

30 32 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 225 1 . 0 ( 

34 46 11323223243242424421342113113241114241 32 4424132413 200 . 50 

34 46 13242134242432322441342441442442244224424424424424 200 .30 

34 46 13424424424442443244444421 344424444444424444244244 200 . 17 ( 
34 46 13444444444444444444444443444243444444434444244444 200 . os 
34 46 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 200 1 . 0 
34 46 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 200 1 . 0 
34 46 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 200 1 . 0 ( 
34 46 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 200 1 . 0 
34 46 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 200 1 . 0 
34 46 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 zoo 1 . 0 
34 46 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 200 1 . 0 ( 
34 46 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 200 1 . 0 

38 4 0 31211243422134132134243422244422442413423422432432 200 . 41 
38 40 11422134422241324323411323224332413422441342322332 200 . 46 ( 
38 40 11242342232442243443344223344344413111112244311112 200 e46 
38 40 11112444323111321112312341112443443243432341123111 200 . 58 
38 40 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 200 1 . 0 
38 40 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 200 1 . 0 ( 
38 40 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 200 1 . 0 
38 40 11111111111111111111111111111243243124433211111111 200 . 84 
38 40 11111111111111111111112434231111111111111111111111 200 • 9 2 
38 40 11111111111111111111111111111111311111111111111111 200 . 99 ( 
38 40 11111111112111111311111111111111311111111111111111 200 . 97 
38 40 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 200 1 . 0 

2 4 244133424334223424123242442444211124 333 42444123414 475 • 3 7 ( 
2 4 132441324312433342442434422342 32244422342444333442 475 • 3 3 
2 4 44443334444444344442443434111244411314443323444244 475 . 26 
2 4 44224444431312424244444244244411234334411 242443443 475 . 29 
2 4 222222222222222222222 222222 22222222222222222222222 475 . so ( 
2 4 22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 475 . so 
2 4 222222222222222222222L2222222222222222222222221222 475 . 51 
2 4 22222222222222222222222222222222222222222212111231 4 75 . 55 
2 4 24224424442444444444324442444311111111244311124444 475 . 34 ( 
2 4 44444444444443111111244444311111111111111211111111 475 . 60 
2 4 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 475 1 . 0 
2 4 111231112311123111231112331112431112311i2311123114 475 . 77 

18 20 23434114133413244334424344342333444243344441342444 400 . 31 ( 

18 20 44243444243442434444444234442443344444244444424444 400 . 13 
18 2 0 44244444444444444444444443444444444444444444444444 400 . 02 
18 20 44444444444444444444444444344444444444444444444444 400 . 01 ( 
18 20 33434423423344233423342443342332333424444442344443 400 . 28 
18 20 34424442444334443444444443424443444344444423444444 400 . 12 
18 20 33442444344344424444444443424244444444443444424433 400 . 13 
18 20 444434424444432332331 ~ 131431432344133324344 3324444 400 • 3 3 

( 
18 20 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 400 1 . 0 
18 20 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 400 1 . 0 
18 20 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 400 1 . 0 
18 20 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 400 1 . 0 ( 
29 31 433424411334244424442 23 424243344442242211344442244 100 . 29 
29 31 44423342422442112211111123 342334421321342244224224 100 . 45 
29 31 23111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 100 . 98 
29 31 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111121 100 . 99 
29 31 13311111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 100 • 9 8 



. . lf 0 ( 

( 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 100 1 . 0 
( 

29 31 
29 31 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 100 1 . 0 
29 31 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 100 1 . 0 
29 31 111i1111112111111111131111111141111111111111111111 100 . 96 ( 
29 31 111111111111111ll1ll1441ll11114111lllll111lll1llll 100 . 94 
29 31 1lll111111111111lll11111llllllllllllll111llllll111 100 1 . 0 
29 31 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111411111 100 • 9 8 

21322434233114131143142242431344231444432341242324 175 . 44 
( 

33 35 
33 35 43213222344432314324132131243213213232344424134421 175 . 46 
33 35 ~4444323412423244321322234423324434444242313324441 175 . 33 
33 35 32231342333444434444434443332411111111111111111111 175 . 57 ( 
33 35 11111111111111111111111111111111211111111111111111 175 . 99 
33 35 11113111111111111111111111111123111111111111113412 175 . 93 
33 35 11111111111111111111111111111111111133221111111111 175 . 96 
33 35 32111143231121331111211342111111111111111111111114 175 . 83 ( 
33 35 11111111123222324111111111111111111111111111111111 175 • 91 
33 35 11111111112242324111111111111111111111111111111111 175 . 91 
33 35 11111111111111111111111111111322441111111111111111 175 . 93 
33 35 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 175 1 . 0 ( 

NONCOOPERATORS 

5 4112443443434124433441133443442411444343443334434 600 • 31 ( 
5 3433443334433444244444433334444424434424444432444 60U . 18 
5 4444444444324444444443344444444444444422244444444 600 • 0 7 
5 4444444244432444444344422444344422244224442222422 600 . 18 
5 3224422432244424432244422432424442444432244442442 600 . 24 ( 
5 2224443224443444441122222443444344424443422224442 600 . 26 
5 4444342444434434424444422444443444111224344344432 600 . 20 
5 4343422443224344444444112244344334444444444442331 600 . 22 
5 2444441111224344434434224444344443444442444444442 600 • 21 ( 
5 3344444424434444332444444324343324433444441243443 60U . 20 
5 4444244344433444444444344244334444443444444423444 60U . 11 
5 4444443444444444444444444344434444444434444444444 60U . us 

21 23 12312333344423444143444332433421343123344342114214 60U . 40 
21 23 3323123311323223311214412433334444143342344332344 600 . 44 
21 23 4324334443343344243234412234344443443443412434342 600 . 28 
21 23 4342434343444434343434343343434444433433333333334 600 . 26 c 21 23 14443434441444434244334343344444434112443444141424 600 . 25 
21 23 3344344413244433424434434243434243444444344344443 600 . 2 0 
21 23 4432434443444434434444434434344444344433443434441 60U . 16 
21 23 4344344434443444444344344443444344342443434444444 60U . 13 c 21 23 4343434344433444434444442434434443443444434441344 600 . 16 
21 23 3443444244344434444434444434434442434444344444344 60U . 12 
21 23 2244444443444434443444444443444444344444424444444 600 . 08 
21 23 4434444443444444344444444434444434444443444443444 600 . 08 c 
37 4411323424242422222244122224222441221224342221122 600 . 44 
37 39 1223441122411411221223414144322234244211233443434 60U e46 
37 39 14132424132422442421421442344431143224432422441132 60U . 40 c 37 39 1432442434344344343444434344343443343444334444341 60U . 22 
37 39 33444443431322343324243244234323341443322444433414 600 • 3 2 
37 39 3443423323342433444343443444443333344444333334333 600 . 27 
37 39 4444333344333441333333411333341341333413333413342 60U . 42 c 37 39 34234343333343334333334333444242444424442444444424 600 • 2 5 
37 39 3342443434343333343343344444243434343433444344444 600 . 23 
37 39 1414334431424344133334333434334444443442444442343 60U . 28 
37 39 32434111111334224434444133414133441331331343331333 600 . 49 
37 39 34244343424343333333434444442343433444444424243443 600 . 23 

10 12 12233232244441122342344211244122324344444122342234 60U . 40 
10 12 44412343442444413444424313443442344243344444334443 60U . 23 
10 12 44344344443444342423234424442414444344444344144244 600 . 18 
10 12 44444344234444344244433423444444444441443444244444 600 . 13 
10 12 34343423444344444444434423444444444434444424444434 60U . 12 
1U 12 34444423444444334444444444444444444444444444444444 600 . 05 

( 10 12 34444444444444444444444443444211133434233423413413 600 • 2 3 
10 12 34233442334444444243444444434234444444444421113423 600 . 22 
1 0 12 44442344344443444442344234442232344444443444444442 600 . 15 
10 12 21342111111111111111111133423342342344442111111134 600 . 68 (. 10 12 23423422334211111113423211321321132342342342342434 60U • 52 

1 10 
12 42323423411132241113234232334243423424342434424443 600 . 39 

( 



1 332441323443132433244434444344431444414432434344434 
1 3 3314313244431331344432433244444333443444444133324 
1 332344434424414444344442434344244324324344343133234 
1 334434344431131331313334314324333243144433243444432 
1 3 4444244324433444434244432424244344234441111313243 
1 322432411111111111111124141112311123111231124111232 
1 311123243111243111243243131112311124311123112443114 
1 311123111243111243133111441114131131143341332432434 
1 3 4322444244311123111233223241112431112311124333342 
1 343244431112311124323433111231112431112431112333111 
1 323333441112112433334243244343343113334241114343343 
1 34344113333422411342324433442243324113434344 2424 443 

7 19224443434443444443312441243124344334334 1443243 4 344 
7 1944432334244344443421211222232323344342212332423 44 4 
7 1932232222443444443443434444334444444334444334434444 
7 1934444343443434444344444434444344444344444444444434 
7 1922222222224443432244444444434434444444433244444444 
7 1944444444444444443444444444222224443432444444444444 
7 1944444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
7 19 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
7 1922222222244432444444444444432444444444444444444443 
7 1922444444444444443224444122443244444443244324442443 
7 1924444444431232232243211244432434444443244444432432 
7 19 4432443123232244324443444444444444443444443444344 

3 1534424441413113443444313131314411113131324244444424 
3 15 4242242244443444443444111113344344413442424242444 
3 15 4242424424444414113432434242413242422444424434444 

~33 1524422444444242222244442244444442222442244244422444 
~ 15 1334222442244424444222244444444442444423224443344 i3 1521134421111334444244421342244223244444234244222213 

3 1522424224424244424444244442442442442442444444222222 
3 15 4224224442224244224444224224224424424242444224244 
3 15 11111113234212424444444422224L~4444444244444444444 
3 1534244444244442244444222222221214222234444424442242 

13 15 2444422444422244444422242224442224442244442222442 
13 15 2244422244442224422244442444244442244444222242442 

14 16 3422131241331223312414443313244342243142434113344 
14 16 1322423422342234433344333234331134443332244431344 
14 16 3332434133442424241343442443134422334243434134324 
14 1613311324441133342444343413231344434L~31311132334434 
14 16 4441434434243444342244414441344244223233444243444 
14 16 2234423234442233444444244242234441134424413444423 
14 16 4244442442123444121344442444434242144243444434422 
14 16 4442133442444442334444342234113444244233444233444 
14 16 4411323231342442134243233132443442444242334411132 
14 16 1132233244211144244234413234424423132424323442434 
14 16 2444423242213344344223344432313244132444434442444 
14 1~ 1331132422332444244244244434242444423444413342444 

CD TOT 0276 

600 
600 
600 
600 
60U ' 

600 
600 
60U 
60U 
600 
6 0 0 
60 0 

6 00 
6 00 
600 
60U 
60U 
600 
600 
600 
600 
60U 
600 
600 

600 
60U 
60U 
60U 
600 
600 
600 
60U 
600 
600 
600 
600 

600 
600 
600 
60U 
600 
600 
600 
600 
60U 
600 
600 
600 

?, '-/{ 

( 

( 
. 27 
• 3 2 
. 29 ( . 39 
. 28 
. 75 
. 65 ( 
· 62 
. 54 
.62 
. 4 6 ( . 3 6 

• 2 8 
. 3 6 ( 
. 1 9 
. 10 
. 19 
. 09 c . oo 
. oo 
. 14 
. 17 ( . 27 
. 17 

. 43 ( 

. 27 

. 25 

. 20 
• 21 ( . 38 
. 2 0 
. 23 
.28 ( . 27 
. 22 
. 22 

. 45 ( 

. 38 

. 33 

. 44 ( . 23 

. 27 

.24 

. 25 ( . 41 

. 39 

. 28 

. 28 ( 

c 

( 

c 

c 



fTUDY 3 

[_ MATRIX 
CR IT EQ 
t 
E 

PD GAME 

DOVES 

VALUES 5,5 -10,10 10,-10 -5,-5 
20+/25 CC PLUS HIGH C THEREAFTER 

UBJECTtS 
ID 

TRIALS 
25 50 

86 
86 
86 
86 

54 
54 
54 
54 

6 
6 
6 
6 

22 
22 
22 
22 

18218 

1

18 218 
18218 
18218 

17417 
17417 
17417 
17417 

38 
38 
38 
38 

70 
70 
70 
70 

11113442442333244411111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

11123232342341232341111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

21121122321121122143344142241423444222324444121342 
32442411111111111111111111111211111111111111111111 
111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

21111111311111324311111111131112431111312324111131 
1241 3212433242424411111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

24322224242222424242242424244242242444134424112243 
24324324442444244343244444443444434434444333444444 
44444444444343444444424333333443433444444444444244 
44444444111131111111111111111111111111111111111111 

11311141141333414112333343344444423424424442424111 
34242211111131342233424114234424422334424244221111 
32342241111111111111111113421111111111111111111111 
11111111113422111111111111111111111111111111111111 

33111112244311112432444331231123123124431132123412 
32331231112444433444443131111111124432443432333111 
24444331243144444443311113111111111111111111111124 
11111111111244111111111111111133211111111111111111 

24412443111111224413424122443422441134244444434111 
24434434334434434111111112433443231111112334433444 
44444444444433441111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

34232323242344344323232323232323231111133123323143 
31113232311313233244232411 1111 21313241323124234344 
23113231324344242442231311111111111111111111112111 
11311111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

17818 11132224111322241111113222243324324411113224241111 
17818 13224111113224111113224111111111111111111111111113 
17818 1111111111111111111111113241111111111111111]111111 
17818 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111111 

2 
2 
2 
2 

MUGWUMPS 

12121341142134211234341243234322243442344244434111 
22434433434434444111111112234124411213234243241111 
21111233114222342243341112341111242244224411121211 
11112121211111121112222422332343244344444444334444 

11812 23424211221434434112443124343444243342443444422244 
11812 43432224444432112211242443421111211111212222243433 
11812 11112111212232124421112111224434122434412121413414 
11812 14132444341422344111243442342343~41121112321123234 

14214 32423242241134314113112211134131322324243222242132 
14214 43324244113432244122324142214122242132142342244224 

NTTC 

0 20 
020 
020 
020 

20 
20 
20 
20 

55 
55 
55 
55 

7U 
70 
70 
70 

155 
155 
155 
155 

110 
110 
110 
110 

120 
120 
120 
120 

115 
115 
115 
115 

125 
125 
125 
125 

65 
65 
65 
65 

zou zou 
200 
200 

zoo 
zoo 
200 
200 

zoo 
zoo 

p (() 

. 79 
1 . 00 
1 . 00 
1 . 00 

. 82 
1 . 00 
1 . 00 
1 . 00 

. 49 

. 90 
1 . 00 
1 . 00 

. 81 

. 79 
1 . 00 
1 . 00 

. 33 

. 16 

. 13 

. 83 

. 45 

. 48 

. 87 

. 95 

. 59 

. 52 

. 65 

. 92 

. 43 

. 46 

. 70 
1 . 00 

. 50 

. 58 

. 73 

. 99 

. 62 

. 84 

. 96 
1 . 00 

. 46 

. 50 

. 59 

. 49 

. 33 
• 51 
. 60 
. 4 7 

. 54 

. 42 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

c 

(_ 

c 
( 



14214444212223232424111323232422322221322422242134432434 
14214442222424422344234424222322434224222244412424342222 

1861881323213431134443131341312411 3 132423232131323341341 
18618832312323313333333344112411342111142111112313333333 
186188333333333333333333433333433343 3 3333411334241334244 
18618 34333333343333343334333333411334241334244341212312 

14 1 323 3 1332433244334233424333224411114241113424424324 
14 1 34222434412424422333442211111342 342411112334241111 
14 1 11133424424442424344223442111113424224424233342221 
14 1611442234421111134242244242333422211144242433434232 

18 2 0 23413341423423142321443111223223231233124123132314 
18 20214412314342132144231231423213~2432143414341433243 
18 2021321431214433223143331432132143414323432344143232 
18 2044123224412321432114321431243322323341132132132132 

66 6812111112332411241121323231241232341124213432344411 
66 6813423443433433424342211244344234342342111233421111 
66 6821243423444334434232432223444411121244443423111221 
66 6811221124434434423244434134423244434111121121112234 

10210411244124411422331112434232422342343411233412334112 
10210434124112422323342233343412341123411244312341124211 
10210411123441123232112343324243423212434124323423424124 
102104 4431244322122344311243441124344312321112432123312 

10610813432413223423441333234234413214234134341323234434 
10610831343424323411323231134341131132134332343341132411 
10610832333243111323234132432333243111323234132432343233 
106108 3423231341132314132334234313441332332332313434134 

19019211311112121131423132434241111111111111111131211132 
19019211113221111111111323442132432223232134113232332424 

±~81~~§~~!1~~§4§44±±~4it~~~4~~§~441§~~~~~4411§i1§~~~4~~~ 
HAWKS 

CRIT EQ 10+/25 DD PLUS 10+/25 DD PLUS 10+/25 DD 

94 9633442331133233444444233443333444444424444442344444 
94 9633344444444434444444444443333334444444444444444433 
94 9633323323131314444444444332334444444444444444444413 
94 9631334444444133133132444444444444444433333444444444 

98100 1111111344241111342412224112244113442443444111344 
9810033442344424224422111324242244442344444444244443444 
98100 2244444444442444444442342444444444444444444244444 
98100 4444444444444444444442444244444442444444444444444 

1232411243244123412342441124423341112434243424242 
3424124442423412123424324343241412441242424242442 
2424442244244422442444442444242444444244444434244 
3244424444244444434244432444244442444424344244244 

3424424243424242414422234422411323223224422421324 
2442244232224113224134224222423424244442344442442 
4244234244222432322243442444442442244434424444224 
4444424444444424444224421234424424234444244444444 

3231143423423334413324433343434411334223343444234 
3442434422443342413334443342334444233344233442344 
4113324333444233442344443442344434441131333234444 
4233233424441134234234444433444344411313313323444 

16216411134311442233424124111341234233411111344242431112 
162164 2441111334232343112434111111131323411113231112443 
162164 1132111341113421113211131113411141332334243433443 
162164 1124433422342444322444421132342442422444422444444 

78 80 3314213444114142422411221223421112441422234422222 
78 80 4112242412224132424232444124214224424224422242422 
78 80 2224224424244124221442442442224244324242224224222 
78 80 2242244112422211242222412242242422422412412442243 

20u 
zoo 
zoo 
zoo 
zoo 
200 
zou zoo 
zou 
200 

zoo 
zoo 
200 
zoo 
zou zoo 
200 
200 

zoo 
200 
200 
200 

200 
200 
200 zoo 
200 
zou 
~88 

30 
30 

~8 
25 
25 
25 
25 

050 
050 
050 
050 

65 
65 
65 
65 

25 
Z5 
Z5 
25 

14u 
14U 
140 
140 

065 
065 
065 
U65 

. 45 

. 33 

. 56 

. 61 
~ 44 
. 45 
. 43 
. 50 
. 41 
. 44 

. 53 

. 47 

. 48 

. 53 

. 59 

. 44 

. 41 

. 47 

. 50 

. 51 

. 47 

. 48 

. 42 

. 54 

. 51 

. 48 

. 78 

. 62 

:ti 

. Z4 

. 12 

. 24 

. 32 

. 51 

. Z4 

. 07 

. 03 

. 44 

. 34 

. 14 

. 14 

. 35 

. 32 

. 23 

. 15 

. 38 

. 28 

. 31 

. 35 

. 55 

. 63 

. 63 

. 30 

. 48 

. 38 

. 32 

. 41 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 



12212421244332441234233234433433324433444343334234334343 
12212443444334233444433443431433344131234143444444441111 
12212432124433444334443133443334434433234122344343444444 
122124 4444434343243344334132333444414134113144411124334 

130132 1214223234323443431323431443443434143434343434134 
13013234344443434334444342443444344434344334443244443333 
13013233334443434334444444443243444443334443444434344444 
130132 3333444434334444334433334343444434443443344344334 

82 8432132314141413211412412412314232141414323211413144 
82 8413241341213231441321413214134132443413433443414134 
82 84 4142414134341323434334433243234234434243234244441 
82 8434323434344234444242232134423443423442344423444444 

GAME 
DOVES 

CRIT Q 20+/25 CC PLUS HIGH C THEREAFTER 
MATRIX VALUES 5,5 -10,10 10,-10 -z0,-20 

c 
c 
SUBJEC 1 S 

ID 
TRIALS 

25 50 

57 5933334424233434442243441111311111111111113221132422 
57 5911111111113111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
57 5911111112432311111111111111111111111111111111111111 
57 5911111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

141143 3244112332241111111111111111111111111111111111113 
14114311111111111111111111111124111111111111111111111111 
14114311111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
14114311111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

53 
53 
53 
53 

25 
25 
25 
25 

4233344322441112241211112411112243111231112311112 
311123111112311123111 111 2311112311112323111211112 
1111123111111111114111211111111111111111132311111 
1111111111111111211111111111111111111111111111111 

1231311224422212442122344111132241111113111342224 
4343423411113221324131111113321111332211111321113 
1111111111134111111111131111111113111111111111111 
1111111111111341111111111111111111111111111111111 

117119 1111122413113211311111112112121124133341133241342 
117119 3111112333111332333343422431111111111111111111111 
117119 1111111111111111111llllllllll1llllllll1lll1111111 
117119 111111111111111111111111111111111]111111111111111 

113115 2424224222444344344444342411241111111111111112111 
11311511111111111111111344222224432224434443232311121111 
11311511111111111111111121111111111111111111111111111111 
11311511111211111111111111111111111411111111111111111112 

89 91 2244411234122342323421232121234141234124123124123 
89 91 3232341431324142323233441313141413131314232323232 
89 91 323414232112323443232-3122343441111111111111111113 
89 9111111131111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

65 6711211121142441233311341312324111112433432332422241 
65 6711132233224341142213412422343443444312323332242431 
65 6714434313434434232214411241123232231123111241112311 
65 6711111111111111111111111111111242411111111111112411 

14915111143412111213334111423111111111112311341123112311 
14915111111111111111231232113344123241234232333334411111 
14915111111133344434434343421111233433434344342113334322 
149 151334442111111111114111111111111111111111111111 11111 

73 7512112212313123241124124121222223124443112431123141 
73 7511124312111212212212311111122331241132311332212331 

25 
25 
25 
25 

25 
25 
25 
25 

75 
75 
75 
75 

NTTC 

5U 
50 
50 
50 

015 
015 

15 
15 

95 
95 
95 
95 

lOU 
lOU 
100 
100 

su 
8U 
so 
so 
90 
9U 
90 
90 

130 
130 
13U 
130 

15U 
150 
150 
150 

155 
155 
155 
155 

175 
175 

. 34 

. 33 

. 29 
• 3 6 

. 37 

. 20 

. 17 

. 22 

. 55 

. 48 
• 3 3 
• 2 5 

p (() 

. 58 

. 99 

. 94 
1 . 00 

. 85 

. 97 
1 . 00 
1 . 00 

. 64 

. 81 

. 90 

. 99 

. 60 

. 69 

. 95 
• 9 7 

. 71 

. 77 
1 . 00 
1 . 00 

. 54 

. 65 

. 99 

. 96 

· 51 
. 52 
. 65 
. 99 

. 59 

. 46 

. 56 

. 91 

. 75 

. 68 

. 47 
·• 89 

. 60 

. 71 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 



'? <t ( 

73 7 523311231124312323112443431112311244221332311244221 175 • 58 

73 7 533211211421312324112132312311111111111123111111111 175 . 79 

MUGWUMPS 

5 714113413213231212322141132132122132323231421124233 200 . 61 

5 723233233411214232141321122233241312324122442121234 200 . 54 

5 7132111232411231312 32312414112323123123243123242331 200 . 61 

5 723242323124231123242331242444323232312423323241213 200 . 48 

37 3 9 4323141134113123314131313114421114131141133312414 200 . 61 

37 3 911311421321114134131131131221321141143131221231214 200 . 69 

37 3 913233223332411311241311432411414111442232341321412 200 . 57 

37 3 923412431323114313132311431111313232242322234221442 200 . 56 

41 4 314123323234213223343412343412414231144213412312341 200 • 50 

41 4 341243423122144414142411122411231232312411231231112 200 • 57 
41 4 331114231123232312311231231231233231412341232312112 20U . 64 
41 4 331241233231234231231233231233242323231233242323231 200 . 54 

81 83 34111431231423111113414142233413424212142341223214 200 • 55 

~1 ~§ i!~~~~~§~1e~i~!~~t~et~~~e1§~e~14&j~~t~~~41~~~§1&~i ~88 = ~~ 
81 83 31413142242424224242342323423414421412121234123214 200 . 45 

85 87 23134131241411122311422231134122332412121113224331 200 . 61 
85 87 13243111322433113243112343241331132423132411113142 200 . 59 
85 8 24111131131313411322321134211113212111132111111321 zoo . 75 
85 87 11321132412134111113211321321341113124113223223323 200 . 67 

101103 31132341332411313441111334211113411343444111132133 20U . 61 
101103 42321342321131134242131322243342113422231321311334 200 . 55 
101103 11313213213213411321322313213113222134132132142132 20U . 65 
101103 11321113421342111342134211344211321321132131132132 200 . 65 

105107 12411341341133214134141123321134313241313223213141 200 . 60 
105107 23411341131413241114331111323214114221241142123422 200 . 60 
10510 31143422341134114411234131413123234332433423342224 200 . 49 
105107 31132411431134311333343113343223224431214334243324 200 • 51 

109111 42411231422224212342442414344242412444133434411343 20U . 39 
109111 44111134224332434243421113222113133431111334433224 20U . 52 
109111 34222422244134341111113433441311322222413244241311 200 • 51 
109111 32431334443113414422241132244132243242424324242224 200 . 40 

133135 22123211211221212122121222121221112212212223222422 200 . 66 
133135 21 124 321221121223241222244221222222243443432222242 200 . 49 
133135 22343443412222224312222244324433222411112224111224 20ll . 47 
133135 33122332222431122232224111222243322243343112224112 200 • 54 

97 9 12231122332342124233332122121221421124212224342211 200 • 57 
97 9 14224124122242323424223422342234241233242324231312 200 . 44 
97 9 32431242414234123232424412423124244244424424424212 200 . 36 
97 9 34244244242123212122422422124222212424244412424421 200 . 40 

HAWKS 
CRI EQ 10+/25 DDPLUS 10+/25 DD PLUS 10+/25 DD 

1 343143241143411224114241142422242424142324424444243 025 • 3 9 
1 324414432424134422443423424342444431234323444224344 025 • 2 8 ( 
1 324344334423343144342444233443231424312441431424414 025 .33 
1 344143242333244112311231244424312424312431444324443 025 . 40 

9 11 44324432412413242324121124432212341222122332234122 065 . 47 ( 
9 11 21223212244121144214412443341441442343234342344431 065 . 41 
9 11 24231324434332434324434432334134443232432434432324 065 • 3 3 
9 11 32434444433232432434442434232432343243444243342434 065 . 27 

17 1 23123124112432234312321431232341431124343131111111 175 . 60 ( 

17 1 11112244334242434111244244344112444344112434343112 175 . 43 
17 1 44333242443111111111112244311112224432443111124112 175 .59 
17 1 24121112411224122432243433224434422342244444412443 175 . 39 ( ) 

29 31 14214413224442313131332424131142431332424324322241 10 l) . 47 

( 



29 3112232243213224313243132443243132444431331432431324 
29 3144431331344313344134432441344333444341332433243344 
29 31324134413132431424344324432444 3 1333424334443343324 

45 4723122411124331312432243222243442243443432243443223 
45 47224444444442434222434232441221 343443443 24432443244 
45 47ll214lll22ll22ll2223321112ll24ll241112232ll2ll4112 
45 47312433143233243111223211211411 23 1243 31432332432434 

14514731133241131432411314423444113322424232442222234224 
145147134244242442432323223424441323232113132 3 2342421441 
1451473342424424424242411313113442341 3342424242332113313 
14514713334244242323111331313111344244424442424242212444 

33 3533343344224433334334433433333333333444334111334113 
33 353313331334333433324411343 3333333334 123333344412333 
33 353434224424422344442422442 2444442244222422422224244 
33 35 224242224424424423444442 4444244244234444424444242 

61 633243424411344121323333422 22 44124 342224342234344444 
61 63 123443 34434224434434444 34442223413 2441 12142211123 
61 63 2243223444443434343434434444434434343344344444434 
61 63 3333443443433444444344333344344343344343343344433 

4241111111113333441324332222224222242422244333444 
125127 2333113411243431134313411333411 343334 13333 4134332 
1 25127 444344342444444444444443 34434224334422 3342 4422411 
1251271134434442444424334233243 3443411111314224311113443 

1129131 14211421414222122343224343 41443442344132422243 243 
129131 44443444444244344144324423423124 3232 443 2323444444 
112913124223442412414244332424434424432432432124124324424 
~2913112443443212434443223242114434411244214343412412344 
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